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Labs evacuated after accident

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Williams has composed for over 100films and has been nominated for 45 AcademyAwards.

Williams leads Pops
Famed composer
conducts gala concert
By Christopher Maroshegy

Assoc. News Editor

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Students had to evacuate Higgins Hall yesterday afternoon as the Newton Fire Department
arrived on the scene to secure the area and provide assistance.

One person was sent to the hospital
and dozens were evacuated from Higgins Hall yesterday after a small explosion occurred in a laboratory.Fearing a
chemical leak, dozensof police andfire
officials respondedto the minor explosion, cordoning off a small section of
Middle Campus while news cameras
and shaken students looked on.
Officials on the scene declined to
disclose the full extent of the damage,
but Frank Capello, president of the
Newton Firefighters Union, said that
the small explosionwithin the building
injured only one individual. Students
who were evacuatedfrom the building
complainedof a strong ammonia-like
odor after the explosion, and officials

See Explosion, A5

the Pops concert.
Williams led the orchestra in playing
several popular show tunes and movie
themes, many of which were his own
By Pilar Landon
compositions, "ft's nice to playfilm music
without the dialogue and sound effects
News Editor
covering up half of what the composer
John Williams' name might not be does," he said.
During a set of pieces for orchestra
übiquitous, but his music is. Name any
major motion picture from the last 30 and chorus, the University Chorale joined
years or so, and chances are, Williams Williams on stage for excerptsfrom Emwrote the original score for it. Between pire of the Sun and Saving Private Ryan.
the 100-plus films he composed for, his Robert Honeysucker, a noted baritone,
45 Academy Award nominations - five was also featured in the closing piece of
ofwhich he won - and his 20 Grammys, the show's first half.
After intermission, Maureen McGovWilliams can now add one more honor
to his resume: conducting the Boston ern, an accomplished Broadway singer
Pops Orchestra at the annualPops on the and recording artist, took the stage for
several solo pieces, many of which she
Heights Scholarship Gala.
The concert drew a sold-out crowd had performed at various points during
of parents, students, faculty, and other her theatrical career.
The show concluded with music from
Boston College supporters, as one of
the main events ofParents Weekend. A the Harry Potter movies, followed by a
scholarship benefit, the show's revenues finale featuring a montage of Williams'
contributed to the over $2 million in most well-known anthems, from Star
scholarship funds. There are currently 50 Wars, Jaws, Raiders of the Lost Ark, and
students enrolled at BC who have been E.T. The Extraterrestrial.\u25a0
awarded scholarships made possible by

GLC sets
of events for Coming Out Week
Cell phone slate
National
usage up
By PilarLandon

NewsEditor

380 percent
By

Grant

Hatchimonji

Asst. News Editor
Now that students have returned
to school and resumed their typical
activities, their use of cell phones
and other wireless network devices is
back in full swing. This means good
news for Verizon Wireless, which has
reported that after just the first week
of school, cell sites around theBoston
College areahave shown a 380 percent
increase in wireless usage.
GPS systems, wifi internet, cell
phones, Blackberries, and other
wireless devices are becoming regular commodities for students; all of
which contribute to the investments
in network capacity. Of the 62 million
customers that Verizon Wireless has,
more than 60 percent ofthem use data
services, which includes text messaging. Given how common text messaging has become - Verizon customers
exchanged over 60 million text messages in the month of June alone - it
has contributed largely to the increase
in wireless activity, as well.
Technicians for Verizon Wireless
studied the usage in university neighborhoods between9 p.m. and 10 p.m.
on both Thursday, Aug. 23 and Thursday, Sept. 6. Boston schools such as
Northeastern University and Boston
University saw a 280 percent and 70
percent increases, respectively, while
the cell sites serving the Harvard and
MIT areas climbed50 and 20 percent.
Overall, Verizon Wireless network
usage has seen a 20 percent increase

See Cell phones, A4

Keeping in its annually established
tradition, the GLBT Leadership Council

(GLC) is organizing events on campus
this week as part of National Coming

Out Week. From barbecues and social
gatherings to informative panels and
group discussions, events have a depth
of focus that offers something for the
entire Boston College community, gay
or straight.
"We really want to build a community
with alumni and faculty as well as students," said Celso Perez, GLC president
and A&S '09. "The undercurrent of the
week is to try to get as many involved as
we can."
Events kick off Monday at noon

See Coming out, A4

Coming Out
Week Schedule
Monday, Oct. 1
12 p.m. - 4 p.m.: BBQ in the
Dustbowl
Tuesday, Oct. 2
7 p.m.: "How to be Straight"
panel in Higgins3oo

Wednesday, Oct. 3
6 p.m.: "Opening Boston's
Closets" in the Chocolate Bar
Thursday, Oct. 4
7 p.m.: "Guess Who's Gay" in
Gasson 305
Friday, Oct. 5
7 p.m.: "I Feel Pretty" fashion
show in the Cabaret Room

MINUTEMEN TAKEN OUT

sexual health report card
By Kalyn

Belsha

Heights Staff

In June ofthis year, Trojan launched
an advertisement and public information campaign titled "Evolve,"which,
according to its mission statement, was
designed in order to "reframe people's
perceptions about using condoms and
start a much-needed dialogue about
sexual health in America." In conjunction with the campaign, Trojan hired
independent research firm Sperling's
BestPlaces to gather information and
compile results for their second annual
"sexualhealth report card." Released on
Sept. 10, the report card revealed that
Boston Collegeranks 120 out of the 139
colleges and universities polled.
The process to compile the report
card began in the spring of2007 when,

over the course of eight weeks, colleges
and universities representing each state
and major NCAA Division I athletic
conference were reviewed by researchers from Sperling's BestPlaces. After
collecting information via live health
center phone interviews and reviewing
each health center's Web site, the researchers assigned lettergrades across 11
separate categories to eachschool. These
grades werethen averagedto assign each
school a gradepoint average, the highest
being3.91/4.0 at the University ofMinnesota and the lowest being 0.82/4.0 at
Louisiana Tech University. BC scored a
1.91/4.0.
The categories reviewed included:
sexual health awareness programs,
condom and contraception availabilLAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

See Sexual health, A4

BC triumped over UMass at Saturday's game with a 24-14 win. See Sports, CI.

Secularism in
college: Are young
people turning
away from God?
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BC can be allies," she said. "Ithink allies
on campus have struggled with direction
and how they can help, what role they
can play."
The panelists, she said, will discuss
why being an ally is important to them,
how they havechosen to act in theirrole
as an ally, and whether they themselves
have encountered discrimination. "It's
a misconception that all allies are actually closeted," she said. "This panelwill
hopefully clear that up."
The professors andstaff will also offer
advice on how allies can support their
gayfriends, she said. "Allies can be really
empoweredand helpful.People just often
don'tknowhow or are afraidto help."
Anopen-mic discussioncalled "Open-

BC earns failing grade on

A cappella appeal: The
sound of song takes over BC

INSIDE

with a barbecue in the Dustbowl with
music, food, and a chance to meet new
people, lasting until 4 p.m. The object
of many activities, Perez said, is to get
new students comfortablewithin the BC
sphere.
Tuesday night features a panel discussion lead by five professors and staff
titled "How to be straight." Perez said,
"This event really deals with how to get
the community involved. People often
support GLBT issues but don't know
how to fit it into their day-to-day lives.
We want to emphasize how to provide
support to the GLBT community even
though they might not identify themselves as GLBT."
Anna Rhodes, the UGBC senate liaison to the GLC andA&S TO, planned
the panel. "The topic is how students at
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U.N. envoy looks to end
violence in Myanmar

The Heights
Boston College - McElroy 113

Washington Post: BANGKOK, Thailand
?A U.N. special envoy flew to Myanmar for
discussionswiththe country's entrenchedmilitary government Saturday, seeking to resolve
a bloodypolitical uprising that has generated
worldwidedemands for the generals to halt
their repression andmake wayfor democratic
reforms. The protests thatfor nearlytwo weeks
have rocked Myanmar's two main cities, Yangon and Mandalay, were reduced to knots of
youthsshoutinginsults at thousands ofarmed
police andsoldierswho have been deployedon
the streets to smother the campaign, according
to Internet reports from Myanmar activists
and exile groups in neighboring Thailand.
The Buddhist monks who had been leading
theprotesters and inspiring them with their
revered status in Myanmar society
were
blocked inside monasteries for a second day,
surroundedby army troops and frightened by
a wave of arrests, the reports said.

AHN YONG-JOON / AP PHOTO

ON CAMPUS

?
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Tim Russert book included in

newly released 'Deans List'

In a recent opinions piece published in the Boston
Globe, Boston College professor Rev. Richard McGowan,
S.J., offered a reason for the rise of gambling in America:
the triumph ofindividual rights over the common good.
McGowansaid an ethical considerationofgamblinghighlights an interesting phenomenon: thefact that although
most segments of society are against the ideaof gambling,
revenues from gamblinghave skyrocketedfrom $1 billionin
1980to over $70 billion in 2004. In fact, even the gambling
industry hasrecognized the dangers ofexcessive gambling,
joining thepro-gamblingposition, which advocatedregulationsto prevent damaginggamblingwhilebalancing the
freedomto allowresponsible adults to do so.

Deans List ofrecommendedreading. The central question addressed in the new readings is one asked by
Dionne Warwick in the 19605: "What's life all about,
Alfie?" Five new books were added to last year's list,
including TheLaw of Dreams by Peter Behrens, The Wet
Engine, by Brian Doyle,After This, by Alice McDermott,
Wisdom of Our Fathers, by Tim Russert, and Knowledge
and the Wealth of Nations, by David Warsh. Neenan has
given his recommendation in books on the list since
the 1980s, when he was the dean of the College ofArts
and Sciences.

University Vice President Rev. William B. Neenan,
S.J., recently released the annual and distinguished

UNDER REPORTED

on

This fall, the datafor the classof2006 was analyzed,
and the organization found an 8 percent increase in
average student-loan debt. At the same time, the
starting salary for graduating seniors increased by
4 percent.

bridge.

Tops

Rabinovich

1. Itamar

2. The art of
cartooning

Tuesday
Time: 4:30 p.m.

Thursday
Time: 7:30 p.m.

4. From 'Gothic' to
Examining the
'church of the poor' 'Medievial'

Thursday
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: McGuinn
Location: Devlin 101 Location: Gasson 100
121
Professor Marco ImpaRobert Mankoff, a
The former Israeli am- cartoonist for The New gliazzo, historian and
bassador to the United Yorkerfor 30 years
president of the ComStates will discuss
munity of Sant'Egidio,
and editorfor 10,
relations between
will speak on the vital
will present the art,
the United States, Ispresence of the poor in
science, and pracrael and Syria and the tice behind drawing
the present and future
prospect for war.
cartoons.
life of the church.

Wednesday
Time: 4:30 p.m.
Location: Higgins 300

A report is filed regarding a student who is receiving harassing
telephone calls. A Detective is investia.m.

?

gating.

5:48 p.m.
A report is filed regarding
an assist to the Newton Police with a
pedestrian who was struck by a motor
vehicle off campus. Newton Fire Dept
also responded.

a small mulchfire near Conte Forum. The
officer was ableto extinguish the fire with
the use of a fire extinguisher.

5:29 p.m. A report was filed regarding a
distraught student who wished to speak
with an officer.
?

7:41 p.m. ?A report was filed regarding
a fire alarm activation in the Modular
A report was filed regarding a missing person. Administrators
Department began an investigation. A
message was sent to all police agencies
reporting her missing.

Tuesday, Sept. 25

11:56 p.m.

A report is filed regarding a
suspicious motor vehicle. It was towedfor
illegal parking and a quantity of alcohol
was confiscated.

were advised and Boston College Police

?

who was shoplifting from the Campus
Convenience store. He was stopped and
identified as the suspect who had been
shoplifting. Boston Police arrived and
took him into custody.

"Do you think BC football can go undefeated after
going 5-0?"
"I think that Florida State
willbe tough but we can go

undefeated."

bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believe we havemade a reporting error, haveinformationthatrequires a
clarificationor correction, or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact

Patrick Fouhy, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor©
bcheights.com.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distributionproblems on campus,
contact Lauren Sottile, General
Manager at (617) 552-0547.
Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

A&S '11

"No, Idont think we can go
undefeated. Ifigure we'll lose
to Virginia Tech, Clemson, or
Florida State."
?Ryan Boudreau,
A&S '10

"I'm sure we will do really
well, but we wont go
undefeated. Every team has a
bad day."
Faith Goronga,
A&S '11
?

?

A report was filed regarding

Washington Post ?Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton found herself on the defensive
Wednesday night in a debate in which the
Democratic presidential candidatesclashed
over withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq,
the financial future of Social Security, and
Iran's nuclear threat. The two-hour debate
featured clear differencesbut few fireworks.
Clinton (D-N.Y.), the front-runner for the
nomination, drew steady criticism, but her
sevenrivals couched their disagreementswith
respectrather thanscorn or sharp words. The
debate came at a moment in the campaign
when Clinton has solidified her position as
the clear front-runner for the Democratic
nomination,putting pressure on her opponents to slow her momentum.

The Heights is producedby BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS

A report was filed regarding

?

?

Democratic hopefuls

Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Stuart Pike, Arts and Review Editor, at
(617) 552-0515, or e-mail review®

an assist to theBoston Police with a party

1:21 p.m.
A report was filed regarding an ill party who was transported to a
medical facility.
4:41 p.m.

JIM COLE / AP PHOTO

?

10:16 p.m. A report is filed regarding a
report from resident assistants of an odor
of marijuana. After a short investigation
and consent search, a quantity of marijuana was confiscated.

?

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Jeff Weinstein, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.

apartments.

9:27 p.m.

12:53 a.m.

News Desk.

?Tim Magee,

?

?

and contact information to the

Voices from the Dustbowl

9/24/07 - 9/25/07
12:01

Thursday

Time: 4:30 p.m.
Location: Higgins 300
Michael Alexander,
Clare Asquith, author
honorary professor of of the widely reviewed
Shadowplay: The
English literature at
the University ofSt. An- Hidden Beliefs and
drews, will discuss the Coded Politics of Wil'Revising attitudes to
liam Shakespeare, will
the Middle Ages' from examineCatholicism
in Shakespeare.
the Gothic times.

Police Blotter
Monday, Sept. 24

The Cause of English Catholicism

idea

or mail
a detailed description of the event

take crack at Hillary

things to do this week on campus

or a good

future events, e-mail, fax,

were

Student Debt, more than 5 millionstudents each

Business and Operations
General Manager (617) 552-0169
Advertising(617) 552-2220
Business and Circulation
(617) 552-0547
Classifieds and Collections
(617) 552-0364

for a story? Call Pilar Landon,
News Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or
e-mail news@bcheights.com. For

In a scene out of a James Bond film, animal control
officers saved a 250 -poundbear danglingunder abridge
near Lake Tahoe last week. Using a tranquilizer and a
nylonnet bought at a nearbyArmy surplus store, officials

year will have to take out some sort of student loan.

General(617) 552-2221
Managing Editor (617) 552-4286
News Desk (617) 552-0172
Sports Desk (617) 552-0189
MarketplaceDesk (617) 552-3548
Features Desk (617) 552-3548
Arts Desk (617) 552-0515
Photo (617)552-1022
Fax (617) 552-4823

News Tips
Have a news tip

250-poundbear rescued after
dangling from 80-foot bridge

able to convince the bear not to jump off of the
80-foot-high bridge and bring him to safety. Officials
determinedthat the bear had been walking across the
bridge, located in the Sierra Nevada, when oncoming
cars startled it and caused it to jump over the railing to
presumed safety. The bear pulled himselfup to a ledge
under the bridge, where he slept for the night until officials were able to force the bear onto a net under the

Editorial

EDITORIAL RESOURCES

NATIONAL

UNIVERSITIES

(U-WIRE) COLUMBIA, Mo.-Before every fall
semester, students go through a gruelingprocess to
attain as many scholarships and grants as they can,
including student loans, which are easy to get - but
not as easy to pay back. According to The Project

140 CommonwealthAye.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

Editor-in-Chief(617) 552-2223

McGowan: Individual rights
trump 'collective good'

College debt rising among
students according to study

I

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

The cost for the UGBC concert last week was less than
the $80,000 reported.
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AAUP responds to criticism over bias Blinded by
By Katie

Julian
Heights Staff

their political opinions when it is relevant to their field of expertise. "We
have an obligationto express opinions

"I've never felt uncomfortable when
the class allowed for debate. I'm more
comfortable when a teacher explains
In a classroom setting, is it appropri- based on the evidence of our research," theirbiases andallowsstudents to challenge their beliefs," Sinacore said.
ate for a professor teaching a class on she said.
This, however, has not always been
Dc Leeuw explainedthat scholarship
the Americanpresidency to say whether
the case. Sinacore recalls an instance
they have found George W Bush to be is about argument and though a professor should give both sides of the issue,
in high school where he was asked to
a terrible or successful president? The
they shouldbe welcometo offerrebuttals leave class after expressing his support
AmericanAcademyofUniversity Professors releasedareport earlierthis month,
to opposing arguments.
for President Bush in the election by a
"Freedomin the Classroom," that would
ffa professor crosses the line between teacher who found his views to be "ofallow professors to do just that - speak academic freedom and discriminafensive."
While at BC, Sinacore has primarily
their mind on issues relating to their tion, action is subsequently taken by
field of scholarship. At Boston College, a University committee. "We have had beenableto freely debateissues ofpolicy
the standards for faculty concerning cases where teachers have said things with his professors, like Seth Jacobs,
associate professor in
academic freedom echo the report's in class that students felt
were harassment." Those
the history department,
conclusions.
"I don't think
who offers a coffee hour
"We hire scholars who are paid to cases have concerned issue
teachers should to discuss contempoteach and do research and follow that of race, religion, and sexual
no
orientation,
case,
it
but
issues. "To me, he
may
research wherever
take them.
have to answer rary
[Jacobs] is the epitome
If a professor's research leads them to to Dc Leeuw's knowledge,
to students about of academic freedom,
a difficult conclusion, we protect their has involveddiscrimination
challenging students to
right to speakthat difficult conclusion," based on political opinion.
their teaching
The issue of academic
challenge themselves,"
saidPatricia Dc Leeuw, the vice provost
style!'
freedom has been a prihe said.
for faculties.
Still, Sinacore does
mary concern for conservaDc Leeuw made a distinction beknow
of a case at BC
Wheatley,
tween academic freedom and freedom tive groups, who claim that
?John
when
a
student was asked
of speech, noting thatacademicfreedom more liberal professors are
president of the
is restricted to a professors's research not providing a balanced
to stop talking in class
College Democrats of after positing a conserand howthe professor chooses to teach discussion, and are lookBoston College
vative opinion, andwhen
ing to indoctrinaterather
thatresearch.
Still, faculty should proceed with than educate theirstudents.
a student from the Midsome caution when professing their Leaders like David Horowitz, author of west was toldthathe would soonbecome
views in a relevant field, focusing on The Professors: The 101 Most Dangerous "educated" enough to renounce his
how they can teach students to think Academics in America, have pushed for conservative views.
"A logical and thoughtful answer
for themselves, rather than thinking an academic bill of rights that would
eliminate political bias from the classshould not be intimidating," he said.
for them.
Sinacore notes that it can be in"Ithink our obligationas educators is room altogether.
Michael Sinacore, the president of timidating to know who to turn to if a
to help students find ways of answering
the questions, not just giving them the The College Republicans and A&S '08, student believes theirbeliefs are stifled
answers. It's wrong to teachonlyconclubelieves that professors should be able in the classroom.
to give their opinions, as long as a free
"Talk to an adviser, someone you
sions," Dc Leeuw said.
trust,
flow
ofideas
exists.
someone who you think would
give
She believes teachers should

have a solution to the problems. Keeping
silent is not a good idea," he said.
Marc Landy, a professor in the political science department, is one of those
go-to professors for Sinacore. Landy
has helped Sinacore garner University
support for many events sponsored by
College Republicans.
At one point in time, Sinacore said
thatthe College Republicansattempted
to organize apanelcomprised ofmoderates, liberals, and conservatives,to deal
with student complaints about University professors who were one-sided,but
this never came to fruition.
John Wheatley,president ofthe College Democrats of Boston College and
A&S '08, called this idea "outrageous."
"I don'tthink teachersshould have to
answer to students about theirteaching
style. We have extremely accomplished
professors here," he said.
Wheatley hasn't had any problem
withBC professors leaningtoofar to the
left or the right. "Most ofthe professors
I've had have done a good job of keeping their politics out of the classroom,"
he said. Wheatley also listed Jacobs
as a professor who tries "obsessively
hard" to present as many arguments as
possible.
Both Sinacore and Wheatley noted
that it's nearlyimpossible for professors to keep their opinions entirely to
themselves and prefer that they give
theirbiases upfront.
"fnevitably, everyone'sbiases get in
there somehow," Wheatley said.
Despite the argument made by some
that BC professors are quite liberal,
Wheatley identified one aspect of the
University that he feels is not - the administration.

\u25a0

President signs landmark college aid bill
Briana Fasone
For the Heights
By

As students nationwide will soon
reap the benefits of increased federal
aid, some of the pressures of financing college tuition will be nullified. On

Thursday, PresidentGeorgeBush signed
the CollegeCost Reduction and Access
Act, which is being hailed as the most
revolutionary piece of post-secondary
legislationsince the 1944 G.I. Bill.
In addition to lowering interest rates
of Stafford Loans, the bill will boost
financialaid available to students by increasing the maximumPell Grant. Providingneed-based aid, the Pell Grant is
the largest source of federal assistance
for low-income students, awarding a
maximum of $4,310 per student annually.The $20 billion piece oflegislation
will increase aid to $5,400 by 2012.
"PellGrants send an important message to students in need," Bush said in
a press release Thursday. "If you work
hard, and you stay in school, and you
makethe right choices, the federalgovernment is going to stand by you."
Many individuals at Boston College
believe that this bill will be effective in

helping low-incomestudents manage aid - whether through scholarships grants and scholarships, 85 percent was
the ever-increasing costs of attending and grants, work-study programs, or providedby the University this year.
loans. Pekala said roughly 12 percent
"The school is significantlysupportcollege.
"We think it's wonderful," said Berofstudents receive a Pell Grant, which, ing the needs of students," Pekala said.
nie Pekala, directorofstudent financial depending on need, ranges from ap"It's our mission."
While many believe that the College
proximately $400 to $4,000 in annual
strategies, who added that BC previCost Reduction andAccess Act didnot
ously worked with Senator Edward M. aid.
go far enough in boosting Pell Grant
In general, the Pell Grant proKennedy's office on such issues. Kennedy (D-Mass.) is chairmanof the Senate vides funds for students with the funds, Iris Tavarez,A&S '08, is satisfied
highest financial needs with the bill. "An increase in the Pell
Health, Education, Labor
and Pensions Committee
- students whose annual Grant would give a lot ofstudents the
"The school is
and released the original
family income is below opportunity to come to BC - students
significantly
copy of the bill earlier this
the $40,000 range. Pewhowouldnormally overlook theschool
month.
supporting the kala notedthat the grant because it is so expensive," said TavaDan Bunch, director of
neither a GPA nor rez, a Pell Grant recipient and student
needs students... has
BC's "Learning to Learn"
a course requirement.
employee at "Learningto Learn." She
It's our mission" "It is a great tool that still receives approximately50 percent
program, shared similar
sentiments. "This legislashows students that they ofher financial aid from BC.
tion will go a long way to
can receive funding," he
"While a $500 Pell Grant may not
?Bernie Pekala,
help students attend unisaid.
seem like a lot," Bunch said, "it is a lot to
director of student
versities like BC," Bunch
Pekala and other ada student who doesn'thave anything."
financial
strategies ministrators working for
said. "Learning to Learn",
Bunch said that since tuition inan advocacy group for firstFinancial Services said creases everyyear, this additionalfundgeneration college students, receives aid that the University is committed to ing will help offsetthe cost of attending
from the federal government and offers ensuring that qualified students can college.
a program in which its Pell recipients attendBC. Since most federal and state
TimothyShea, A&S '11, said "Financan apply for additional grant money grants cover only a fraction of BC's cial aid is definitely a good thing, and
$17,575 per semester tuition, the school although it is never enough to make a
through the school.
Approximately two-thirds of BC must provide additionalassistance. Of private college seem affordable, it helps,
students receive some sort offinancial all theaid given to BC students through and more is always better." \u25a0
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'Jena Six' teen freed, no longer to be tried as adult
By Miguel Bustillo

L.A. Times
A black teenager jailed in the racially combustible "Jena Six" case
was released Thursday, hours after the
prosecutor announced that he no longer
wouldseek to try him as an adult.
Mychal Bell, 17, had spent nearly 10
months behind bars after he and five
other black youths allegedlyassaulted
a white classmatelast year at JenaHigh
School in Louisiana.
The incident capped months of
unrest in the small town, which began
last September when white students
hung nooses from an oak tree on the
school campus, a day after a black
freshman asked whether he could sit
under it. The threewhite students who
hung the nooses were given three days'
suspension, and white youths involved
in racially charged fights off campus
receivedminimal punishment.
LaSalle Parish District Attorney
ReedWalters initially charged five of the
six black teens with attempted murder
and as adults -- charges thatwouldhave
put themin prison for up to 50 years. He
laterloweredthe charges to aggravated
battery, a felony that still could have
locked up them up for up to 15 years.
Bell's conviction was overturnedearlier
this month on the grounds he should
have been tried as a juvenile --he was
16 at the time.
"You cannot have adult attempted
murderfor some and a fine for others,"
Rev. Al Sharpton said shortly after
Bell's release as he and other black
leaders stood beside Bell at a news
conference outside the LaSalle Parish
Courthouse.
Calling the Jena Six case a new
chapter in the struggle for civil rights,
Sharpton added, "Upon this young
man's shoulders is a movement."
The Jena Six case attracted international coverage and became a call to

action for activists on the Internet and
college campuses, who saw it as proof
that black youths in America still face
a double standard in the legal system.

In a scene recalling the civil-rights
marches of the 19605, an estimated
20,000 people came to Jena last week

cheering supporters Thursday, Walters
said that politicalpressure and nationwide outrage played no part in his decision to retry Bell as a juvenile.
"To do my jobwell, a prosecutormust
develop a thick hide against outside
influences," Walters said during his

who helpedplanned last week's march,
he added:
"I firmly believe and am confident
of the fact that had it not been for the
direct intervention of the Lord Jesus
Christ last Thursday, a disaster would
have happened. You can quote me on
that." When asked to clarify, Walters
said: "The Lord Jesus Christ put his
influence on those people, and they
responded accordingly."
Some civil-rights activists said his
remarks suggested thathe expectedthe
demonstratorswouldresort to violence,
and that it was insulting to credit their
responsible behavior to divine intervention.

Several hours after Walters'

news

conference, Bell was free.

TIA OWENS-POWERS / AP PHOTO

JENA, La.
- Mychal Bell blows a kiss heavenward after a prayer from the Rev. Al
Sharpton, left, upon his release from jail at LaSalle Parish Courthouse Thursday.
(AP)

to protest the case.

On Thursday, the Congressional
Black Caucus joinedthe chorus, calling
Reed's actions "an abuse of prosecutorial discretion" and asking the Justice
Department to investigate. Donald
Washington, the region's federal prosecutor, is already monitoring the situation, and the FBI is tracking Internet
messages by white supremacists threatening the families of the six teens.
In a news conferencestackedwith his

televised news conference. He added
that after consulting with the family
of the victim, Justin Barker, and legal
experts, he decided to resolve the case
more quickly rather than dragging appeals out in court.
Near the end of the news conference, Walters said he felt that prayer
had allowed the community and him
personally to endurethe stress ofevents
surrounding the case.
And, in remarks that angered some

A judge set terms for his release,
and a $45,000 bond was posted. Bell
appearedwith Sharpton and others on
the courthouse stepsbut did not speak;
later, he went home, where his family
and supporters celebrated.
Bell, the only one of the Jena Six to
be tried so far, was convicted of aggravatedbattery and conspiracy to commit
aggravatedbattery earlier this year by
an all-white jury. But a new team of
defense attorneys argued that he was
unlawfully tried as an adult, and an appeals court vacated the verdict earlier
this month.
Reed, who argued in a New York
Times opinionpiece this week that the
brutality ofthe six-on-one assaultmerited strongpunishment, initiallysaidhe
would ask theLouisiana Supreme Court
to overturn that decision.
But Wednesday evening, Louisiana Gov. Kathleen Blanco, flanked by
Sharpton and other black activists,
announced that she had spoken with
Walters and that he no longer would
eek to prosecute Bell in adult court. As
a result, the steepest punishment Bell
now likely faces is being sentenced to a
detention center until he turns 21. \u25a0

colorblindness

Christine Zosche
Forty years have passed since the
peak of the Civil Rights Movement in
the United States, but the small town
of Jena,La., has brought into the national spotlight issues of racism that
persist despite the years. In the midst
of the court proceedings surrounding the six teenagers of Jena, I cannot
help but observe how racial issues are
not only present in our own justice
system, but also in every aspect oflife.
I would imagine that if you polled
the American public, the vast majority would argue that most of the U.S.
populationis "colorblind" - that
they do not view people differently

because of race. I wouldalso assume
that most people do not give much
thought to the possibility ofracial
bias in our justice system. The Pledge
of Allegiancemay proclaim "justice
for all," but the case of the Jena 6 - as
the teenagershave come to beknown
-proves otherwise.
Some have argued that what has
occurred in Jena is the worst kind of
Deep South justice. The reality is,
however, that this type ofracism is
not exclusive to the South, although
few Northerners would easily admit
to this.
To convince the skeptics, I present the evidence: At the University
of Marylandthis month, a noose
was found tied to a tree in front of
the Nyumburu Cultural Center. The
"Rally for Peace and Harmony" that
followed at UM brings the Unity Rally
held at Boston College last November
to my mind. Even on our own campus,
racial issues became prominent in
mainstream student life.
Even still, bigotry existed amid the
cry for peace. The Unity Rally did not
drawthe wholeBC community. Very
few wore the red t-shirts in solidarity at the Duke footballgame. My
roommate was verbally harassed and
insultedby another student for wearing the shirt. Even after Unity Week,
the issues were swept under the rug
once again. Now, very few remember
the events oflast fall and even fewer
talk about them.
Admittedly, I may condemn some
members of the BC community for being intolerant,but in the same light, I
do not proclaim myself to be the token
activist for civil rights. Until I came
to college, I never gave much thought
to the issues ofrace. This may be
because my parents taught me not to
think ofother people differently. But
I wouldbe willing to bet that the real
reason that race was not an issue for
me was because my high school was
predominantlywhite, and I was not
immediately affected by any type of
racial prejudice.
Unfortunately, many people do not
give considerationto racial issues if
they do not deal with them personally, as in my case. This ignorance is
arguably the most mainstream factor
contributing to racial tensions in the
post-CivilRights era. Race becomes a
huge part of some people's identities
because they are forced to confront
the issues ofracism on a regular basis.
For others, the issues are less relevant, and some may never confront
them at all. Still, others, like myself,
see the issues and respond to them
by viewing the world through a veil of
"colorblindness."
Many would argue that this "colorblindness" - or viewing everyone as
the same, regardless of race - is what
our society needs. I argue the opposite. "Colorblindness" does not truly
exist. Inreality, we form our perceptions ofothers (positive, negative, and
neutral) based on many factors, and
race is one of them. To view everyone
as the same -or to be "colorblind"
- should not be the goal. This attitude inherentlydegrades a part of a
person's identity, one that should be
embracedand appreciated as different, not inferior.
f believe that the goal for the
Americanjustice system (and for
society as a whole) should be legal
equality and ethnic understanding,
not "colorblindness."The Jena 6 have
brought to light an important issue
that is not exclusive to any region,
race, or institution. There are many
hurdles to overcome - at BC, within
ourselves, and even in our own government -until we can truly live up
to our creed that "all men are created
equal."
Christine Zosche is a columnist for The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
news@bcheights.com
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"You can't talk about responsible sexual health ifyou don't give people information about what constitutes issues of health and
illness and sexuality"
?James

Keenan, S.J.,
theology professor

Cell
phone

Study focuses on information available services
Sexual health, from Al
ity, HIV testing, other sexually transmittedinfection (STI)
testing, student health center
hours of operation, drop-in ver-

BC UniversityHealth Services'
(UHS) policy clearly states that

"becauseofthe moralvalues that
Boston College espouses, UHS
does not provide materialsfor
the purpose of preventing consus appointment-based service,
traception or counselthat would
encourage abortion."This means
navigabilityandusability ofWebbased sexualhealth information, thatBC wouldhavereceived low
or no marks in at least two of the
anonymous advice or newspaper
most decisive categories.
columns, lecture outreach proRepresentatives from BC's
grams, student peer groups, and
sexual assault programs.
UHS were quick to cite "a conflict
Of the 139 schools polled for ofinterests" in the findings ofthe
the report card, only a handful, sexualhealthreport card. But the
reason thatBC performedpoorly
includingBC, were Roman Catholic-affiliated. According to a cannot be attributed solely to the
report by PR Newswireregarding university's religious affiliationif
Trojan's press release, the "availbothGeorgetown and Seton Hall,
ability ofanonymous advice, free other prestigious Roman Cathocontraception including condom lic-affiliateduniversities, ranked
distribution,and separate sexual higher than BC. Seton Hall Uniawareness programs were the versity is placed under similar
biggest factors in differentiating restrictions regarding contracepthe top ranked schools from the tive material dissemination, but
still ranked 48 spots above BC,
rest."

...

Top 5 and bottom 5 ranked schools
1. University of Minnesota (GPA 3.91)
2. University of Wyoming (GPA 3.91)
3. University of Washington (GPA 3.73)
4. Rutgers University (GPA 3.68)
5. Purdue University (GPA 3.64)
135.Villanova University (GPA 1.45)

136. University of Arkansas (GPA 1.36)
137. Arkansas State University (GPA 1.14)
138. University of Louisiana (GPA 0.91)
139.Louisiana Tech University (GPA 0.82)
BC's rank is 120.

Source: prnewswire.com

GLC looks to
involve alumni
Coming out, from Al
ing Boston's Closets" takes place
on Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the

Chocolate Bar, with students
expressing themselves through
discussions and performances
aboutissues of sexuality, "ft is an
event with a realcoffeehousefeel,"
Perez said. "It's a place to share
about sexuality - whether you're
coming out or not. We're hoping
to engage all audiences."
James Kandrach, A&S TO,
will be participating in "Opening
Boston's Closets," talking about
his own coming-out story and
transition into life at BC. "I hope
it inspires people who are still
closetedhere on this campus," he
said. "Abig problem is thatpeople
oftenhave a hardtimefindingand
relating to other gay people on
campus." This week, he said, will
hopefully ease that difficulty.
"Guess who's gay," a gameshow-themed event aimed at
breaking down stereotypes, will
take place Thursday at 7 p.m. in
Gasson 305. Students will ask
non-sexuality-basedquestions
to a panel of participants to try
to discern their sexuality.
The week concludes with a
fashionshow titled "Ifeel pretty,"
to be held in theCabaretRoom at
7 p.m., at which models will each
wear an outfit they feel uncomfortable in and one in which they
feel like themselves.
Kandrach is also planning on
participating in the fashion show
as a model. "I'll probably wear
the typical BC attire of cargo

pants and a polo shirt for my
outfit representing the closeted
me," he said. "For my other outfit, I'm wearing a crazy rainbow
shirt andwhite denimpants. I do

dressflamboyantlynormally, but I
don't care - that's one ofthe great
aspects of gay men. They just do
what theywant."
Perez said that he wants the
week to be a way for GLBT students on campus to learn about
the resources that are available
to them at BC, in addition to
gatheringsupportfrom the larger
alumni and faculty communities.
"It can be hard freshman year to
openly explore these issues," he
said. "We want students to learn
about us through going to events
or by checking our Web site [www.
bcglbt.org]. We are aresource here
on campus."
Kandrach said getting involved
in organizations like Lambdaand
the GLC have helped him develop
a supportive base on campus. "I
came here without a network of
gay friends at home," he said.
"The closeted part of me didn't
want to get involved at first - I
didn'tfeel it was normal.But there
are things you can do on campus
that wdl open your eyes."
Holding theweekof events, he
said, is a powerfulstatement. "We
want people to be comfortable
enoughto come out," he said.
Rhodes said she hopes to see
non-GLBT people attend events
as well. "We need to embrace
equality on this campus, and
these events can who us how we
can achieve it," she said. \u25a0

most likely due to high scores in
other areas such as awareness,
service, and information-based
categories.
To cite a few examples, the Seton HallUHS Web site dedicates
more than three times as much
text to provide informationabout

HIV andAIDS as BC's UHS site.
The Seton Hall site includes
detailed facts about transmission, severaldifferent methodsof
prevention, and links to various
other sources of information.
BC cites "abstinence" as the
"best prevention" method and
provides a link only to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC).
The Seton Hall UHS site also
provides a clear link to information about the human papilloma
virus (HPV) and cervical cancer
under its "vaccinations" section.
WhileBC beganto offer the HPV
vaccine to BC students in thefall
of2006, there is still no information about this on the UHS site,
although detailed information
about the vaccine and the virus
is availableupon request at UHS.
Furthermore, a representative
from the UHS at Seton Hall said
staffmembers are not allowedto
"discriminate against the nature
ofcounseling," which means that
students pregnant and possibly
considering abortioncan discuss
their options at their school's
UHS. Nurse practitioners at BC
can and have been fired in the
past for providing information
concerning abortion counseling
or referrals.
Rev. James Keenan, S.J., a

illness and sexuality."
professor in the theology deIt is alsoworthnoting thatthe
partment at BC who teaches the
popularcourse titled"HIV/AIDS sexualhealthreport carddoes not
and Ethics" said that the sexual report informationprovidedfrom
departments or Web sites other
report health card is a good inCell phones, from Al
dicationthat students should be than those of the University's
asking themselves how they can health services. This means that
in the Boston area since early
be sure thatthere is adequateinresearcherswould never have seen
August.
formationmadeavailable,if they evidence of organizations that
The jump in network usknowwhere to securemore inforwork to spread awareness about age is
not surprising given the
mation if needed, and if faculty sexual health at BC not linked to
amount of effort that Verizon
and staff members feel comfortUHS. For example, the Women's
puts into enhancing wireless
able discussing such information Health Initiative (WHI) is an
capacity in New England. Acorganization not recognized by
with the student population.
cording to a PR Newswire
"Sexualhealthis sexualhealth the University that collaborates
piece, throughout the first six
[and] you can talkabout it in the with several academic departmonths of the year, Verizon
contextofthe mission ofthisUniments to discuss sexual health
has spent $145 expanding its
versity," he said. "I do think that options and issues alternative to
network in these six states,
it wouldbe in BC's interest to
those presented by the UHS. In
bringing its total investment in
host some sort ofextended conthe past, it has organized panel
the region to more than $2 bilversation on how to make issues discussions on topics from the lion since the year 2000. This
of sexual health more known to GlobalGagRule to female genital
expenditureis no different than
the student body, more available mutilation(FGM). Currently the
that of the national scale; every
andifthey were to, in fact, inquire WHI is working to raise aware90 days the company spends
as to how other universities that
ness about its participation as a
$1 billion to keep up with the
share missions similar to us are "safesite" for the Great Amerigrowing demand for voice and
addressing this. I'm sure that can Condom Campaign, which
data services.
all of these universities are inprovides students with free conThe puzzling aspect of the
terested in sexual health and are traceptivematerialsandinforma380 percent usage jump that
probablyfinding rather important tion in orderto reduce the spread
Verizon has seen around BC is
solutionsthat will affect thelives ofHIV/AIDS and other sexually that,
regardless of the network's
of our students and the way that transmittedinfections.
apparent popularity, students
we serve them.
"We're veryinterestedin framare not entirely satisfied with
"Inteaching myAIDS course I ing the issue of sexual health
the service they experience on
was surprised at howfew students
not as an issue of reproductive
and around campus.
freedombut one of reproducreally know about the transmis"My cell phone service is
sion [of the disease]. Imagine tive justice," said Cecilia Fierro,
pretty awful all over campus,
what this means about [student memberofthe WHI andA&S '08.
but then again, I find that
knowledge] of other issues re"This implies that sexual health
it's not just BC where I have
garding sexual health," he said. is a human right... andby Boston
problems. It's all of Newton,"
"You can't talk aboutresponsible College not providing services said Judah Landzberg, a
Vesexual health if you don't give [to assist this] they're doing an
rizon Wireless customer and
us
because they're
people information about what injustice to
A&S TO.
constitutes issues of health and preventing our safety." \u25a0
Others are more content
with Verizon as a service provider, but still have some res-

vary

...

Study: student loan debt
average increases by 8 percent
By Robby Lewis
The Maneater
(U-WIRE) COLUMBIA, Mo.
Before every fall semester,
?

students go through

a

gruel-

ing process to attain as many
scholarships and grants as
they can, including student
loans, which are easy to get but not as easy to pay back.
According to The Project

on Student Debt, more than
five million students each year
willhave to take out some sort
of student loan.
The Project on Student
Debt is an organization whose
goal is to educate college students on the repercussions of
taking out student loans.
In 2006, the organization
began analyzing data on the
student debts of the class
of 2005, which was obtained
through 1,400 four-year colleges.
This fall, the data for the
class of 2006 was analyzed,
and the organization found an
8 percent increase in average
student-loan debt.
At the same time, the starting salary for graduating seniors increased by 4 percent.
The organization's executive director Robert Shireman said these numbers must
change, or the value of a college education will diminish.
"The excuse for having
student loans is that you
make more money as a college
graduate," Shireman said. "If
these patterns don't change,

the costs for college will outweigh the gains."
According to the report,
the increase can be attributed
to a combination of rising
tuition costs, uninformed
students and lack of grant
money.

Shireman said colleges can
helpby making sure their students have feasible repayment
plans and that grant money
can be used to help students
with financial needs.
He said the federal government can help by increasing the value of the Federal
Pell Grant Program and letting students know where
they stand with their current
debts.
"Any student under 24
has the option of taking up
to $23,000 in federal loans,"
Shireman said. "The federal
government needs to inform
them before they get too far
in debt."
Shireman said the federal
government should require
that private loans be displayed to the colleges.
Mark Oleson, director of
the University of Missouri
Office for Financial Success,
said he feels thatbecause this
study did not include private
loans, the numbers are even
worse.

"The numbers are misleadingbecause it only shows
federal loans," Oleson said.
"They can't show private
loans, which are an even bigger problem because the debt

for these is even higher because students can go get
these loans without telling
the school."
Oleson said the government and universities need
to do whatever is feasible to
help students with financial
needs, but it is ultimately the
student who needs to know
how much is too much.
"Tuitions rising is obviously a factor, but it's the
mentality of students more
than anything," Oleson said.
Oleson said he believes
students don't understand
their loans.
"They are Greek terms to
them," Oleson said.
Oleson, who teachesclasses
on financial success, believes
it is smart for students to not
only create an academic plan,
but to also create a financial
one.

"Students

are more

DEADLINE FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES MAJOR APPLICATIONS

likely

to fail financially than they

are academically," Oleson
said. "Students should add
up their resources and then
check the costs, and this will
make you more informed. It
won't change your options,
but it lets you know what your
situation is."
Shireman said "The Project
on Student Debt" will continue to analyze the numbers,
and he hopes for a change in
the trend.
"Students have to stay cautious, because if they aren't,
it won't pay to even go to college," he said. \u25a0

I

Reminder: Members of the Class of 2010

ervations.
"My service here is fine.
I haven't had any problems
with it this year," said Brian
Spring, A&S TO, who lives in

Vanderslice Hall now. Last
year, however, when Spring
was living in Fenwick Hall on
Upper Campus, service was not
always as reliable for him. "For
the first halfof the year, I literally could not make a call," he
said. "But by second semester,
service improved a lot."
Not only do Verizon customers find themselves saying,
"Can you hear me now?" more
often than they would like at
BC, but customers of other
wirelessnetworks like Cingular
are finding that they experience little to no trouble with
getting a signal on and around
campus. Gabriel Sikarov, A&S
TO, lived in Cheverus Hall last
year, and said that the service
there was "excellent."Now, Sikarov lives in Vanderslice Hall,
and, regardless of it being on a
completely different area ofthe
campus, says the service there
is "excellent as well."
"Cingular has provided
great service everywhere for
me on the BC campus," said
Sikarov. "I have only found one
place where I lose calls, and
that is in the corner of Lower
Dining Hall."
Regardless ofboth competing networksand some apparent student dissatisfaction,
Verizon Wireless remains the
largest U.S. wireless company
and wireless data provider.
With the company's nationwide
network investment totaling
more than $40 billion, Verizon
is known as the nation's most
reliable voice and data network, despitewhatBC students
might think. \u25a0
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Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.
Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5?
For more information on International Studies log onto: www.bc.edu/isp

Questions about writing for the
news section?

E-mail Pilar - landonp@bc,edu
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Boston Pops take to the Heights

LAN THOMAS/ HEIGHTS EDITOR AND EMMA RACIOPPO / HEIGHTS STAFF

John Williams,five-time AcademyAward winner, conducted the Boston Pops at the 15th annual Pops on the Heights Scholarship Gala concert Friday night. The event, which took place during Parents' Weekend, was sold out.

Researchers say guacamole helps prevent cancer
By Briony

Clare

The Lantern
(U-WIRE) COLUMBUS, Ohio

?Far more than a delicious addition to a burrito, researchers
at Ohio State University have
revealed that consuming a side
ofguacamole could also prevent
cancer.

An OSU research team has
found nutrients takenfromHaas
avocados, the most common
variety, inhibit cancer cells in
the mouth, killing some andpreventing pre-cancerous cellsfrom
developinginto actual cancers.
"As far as weknow, this is the
first study of avocados and oral
cancer," said StevenD Ambrosio,

a memberofthe molecularcarcinogenesis and chemoprevention
program at OSU's Comprehensive Cancer Center, who was
the lead author of the research.
"The implicationsare potentially
high in being able to identify
phytonutrients that may help
to prevent oral cancer and other
types ofcancer."
The protective effect of avocados is attributed to the high
levels of phytonutrients or phytochemicals - plant compounds
thought to have health-protecting qualities - that are often
found in dark-colored fruits
and vegetables,accordingto the
research, published in "Seminars
in Cancer Biology."

The origin of the OSU research came from humble be-

some more.
DAmbrosio has been studying the effect offruits and vegetables in cancer prevention at
OSU for more than 10 years.
"There are many studies
identifying the cancer-preventing affects of fruits and vegetables," DAmbrosio said. "This
is but another fruit that has

ginnings.

"It started with a high school
science fair project by the son
of my collaborator, Dr. Ding,"
DAmbrosio said. "That is the
beauty of research, to discover

the unknown."

Haiming Ding said he was
surprised by the concentration potential."
of certain nutrients his son had
The avocado industry in pargathered from the avocados he ticular is very excited about
was using for his science fair
OSU's research.
"It's big news for the indusproject.
"The potency of the extract try," said Julie Upton from the
from avocados is very strong," CaliforniaAvocado Commission,
Ding said. "Much stronger than which provided the avocados
other fruits. It surprised me, so for the research. "Every time
I suggested that we study them we have news from prominent

Explosion, from Al
on the scene claimedthere was
a possible chemical leak.

"A graduate student apparently discarded chemicals in a
physics lab in Higgins Hallthat
resulted in a chemicalreaction.
Boston and Newton Fire Departments responded as per the
Higgins Hall [response] protocol," said University Spokesman
JackDunn.
Both fire departments responded because Higgins Hall
straddles the Brighton and
Newton city lines. Also, Boston

Fire Department has more resources to dealwith hazardous
materials and other fire safety
issues inherent to advanced
lab work.
"As a pure precaution, the
graduate student was taken to
the hospital where he has since
been released. There were no
injuries and the lab will reopen
tomorrow," Dunn said.
There was no physical damage to the building.
The graduate student was
an assistant working on physics
department chairman Michael
Naughton's research team. \u25a0
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carotene, whichpromotes heart

health;lutein, which contributes
to eye health; and lycopene,
which has been linked to prostate health.
"Some of the most positive
research we've had has come
from Ohio State," Upton said.
While more research will
need to be conducted before he
can recommendspecific quantities of avocados to consume to
gain a benefit, DAmbrosio said
he eats avocados every chance
he gets.
Ding agreed.
"I eat them once or twice
a week," he said. "I eat them

much more after the research
came out." \u25a0

Prospective news writers:

No injuries result

from explosion

research institutions like Ohio
State about the health benefits of avocados,it really helps
people overcome some of the
barriers they have towards eating avocados; mainly that they
contain saturated fat."
"Ohio State is a leader in
identifying some of the functional components of fruits
and vegetables," Upton said.
"They're always at the forefront
of breakthroughresearch."
A 2005 study conducted at
OSU by Dr. Steven Schwartz
revealed that, when eaten in
conjunction with other fruits and
vegetables, the monounsaturated fat in avocados boosted
the body's ability to absorb
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Trojan survey rates
BC at bottom of list

"Joy is prayer - Joy is strength - Joy is love - Joy is a net of love by which you

can catch souls."

?

Mother Teresa

THE ISSUE: BC ranked 120 of 139 on sexual health survey
WHAT WE THINK: More conversation, resources needed at BC
Though the name Trojan usually
elicits awkwardgigglesfrom thecollege
set, the makers of America's number
one condom are demanding a little
more respect with the release of the
2007 Sexual Health Report Card.
The survey results, which were
released on Sept. 10, placed Boston
College 120th on the list of 139colleges
and universities. Sperling'sBestPlaces
independently conducted the survey
for Trojan, givingeach college a sexual
health "GPA" based on factors such
as sexual assault resources, available
contraceptives, and HIV testing.
Though every statewasrepresented
by at least one school, the survey also
assessed colleges within their athletic
conferences. As a conference, the Ivy
League was ranked as the most sexually healthy. BCranked very last out of
all 12 schools in the ACC.
Even though Trojan's survey was
conducted by an independent firm,
it must be taken with a grain of salt.
It heavily weighs the "availability of
anonymous advice [and] free contraception including condom distribution" over other measures of sexual
health.
It seemsfoolish toput such stock in
the availability of anonymous advice
available on campus in deciding a
school'srank. With theresources available on the Internet, information and
advice is extremely easy to find.
Inaddition, BC is a Catholic school.
At a Catholic institution, students
cannot, for example, expect to find
bowls ofcondoms in the bathroom. To
demand as much from the school is at
odds with Catholic doctrine. Wehave
seen a softening Church view on condom use in Africa, but this view may
neverfind its wayto the mainstream.
All six Catholic schools that were

ranked in the survey fell outside the
100 mark; Providence College ranked
at 103andVillanova at 135. It is partly
because of this that Trojan's survey
mustnot beheededtoo strongly.Fighting for the distribution ofcondoms on
Catholic campuses is a battle in and
of itself, and it must be noted that
Trojan is a company that is trying to
sell the very condoms that Catholic
schools are refusing to distribute. In
any matter, it is overly simplistic to
think that condom distribution on
campus greatly increasessexual health
on campus. While not as convenient,
any student can purchase condoms at
local drug stores.
However, the survey can serve as
call, regardless of how BC
wakeup
a
"scored": the University could benefit
greatly by increasing the prevalence
of conversations and online informationregarding both sexual health and
the place of sexuality at a Catholic
school.
Though Georgetown headed up
BC by only five spots in the survey, it
provides an extensive online network
of information, including pages with
pregnancy resources, information
about the HPV vaccine, STD facts,
and general information about sexual
health. Though BC already provides
pregnancy testing, counseling, STD
testing, and other resources, the
program could be much improved by
taking a leafout of Georgetown's book
and creating a larger online support
system to help educate students and
make resources more readily available. After all, the more information
one has, the better decisions one will
be able to make. BC should put the
healthof its students overideologyand
provide its students with the support
and information they need.

looks to
expand gambling
Mass,

THE ISSUE: Expansion aims to increase tax revenue
WHAT WE THINK: Don't let benefits overshadow costs
OnSept. 17, Governor DevalPatrick
outlinedhis plan to licensethreeresort
casinos in Massachusetts in addition
to theplanned Mashpee Wampanoag
casino slated for southern Massachusetts. After years ofwatching a steady
stream of Massachusetts residents
headfor Connecticut's Foxwoods and
Mohegan Sun casinos and pour millions of dollars into the Connecticut
economy, Patrick has outlined this
proposal in an attempt to keep this
revenue in the state. Citing the need
to improvetransportation and reduce
property taxes, he estimated the casinos would generate between $400
and $500 million in state casino tax
revenue.

Theproposal has sparked aflurry of
headlines as cities and towns prepare
bids to host the lucrative project and
community organizations fret about
the impact of casino development
on crime and public morals. Possible
casinoinvestors and the state of Massachusetts are quick to pursue the big
money associated with development.
Meanwhile the existing casino establishment in Connecticut is trying
to protect its market share and New
England monopoly.
Lost in thejumbleofrhetoric about
freedom to gamble and "not in my
backyard sentiment" is a comprehensive discussion about the advantages
and costs ofthe gambling project. It is
true thatgamblingbrings a lot ofwellpaid jobs with full benefits and can be
used to help depressed areas restart
their economies. Casino gambling has

The

also, however, been correlated with
higher bankruptcy levels and costs to
existingrestaurant and entertainment
industries. But most troubling is the
effect casinos can have on families.
For the 1to 2 percent ofadultswho are
"pathological gamblers," casinomoney
is corrosive, destroying families and
ending dreams. Is the greater good of
the state worth the costs inflicted on
these families by having a casino in
theirbackyard?
The state of Massachusetts and
the country as a whole need to take a
hardlook at theproliferation of casinos
across the country. As recently as 30
yearsago, Las Vegas was theonlyplace
to gamble legally in the country. Now
it seems that every state wants apiece
of the action. Gambling has become
the new way to raise revenue without
raising taxes.Rather than encouraging
fiscal responsibility and appropriate
levelsoftaxation, statesarepreyingon
those citizensprone to gambling (typically the elderly and underprivileged)
to pad their bottom lines.
This isn't to say necessarily that
gambling is wrong, butboth its shortterm andlong-term consequences are
often devastating, and it forces states
to ensure that adequate resources are
in place tocombatthem. Like any other
perceived social ill, gambling arouses
strong opinions onboth sides. Massachusetts will have to decide for itself if
thebenefits of these casinos areworth
the cost to the communitiesinvolved.
Onehopes itwill make theresponsible
decision, not the easy one.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Solid foundation must take priority over sophisticated view
I want to thank Yejin Lee for
responding to my piece on preserving
the current Eurocentric nature of
the history core ("Uncover 'a veil of
ignorance' and study a diversified
history," Sept. 27). It's healthy for this
issue to be debated.Lee, intentionally

and attaining a solid foundation, I do
not present these two goals as being
mutually exclusive. Ideally, we can
achieveboth at once with the core. They
are both desirable. I just think in terms
of the history core, the objective of
attaining a solidfoundation shouldtake

or unintentionally, misrepresents my

priority over gaining a sophisticated

worldview. A firm foundation should
be the first step in the educational
orderofoperations.It makes thesecond
objective, gaining a sophisticated
worldview, easier to obtain later.
Third, I think the statement that
"diversification in education." I
welcome it wholeheartedlyand think "European culture could not have
it's imperative to the well-being of the formed itself without its ideological,
University. Nowhere in my Sept. 17letter economic, and political investment in
do I evenuse the phrase "diversification slavery,colonialism, and imperialism,"
in education."HowdoesLee knowwhat is naive andbelittling. IfEurope never
my view on this is? When I attended pursued imperialism, colonialism, or
Boston College, most of my classes slavery,Beethoven probably stillwould
involved the Middle East, Islam, and have written the "Ninth Symphony."
Arabic. Obviously, I believe learning Sibelius still would have written his
about other cultures is important.
eerie "Fourth Symphony." Hobbes still
Second,when I discuss the objectives would have written "Leviathan."Picasso
of getting a sophisticated worldview stillwouldhave painted "Guernica." It
argument. This is dangerous because
if people do not go back to read my
first letter, they will misinterpret my
argument in the same fashion.
First, I am not arguing against

Michael Welch
BC'O6

ITS is committed to clear, helpful communication for BC
As I read the article "Technology
Upgrades Leave Students Scrambling"
in the Sept. 27 issue of The Heights, I
noticed several technical errors and
incorrect references to Information
Technology Services policies that I
think are worth correcting.
The article refers to "Windows
Service Pack 3," "Windows Office XP
Service Pack 2," and "ServicePack 3"
as the same softwareupdate, an update
that was released last week. Service
packs are major updates to software

-

many holes in thesoftware therefore,
it has been required from the time
of its release. The article compares

computersystem, ITS workeddiligently
to ensure that all students purchasing
a computer through the BC Laptop
Program would have Windows Vista
Enterprise. However, Windows Vista
is not required on any computers at
Boston College.The article states that
students "willonlybe required to install

the Office 2003 service pack recently
released to the Windows XP Service
Pack 2 and seems to imply that the
benefits are similar, when in fact they
affect completely different software
packages. Office 2003 Service Pack 3 Windows Vista when the Vista Service
is by no means as important to a user's Pack 1 is available". This is not true
computing experienceas Windows XP - even aftertherelease ofService Pack
1,ITS will notrequire PC users to switch
Service Pack 2.
Thearticlementions that the recent operating systems to Windows Vista.
packages targeting mainly security
Office 2003 service pack "changed the
In any case, ifyou everhave questions
issuesand performancebugs. Microsoft fileformats, makinghisfile incompatible about technology issues at Boston
releases service packs separately for with BC's computers." This likely refers College or elsewhere, Information
its Office and Windows products.
to the differences between Office Technology Services has many ways to
Microsoft Office 2003 Service Pack 2003 and Office 2007, a completely help you. You can visit us online at the
3 was released on Sept. 17 and is the different softwarepackage that changes Help Center at http://www.bc.edu/help,
service pack that was mostly referred many aspects of Office, including the stop in at the Walk-in Help Desk in
to in the article.This service pack fixes graphical interface and the format O'Neill 248,or give us a call at 617-552severaldiscrete security vulnerabilities in which files are saved. The service HELP. Remember that we will never
andother issues relating specifically to pack releasedfor Office 2003 does not impose any technology requirements
Microsoft Office 2003 products, but change fileformats. Students, faculty, or without communicating them to
does not change any aspects of a user's staff using Office 2007 do need to save you, and we will always explain the
computing experience. It is not an their work in a particular way in order reasons behind changes in technology
update thatis required by Information for them or for others to open their requirements. We're working hard to
Technology Services (ITS) at this time, documents in Office 2003. However, keep the technologyat Boston College
as the changes to Office 2003 are not
the machines in the computer lab are up to date and running well.Don't let
significantenough towarrant arequired equipped with an Office compatibility your questions go unanswered - we're
feature that allows users to open and here for you!
change.
The article alsorefers to "Microsoft print Office 2007 documents. You can
Tad Ahlersmeyer
Service Pack 2" that students were learn much more about Office 2007 at
BC'O7
required to install three years ago. In http://www.bc.edu/help. ITS will install
August of 2004, Microsoft released Office 2007 in the computer lab and on
WindowsXP Service Pack 2, which was other BC-owned machines soon, but
arequired update to Windows XP that thereare no lossoffunctionalitycreated
any computer produced since the time by continuing to use Office 2003.
of its release alreadyhas pre-installed.
Finally,the articlerefers to Windows
This service pack greatly improved Vista and the forthcoming Windows
the Windows XP operating system, Vista Service Pack 1. In order to offer
fixing many problems and patching up students an advanced and superior
READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.

The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves theright to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor@
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.

Editorial
Jaclyn Bernstein, Copy

talent, and brilliant
minds that created European culture,
not some political flaws.
Finally, Lee writes "to say that our
institutions are purely derived from
Europe deniesthe UnitedStates its truly
complex and unique identity." This,
again, misrepresents my argument. I
wrote that American institutions "all
derive from Europe, either directly
or indirectly." The key word there is
"indirectly." If something is indirectly
derived from something else, it surely
can't be "purely derived." Therefore,
nothing that I said is denying the
complex beauty of our United States.
Therefore, if taken in its proper
context and wording, nothing in my
argument is negatedby anything that
Lee said. The history core should
remain the same.
was creativity,
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Thumbs
Up

Love that dirty water

Nathan Eckstrand

A biker-friendly Boston:
Attemptingto pedal aside its
reputation as one ofthe worst
biking cities in the country,
Mayor Thomas Menino has
vowed to make Boston "a
bicyclist's dream," according to the Globe, with the
possible introductionof new
bike racks, showers, and an
extensive network of rental
terminals. Followingthe lead
of Paris, San Francisco, and
Seattle, the newly converted
cycler announced "the hiring
of a bike czar,former Olympic
cyclist Nicole Freedman, and
a first phase ofimprovements
to include250 new bike racks
across Boston and an online
map system." Although bikers are skeptical of these
new plans - since it hasbeen
promised before - Boston
could become a premier cycling neighborhood, encouraging a healthy lifestyle and
respect for the environment.
Nights on the Heights: It's
always been a great idea, in
theory, but thisprogramming
committee has sufferedfrom a
lack of resources to get offthe
ground. This year, however,
their hard work is paying
off. Last weekend, Nights
on the Heights organized a
sneak peak of The Kingdom
at Cleveland Circle. These
are the types of programs
students want and will attend. The committee has been
pumping out solid events
week after week, demonstrating its committment to

providing alternatives on the
weekend. The e-mailbefore
the weekend, as well as oncampus fliers, are great ways
to raise awareness

Pops on the Heights: Fivetime Academy Award winner
John Williams, the musical
mastermindbehind some of
the most recognizable scores
in history, conducted a record-breaking performance
for a sold-outcrowd. The gala
raised over $2 milliondollars
in scholarships for Boston
College students. The show,
as usual, was a hit with parents and students alike.
BC Football: Although
footballhas been a consistent
Thumbs Up for the past
several weeks, it deserves it.
With a 24-14 win over UMass,
combined with the collapse
of many teams in the top 10,
BC surged to No. 7 in the AP
Poll. For theEagles, it'stheir
highest ranking since the
final AP Poll of 1984, when
they were ranked No. 5 in
the country after defeating
Houston in the Cotton Bowl.
This is also the Eagles' first
5-0 start since 1954.

Thumbs
Down
Carpeting in elevators: The

only thing worse than someone getting sick in an elevator
after a hard night of partying is being reminded of it
when climbing into the same
elevator the next morning.
Carpetingmakes no sense - it
is impossible for the janitors
to clean, it's always stained,
and it smells really,reallybad.
For anyone who hates tight
spaces
your nightmare just

...

got worse.

Seat-savingin largelectures:
You arrive 15 minutes early
to your huge class in Devlin
008 and it looks empty, but
think again: There are invisible people sitting in those
seats! Alas, you had cut short
your precious sleep and you
stillhave nowhereto sit. This
needs to stop: get there on
time, or forfeit sitting byyour
friends. You aren't going to
talk to them during the lecture anyway.

Parroting
propaganda

MICHAEL SALDARRIAGA / HEIGHTSILLUSTRATION

Katherine Cannella
Forgive the native New Jerseyean
for having wanted to believe that the
water up here isn't too clean. Being
from the tri-state area, one has
to deal with the fact that the air
is not top quality down there, so
it's only fair to let another city
have thebad water rep.
Anyway, there's a song about
dirty water that's pretty popular,
so it's got to be true, right?
Apparentlynot so.
In July, the Today Showheld a
competition featuring tap water
from 12 cities across the country
to find whichtastedthebest. Two
professional wine tasters served
as the judgesand were given the water
samples in identicalcontainers, stored
at 60 degrees.Though SaltLake City's
water won the taste test, Boston's
water turned out to be a top finalist in
the competition. Our dirty water was
actually described as having "a purity
- straight down the middle" and as
"very crisp and appealing." All very
unscientific, but telling nonetheless.
There's clean, crisp water coming out
ofthe faucets - andthe science is also
out there to prove it.
This columnist conducted her
own unofficial survey of the tap water
aroundcampus, asking theresidents of
different halls, "What doesyour water
taste like?"
Some students drank straight from
the tap, others preferred the Britafiltered variety. Here's a snapshot of

those answers:
"It's got a clean bouquet," joked
Edmond's resident John Glass, A&S
'08, adding the adjectives "clean, fresh,
delicious " to describehis tap water.
Kristen Borrero,A&S '11, in Medeiros
kept her water in the fridge, noting "a
strong aftertaste, kind oflike mineral."
In the Mods, TomDeFelice,A&S '08,
normally drinks from the Brita filter.
When the Brita broke a few days back,
DeFeliceturned on the tap. Although he
still prefers filteredwater, he discovered

It may have been a while since you
lastreadthelabel on your Dasani water
bottle, but here's a secret: our local
dining halls are selling us tap water in
a bottle. Dasani's Web site states, "To
create Dasani, Coca-ColaBottlers start
with the local water supply, which is
then filteredfor purity using a state-ofthe-art process called reverse osmosis."
Reverse osmosis? Sounds like a fancy
term for filtering.
On campus, Ecopledge's biggest
campaign this year will be aimed at
bottled water. It's not just the
disposalof thebottles that causes
waste, but also the materialsand
energy used to create and ship
the bottles. The club hopes to
bring further attention to the
environmental injustices that
result from buyingbottled water,
Ecopledge member Peggy Fox
explained to me. Not everyone
can buy bottledwater, and if one
continues to support the bottled
water market, attention to the
quality of public drinking water
may decline.
It's no revolution; this summer, city
officials across the country (and here
in Boston) started taking an active role
in urging citizens to take advantage of

The University should
not only be encouraging
its employees and students
to drink from the faucet, it
should be making sure that
our water tastes good.

with the tap, "Ifyou put ice in it - tastes
delicious."
Over on Newton, "The water seems
to be great, especially when filtered
through a Brita and drunk cold," said
Kate McLean, A&S '11. "Of course, I'm tap water.
fromFlorida where the tap water tastes
Sothis year,let's seethe administration
like sulfur."
get in on this campaign. The University
And our friends on College Road? should not only be encouraging its
Can'tforgetthem.AlthoughKate Neimer, employees and students to drink from
A&S '10, in Williams was drinking out the faucet, it shouldbe making sure that
of an old yogurt container, once she got our water tastes good. And thatincludes
past the yogurt-y taste of the water, she keeping water fountains - or bubblers
had no complaints. To her, it tastedlike - around campus up to date.
bubbler (water fountain) water.
This year, show your lovefor our notPerhaps some old pipes could so dirty water. Father Leahy, join me in
be blamed for the occasional funky kicking thebottle.
aftertaste, but overall, students were
pretty positive about their water. The Katherine Cannella is a Heights senior
questionis clear: Why aren'tmorepeople staff columnist. She welcomes comments
taking advantage of thefree stuff?
at kcannella@bcheights.com.

'Insuring' a healthy America
keeping subsidies high.
these uninsured wouldbe eliminated.
Former Massachusetts governer
is
Sen.
John
Edwards'
Mitt
plan
very
Romney is proposing a federalist
An estimated 47 million citizens
do not have health insurance. Millions similar to Healthcare 2.0, although he approach - the manner in which health
more are worrying about how much calls for an "employer mandate," in care is provided will be determined
which businesses are required to help by individual state legislatures. He
coverage they have and how much
finance
health care for employees, if and Mayor Rudolph Giuliani are both
is
year
going
the subsequent
to cost.
Employers are increasingly moving not provide it altogether. It would also stressing a privatization of coverage
towardprovidingWal-Mart-style health require Americans to go to the doctor in order to keep taxes low. Romney is
nostalgic for the plan he created for
coverage, putting the responsibility regularly for preventive care. Edwards'
of payment on employees. Workers proposal has faced scrutiny by big Massachusetts, focusing on tax breaks
businesses for the employer mandate, and streamlining regulations, making
are forced to battle high premiums,
it a market-based approach. Former
copayments,and deductibles - that is, and the requirement for all citizens
if they are able to afford the coverage to attend routine check-ups will be New York City mayor Giuliani wants to
expand upon President Bush's
at all.
current plan and give more power
It is believed that a quarter
a
to the consumer.
are
of the uninsured 47 million
Ultimately,a flawedsystem will
children, and the cost of family
always have flawed solutions.The
coverage is becoming more and
biggest problemis that allof these
more expensive. The candidates
plans call for one thing: money
for the 2008 presidential election
(the annual budget for Clinton's
are proposing "solutions" to
plan is $110 billion). Taxes will
this hideous health care state of
be sure to increase, and I would
affairs. Ithink it is important for
one
be shocked ifbusinesses required
us to understand what each one
to providefor employees didn'tgo
means before hitting the polls
torn
those
to
the
down
without
a fight. I can appreciate
by
keep
apart
trying
year.
next
the Romney/Giuliani laissez-faire
The theme of Healthcare 2.0, the government out of their lives.
One of the main elements in Sen. attempts to lower taxes the most, but
HillaryClinton blueprint, is choices for
BarackObama's
template is emphasizing many Americans will be left out in the
Americans.Albeitageneralcatastrophe
of a health care system, or lack thereof, the loweringof prescription drug costs by uninsured cold. Clinton hasbeen called
there are individuals who are content increasing competition in the insurance a socialist for her template. Edwards'
with the private coverage they have. and drug markets.Obama plans to keep plan sounds nice in theory, withrequired
Unlike Clinton's one-size-fits-all the large pharmaceutical companies visits to the doctor, but the bottomline
pitch in 1993, Healthcare 2.0 offers from abusing their monopoly power by is thatpeople do not likebeing told what
the option of sticking with current preventing unjustified price increasesand to do. Andif theproblemis that America
doctors and plans. Medical insurance forcing insurers to spend more on patient doesn't have "universal" health care,
willbe bought much like car insurance, care rather than keepinglarge amounts then Obamashould probably figure out
consumer to agency. Those citizens for profits andadministration.Obama's how to make his plan just that.
The one thing we can agree on is that
unableto afford coverage will fallunder plan has been criticized, however,for not
providing universal coverage. It would health care in America is a mess - let's
a government-subsidized blanket,
including the one-third of uninsured exempt small businesses from having see if it can befixed within a few years.
Americans who can actually afford to provide employees with health care,
indemnity, yet do not think they need and unlike Clinton's, those people who Katherine Buck is a Heights staff columnist. She welcomes comments at kbuck@
it (think healthy young adults). This can afford coverage but choose not to
will make insurance less expensive for would stillbe ableto fly undertheradar, bcheights.com.

Katherine Buck

everyone else, as subsidizationofcare for

Ultimately, flawed system
will always have flawed
solutions. The biggest problem
is that all of these plans call
for
thing: money.

The rhetoric surrounding Iran has
recently escalated, bringing the threat
of war against the country to an all-time
high. The Heights' editorial ("Iranian
leader speaks at Columbia," Sept. 27)
unfortunately added to this hysteria by
repeating much of the propaganda the
Bush administration is using to beat the
drums for war. While the overall thesis of
the editorial is commendable, I feel that
the Heights' use of this administration's
unfounded allegations is both dangerous
and irresponsible.In an effort to alleviate
some of this hysteria, I would like to
respond to theeditorial'sinaccuracies and
misleading statements.
The Heights' claim that Ahmadinejad
is "activelypursuing the development of
nuclear weapons" is patently false. No
evidence has yet been found to support
this allegation, and in fact, this past
week MohammadElßaradei, head of the
International Atomic Energy Agency,
reportedhe hasbeenunable to find credible
evidencethat Iran has a weapons program.
He is quoted as saying, "Iran does not
constitute a certain andimmediatethreat
for the international community," and
has urged a three-month waiting period
beforetheUN Security Council draws any
negative conclusions. Additionally, even
if Iran were developinga nuclear weapon
they are at least five years away from
buildingone. By treating this claim as fact
and not providingthe context in whichthe
allegationis occurring, The Heights does a
disservice to its readers.
The Heights also reports that
" [Ahmadinejad] has plans to bomb Israel
in the event of an attack on Iran." Why
Iran's plans for defending itself warrant
special condemnationfrom The Heights
escapes me, inasmuch as they don't
condemn the United States for its more
aggressive saberrattling(the United States
currently has severalwarships offof Iran's
coast and has drawn up non-defensive
plans for massive bombings ofIran). Given
the United States' antagonistic attitude
towardsIran, is it reallyrational to expect
Iran notto plan some kind ofdefense?This

Experts have been
unable to find credible
evidence that Iran has
a weapons program.
quotation also supports the misleading
charge that Ahmadinejad wants to "wipe
Israel offof the face of the map."
Ahmadinejadnever said any suchthing
as the quote was a poor translation ofhis
actual statement. Juan Cole, a Middle
East expert, writes in his blog titled
InformedCommentthat" [Ahmadinejad]
has been depicted as a Hitler figure intent
on killing Israeli Jews, even though he is
not commander in chief of the Iranian
armedforces, has never invadedany other
country, denies he is an anti-Semite, has
never called for any Israeli civilians to be
killed, and allows Iran's 20,000 Jews to
have representation in Parliament."
The Heights' statement that we have
had no diplomaticrelations with Iran since
1980 is technicallycorrectbut misleading.
It is similar to the neoconservative claim
that the United States has been at war
with Iran since 1979. Glenn Greenwald,
constitutional lawyer and writer of the
blog titledUnclaimedTerritory, has noted
thatthis neo-conservative claim is absurd
as theReagan administration,throughout
the '80s, sold significant numbers of arms
to Iran.
If, as The Heights states, Iran is an
"enemy state," doesn't that mean that our
former president was a traitor?
Finally, Ahmadinejad is not a tyrant
despite what the corporate media,
administration, and Heights editors say.
Such an accusation displays a lack of
understanding oftheIranian government,
which rather than being a dictatorship
is a theocracy. Scott Ritter, a former
weapons inspector for Iraq and political
commentator, quotes in an article on Iran
an Iranian Revolutionary Guardsman as
saying " [Ahmadinejad] has no real power
The true power in Iranresides with the
Supreme Leader [AyatollahKhomeini]."
Accordingto the Iranian constitution,only
Khomeini can declare war, and it is he
who controls Iran's nuclear program, not
Ahmadinejad. The Heights' Marketplace
Editor Michael O'Brienthankfully points
this out inhis article("Politicallyspeaking:
Ahmadinejad continues to dupe the
media," Sept. 27).
I am no fan of Ahmadinejad. As The
Heights correctly notes, his government
is repressive and a human rights violator.
Given that,the solutionto the current crisis
requires diplomacy and understanding.
The Heights' editors seem to agree with
this principle judgingby their support of
Ahmadinejad's invite, so I hope they will
be more careful to keep from parroting
this propaganda in their next editorial
on Iran.

...

Nathan Eckstrand is a student in the Graduate School ofArts and Sciences.
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Keeping the faith?
The debate of faith in the modern
university continues to draw attention
By Lisa

Dc Gray
Features Editor
Come early or you might not be able to find a seat. The place fills
up quicklyand althoughthe space may seem big, anyone whohas come
in five minutes prior to the start thinking thatfinding one would not
be an issue has scanned the packed area and failed to find an empty
spot in the crowd.
No, this is not a Boston Collegefootball game - it is the 10:15 p.m.
Mass in the Heights Room in Corcoran Commons.Andwhileit doesnot
draw the same crowds as some other BC events, it has been known to
reach standing-room-only. The fact that a Sunday Mass at a Catholic
university draws a large crowd may not come as a surprise to some, but
it does touch upon a topic that has continued to interest researchers
and themedia in recent years.

A 2005 study conductedby the HigherEducationResearchInstitute
at UCLA found that 81 percent of the students surveyed said they attendedreligious services at least occasionally.The institute announced
that anew freshman survey will come out in 2008 and it is likely that
this new study will receive just as much attention from the media as
its predecessor did.
Two years ago, the study's findings were met with a variety of
interpretations. Local and university papers took the report - which
said that 40 percent of students thought it was important to follow
religious teachings in everydaylife - as proof that college students do
not become more secular after moving away from home. Other media
outlets, like ABC News, took the statistic that 52 percent of students
saidthat they attendedreligiousservices the yearbefore theirfreshman
year andthatonly 29 percent reporteddoing so in theirjunior year as
proof that just the opposite was true. The ABC News article implied
that college students who turned away from religion made poor life
choices concerning alcohol andpremarital sex and found themselves
confrontedwith a sense of emptiness.

While theABC News article ran with the subheading,"manyyoung
people turn away from God in college, but it doesn'thave to be that
way," the article focused on a single family. It also failed to acknowledge a fact that may seem obvious to the average BC student: A good
number ofthepeople taking time out oftheir night to attendthe 10:15
p.m. Mass spent the previous nightpartying off campus or in theMods.
Some may argue that there is somethinghypocritical about this, but
others will argue that this is evidence thatthe questionofreligionand
secularizationon the collegecampus is a more complicated issue than
it is sometimes presented to be.
David Quigley, dean of freshman for the College ofArts and Sciences and associate professor of history, is chairing a faculty seminar
on the Universityandthe Catholic intellectualtradition.He discussed
in an e-mailthe change that hasoccurred in American higher education and society as a whole since BC's founding in 1863: "144 years
ago, it was understood that higher education in America was linked
to religious concerns. Today, that relationship is not at all takenfor
granted. Harvard'sfacultyrecently dividedover the question ofwhether
to require ofall undergraduates a single class on issues of faith. The
complicated relationship betweenfaith and culture plays out in different ways all over academia."
For a university like BC that identifies with a particular religious
tradition, an increased secularization in education and society can
prompt questions as to what it means to be a religiously affiliated
institution.

BC's affiliation with the Jesuit traditionhas played an important
role in shapingnot only its identitybut also its campus environment.
LAN THOMAS/ HEIGHTS PHOTO

In keeping with the University's Catholic tradition, a statue of St. Michael the archangel defeatingLucifer can be found on thefirst floor of Gasson Hall.

An old friend
comes back
to say 'Halo'

See Faith, B3

Bringing politics into the realm of Facebook
Can Facebook be used
as a tool for change?
By Jaclyn

Bernstein

Heights Editor
By

Neil Johnson

Asst. Features Editor

After yearsof anticipation,Halo 3 was
greeted in stores last week by lengthy
lines and midnight sales. The hype had
been robust, and the promotion übiquitous; everything from Mountain Dew
labels to a NASCAR hood had Master
Chief, Halo's pugnacious protagonist,
tattooed in prominent positions. The
average American citizen could not go
far withoutbeing remindedthat the holy
war betweenhumanity andthe Covenant
would soon resume (although perhaps
that citizenwouldnot be so familiarwith
the belligerents).
The game piled up a reported $125
million in first day sales, andhad hoped
to break the opening weekend receipts
of Spiderman 3, another enormous 2007
release accompanied by a pervasive ad
campaign. Such lofty aspirations are
noteworthybecause movies bear none of
the geek stigma ofvideo games.
Yet, if you live in a residence hall, you
have probably seen people playing Halo
3, or at least heard the resultant cries
of defeat from a nearby room. Video

See Halo, B3

For a social networkthatwas initially
made by andfor students, Facebookhas
gained admirers in unlikelyplaces. Tech
geekspraise it for its "stickiness," amazed
that 60 percent of its users log on daily.
College students, for reasons that range
fromthe practical to thepetty, log on several times each day, unable to resist the
lure of the ever-updatingNews Feed. And
evenparents see Facebook,with its clean
interfaceand adjustableprivacy settings,
as a safer alternative to MySpace. (Slate
writer Christopher Beam has called it
"thekind of social network you'd bring
home to Mom.")
Facebook has had its detractors as
well, many of whom see the site as a
colossal waste of time for college students.
But the idea ofFacebook as a "community" is revolutionaryin itself: In what
other forum could 42 million people
across the world be considered a community? Facebook users are connected
by a complex web of "friendships" and
"localnetworks," though fewofthemhave
anything in common.
Facebook groups serve as cliques,
dividingthe massive networkinto smaller
communities of like-minded users.

INSIDE FEATURES
THIS ISSUE

RYAN LITTMAN-QUINN / HEIGHTS PHOTO ILLUSTRATION

Facebook groupsthat promote a particular view or cause are becomingincreasinglypopular, but not everyone is sold on their impact.
Thoughmany groups are devoted to dubious causes (see: "Why Could Nobody
Ever Assemble the Shrine of the Silver
Monkey?"), many useres have found
them to be a potent way to spread the
word about political and humanitarian

causes.

For Christian Cho, LGSOE '09, having a Facebook profile isn't about being
"obsessive about the stereotypical college alcoholculture." Shunting asidethe
typical herd mentality ofFacebook use,

First Impressions
Current freshman? Nostaglic upperclassman? Check out the latestaddition to Features. B2

he insteadchooses to emphasizetheidea
of a self-conscious community. "Joining
political groups on Facebook and using
other networking sites can be as much

See Facebook, B4
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Said
He
Said
She

Last weekend I gotpretty sauced with my buddies, and I ended up passing out - typical. In the middle of the night, I got up and stumbled to the bathroom and on the way
back I couldn't see anything because it was so dark. I climbed into what I thought was
my bed and fell back asleep, but afew hours later I woke up and there was one of the
other guys I live in the house with, Ethan, lying right next to me. Even though this
clearly happened accidentally and everyone else thought it wasfunny, I think Ethan's
kind ofpissed and he gets annoyed every time it's brought up. Should Ijustkeep joking
around about it, or should Ijust try and pretend this thing never happened?
-Once Upon a Mattress

Lisa Says:

Ryan Responds:

_

This is an awkward question. I can see why you are looking for advice.
This is a more serious kind of question, and, as aresult, I am goingto do my
As long as you sleep with pants on, I can't see why this is a huge deal.And why
best to answer it without offending anybody. The last thing I need are e-mails
didn'tEthan shake you androll you out of bed if he had such an issue with a little
enlightening me about my ignorance. I'm aware, thanks.
accidentalroommate cuddling?Clearly the situation of unexpectedlywaking up
So, you drank too much andhad a bad experience. Welcome to college. Whethtwo inches from anotherperson (guy or girl) warrants a few jokes, and should ocer it's a harmless mistake, like passing out drunk in front of St. Ignatius Gate or
casionallybe referenced at parties in years to come. You made the mistake, you can something more serious, like verbally harassing a resident assistant, it's tough to
employ some self-deprecation.
get through college without making afew bad decisions.
But probably this event is funnier for you than for your friend. You are not the
What I imagine concerns you the most, however, are the underlying questions
only one in your suite with embarrassing weekend stories or interesting experiences aboutyour sexuality. If you happen to be gay, that's great. There's obviously nothafter beer consumption. You all had a good laugh
ing wrong with that, and I would encourage you to
over your slip-up the next morning, but then
"This 'typical' behavior preceded perhaps by noisy possibly use this experience as a springboard for
your roommates movedon to thinking about
your coming out. I have a friendfrom Oregon who
tirades, rustling through chip bags, and shouting
waffles, football, andRoggie's happy hour. You
ohscenities can become gmting YoU should consider had a similarincidentto yours. His experiencehas
allowedhim to finally come to grips with his homomay have sat at the breakfast table still chuckling
the option thatyou are an obnoxious roommate"
to yourself - not noticing Ethan grimacing at the
sexuality, which was quite remarkable.
other end - but now it's time to move on. And
Ifyou are straight, that'sfine too, because regardLisa, looking below the superficial
less of sexualorientation the fact is thatyou woke
stop irritating your cuddle-buddy.
up in a bed next to someone that you didn'tintend to sleep beside. Whenever that
Maybe more than the actual sleepover, he's annoyedwith your constant passing
out on weekends.This "typical" behavior - precededperhaps by noisy tirades,
happens, there is always going to be some inherent awkwardness.
You can either decide to ignore this incident all together or you can address it.
rustling through chip bags, and shouting obscenities - can become grating. You
should consider the option that you are an obnoxiousroommate.
If this happenedwith someone less significant, thenyou could get away withpreWith regard to the evening in question, as long as it was a platonic passed-out
tending that this never happened. But, becausethis guy is probably a good friend
night, Ethan should get over it and start closing his door. But because you are the
of yours and you'll be seeing him a lot, you may want to address it. It won'tbe a
big dealunless you want it to be. If you are constantlybringing it up, it is not going
one who committed a roommate foul, respect his annoyance and shut up.
to go away. Mention it once, apologizefor infringing on his personal space, allow
everyone else to have a goodlaugh, and move on.
?

_

?

I've started going out with a girl here at BC recently, and she's great, we get along great. We have the same beliefs and interests and sense of humor. We're compatible in just about every area,exceptfor one: she's very into public displays ofaffection. We'll be walking through O'Neill and she'll start rubbing her noseagainst
my cheek or we'll be sitting at Lower and she'll turn and start kissing me on the cheek. It's all innocent stuff, but still, I'm not comfortable with it. Am I aprude, or
can I tell her I'm uncomfortable without making her angry?
-Pretty Darn Annoyed

Ryan Says:

Lisa Responds:

Inrelationships, there are few things that annoy me. These include thefour-tosix days a month when everything is my fault, talking of any kind during sporting
events, andthe incessant question "What are you thinking about now?" However,
thesebow to the mother-of-that-which-is-obnoxious:public displays ofaffection.
I haven't reallyfigured out why peopleparticipate in public displays ofaffec-

You can tell her, and should tell her, but move carefully. She may takeit as a

sign that you don't want others to know abouther, are embarrassedbeing seen
with her in public, or just don't really like her kisses. In case you haven't noticed
yet, girls really doread too far into everything.
Before you delicatelymention thatmaybe snuggling in booths at Lower or staging love scenes in O'NeillPlaza isn't the bestidea
tion.Are they worriedthat other people won't
allthe time, find ways to show you like being close
believe they are dating unless they prove it?
"I haven't reallyfigured OUt whypeople participate to her.
"Sweetie, let's prove everyone in the Dustbowl
Reinforcing gender stereotypes, girls crave
wrong. Get over here andmake out with me for
(n public displays
Are they Worried that physical
closeness, from hand-holdingto hooking
,
the next 10 minutes." Or is it some animalistic
x
~
otherpeople won t believe
they are dating unless your thumb into her jeans pocket to kissing good.
way offending off members ofthe opposite sex?
bye when you part for class. Sure, it's thoughtful
they prove it? '
As if sucking his face will let other girls know
that he is taken.
anaromantic and all that...but it's also a sign
Ryan, with an anti-PDA manifesto
that yourboyfriend wants to be with you and
Unfortunately, that accomplishes none of
these aforementionedgoals.It just annoys people
doesn't care if the whole campusknows,
So decide what you're comfortable with- holding hands? Hugs and tiny kisses
around you until they consider physicallyharming you. So, you can't continue to
on the cheek every now and then? Arm around her waist when talking in a group?
let your girlfriendmolest you in public. Holding hands is fine, and I would evenlet
Make a point to start obviously doing thesethings a few days before your chat.
the occasional peck slide. However, what you describe is beyonddecency.
Here's how you move things along: Start by subtly hinting that you want things
Then when you disclose your true anti-PDA feelings, she won'tfeel rejected. Be
prepared to explain, many times, that it's not her, it's you etc. etc. You think she's
to change. When that doesn't work, you are going to have to confront her. Tell her
great,you lovebeing with her. You just have a hard time kissing her when 9,000
about how awesome she supposedly is, andthen let herknow that there is a time
people are walking by.
and place for thiskind ofthing, andO'NeillPlaza isn't it. In fact if you wanted
If you are compatible in all other areas and really do connect when it's just the
to, you guys could play a fun game as a couple. You can call it "We can only be affectionatewhen other people aren't around." If she succeeds, then everyonewins
two ofyou on the couch, she should understand.
because she gets to show you how much she cares, just not in public. But, if she
But you had better step up your level of thoughtful gestures for a while, just in
loses the game, she willbe single again. She might be less excitedabout that part.
case.

,

~

ofaffection.

,

..

,

_

Ryan Lopez is a staff columnistfor The Heights. He welcomes comments at lopezr@

bcheights.com.

Lisa Cook is a senior staff columnistfor The Heights. She welcomes comments at
cooklb@bcheights.com.

You've got questions, we've got Ryan and Lisa.
Why confide in a trusted friend when your freakish problems

can be publicized and ridiculed? Just send your questions along to
Lisa Dc Gray at degray@bc.edu.

COLLEGE CONNECTIONS

Fear and loathing in the infirmary waiting room

Laura Ting
I didn't get any sleep last week. Neither didmy roommate. What this means
is that I was sick. Really sick. Too sick
to even watch TV. And Best Week Ever
was on, too.
The answer was obvious: Go to the
infirmary. Obvious, that is, to everyone
but me.
Iwill admit that I am afraidofmedical
care. I am impatient andhate reading old
magazines (the ones you wouldfind in a
medical office), but I mainly trace this
fear back to my childhood, when, as far
as I can tell, each medical professional's
reaction to every physical problemI developed,including nearsightedness, was
to stick me with a needle.
"You won't feel a thing!" they'd lie
as theyprepped a needle only slightly
larger than a redwood trunk. As a child,
I was more afraid of having my blood
drawnthan alligators in the toilet or my

grandmother. My grandmother, at least,
gave no pretenses. And her stories may
just get me a book deal some day.
Of course, today I no longer have this
juvenilephobia, because, as a mature
young adult, I can lie.
"Why, I just had a blood test this
morning!" I can tell anyone, should the
issue ever arise. "Six of them, in fact!"
But I'm still wary ofmedical care. And
I'm not comforted by medical dramas
on TV such as Grey's Anatomy or House.
Now, I understandthat thoseshows aren't
indicative ofreal life, since doctors are
too busy to be that interesting, and I've
finally resigned myself to the fact that
Hugh Laurie will never limp into my life.
But give me a chance to explainmyself.
At the collegiatelevel, things are certainly different.As long as we've all had
our meningitis boosters, as far as most
of us students are concerned, everything
from eczema to leprosy can be taken care
ofby a few Tylenols and a tubeofBengay.
There's also the pitfall known as Unlicensed Self-Medication. Twistedankle?
Walk it off! Suspiciousmole? Concealer!
Loss ofsight in one eye? Shots!
Yetwhen an epidemicstrikes campusand boy, does it hit hard - it can reduce
even the most seasoned undergrad to

whimpering, "I justwant to come home"
to his mom over the phone.
At this point, shouldn't things be
turned over to the professionals?
Well, if you're willing to pop some
brown-bagged antibiotics for every
sneeze, you really need to reexamine
your student qualifications.And survival
skills. And, well, it wouldn't hurt if you
were kept under constant adult supervision for the rest of your life.
Which is why I'm not one of the
infirmary's biggest fans.
My mostrecent visit involveddragging
myself up the million dollar stairs for my
inconvenientlyscheduled appointment at
9:15 a.m. For those of you who have yet
to stop by, the infirmary is conveniently
located in Cushing Hall along with the
political science class that I failed to
attend since it conflicted with my visit.
After barely deciphering the ever important billing form from the spots in
my eyes, I was able to settle down in the

place on campus where a sick person is
not treated like a total pariah. I can go
in, proudly pull out my family-size boxof
tissues, and sneeze withoutfearofdriving
the person sitting nextto me threechairs
away. That miserable camaraderieis one
of the few things that keeps me going
after my immune system gives out.
So, after gagging on a popsicle stick,
having had my lymph nodes assaulted,
and feeling self-conscious about my apparently shallow breathing habits, I was
released with my goody bag of assorted
medications in convenient little paper
envelopes.
Eventually, the meds clearedup whatever had been plaguing my body enough
for me to carry on with my regular class
schedule and spread my germs to all the
other unsuspecting undergrads. I'm not
worriedfor you all, however. Should you
start hacking up a lung or spontaneously
begin losing appendages, you can rest
assured that every piece of your body, in

accordance with precedent and modern
One of the few things I actually do medical standards, will receive a full
enjoy about the infirmary is the waiting blood test.
room. Sure, it's a hotbed of disease,where
pestilential epidemics like mono, strep Laura Ting is a senior staff columnistfor
throat, or High SchoolMusicalbreed and The Heights. She welcomes comments at
spread. But it's also probably the only tingl@bcheights.com
waiting room.

Adjusting
to college
life and the
Newton Bus
Zachary Thompson

Well, here I am.
Eighteen years, all leading up
to this.
College.
The beginning of the rest of my
life.
Like so many other collegefreshmen before me, I entered this place
absolutely petrified. I didn't know
anyone, I had never livedwithoutparental guidance, andI've never done
my own laundry. Hell, I didn't even
knowhow to use a credit card.
To top things off, I was assigned
to Newton Campus; the Office of
Student Services tries so desperately
to boast about Newton to incoming
freshman, yet nobody wants anything to do with it (myselfincluded).
Someone honestly tried to convince
me that taking thebus back to Newton was like "going home." There are
so many possible responses to that,
very few of which are fit to be put
into print.
This person had obviously never
actually stepped onto the Newton
buses, which, to put it nicely, stink.
I see TV shows about amazing feats

of physical and mental strength,
like that guy who cut his own arm
offwith ablunt knife because it was
trapped under a boulder. But that
guy wouldn't stand a chance trying
to make it on the 8:45 a.m. Eagle
Direct bus whether he had one or
both arms.
TheNewtonBus is likethe stampede scene in The Lion King, only
withintelligent creatures. People of
all shapes and sizes do not hesitate
to throw elbows, trip people, or attack sensitive areas to get on the
bus. It's a horrific experience that I
wouldwish on no man or woman, but
that I and hundreds of other freshman have to dealwith at le ast th ree
times a week.
When I first got here, I was worried I wouldn't make friends, that I
would just kind of drift through the
year. After a few days of the most
awkward conversations ever, where
I told about 300 people my name,
major, and where I'm from, I actually stretched some conversations
far beyond these topics and found
people to doallkinds ofthings with,
like tossing a Frisbee, going to grab
food, or writing a column at 4 a.m.
the day after it was supposed to be
submitted.It's solid.
Living independently has also
been a whole new experience for
me. I now realize therewere so many
thingsI tookfor granted, like waking
up and being greetedby my family,
or having my laundry foldedfor me,
or even getting yelled at for leaving
my stuff all over the place.
At the same time, I almost feel
liberated; I can do what I want,
when I want, and how I want. I'm
unashamed to say I had a pint of
icecream for breakfast a few days
ago. It was glorious. At this point,
however, I'm not sure whichlifestyle
Iprefer.
I haven't even mentionedthe actual collegepart yet. After all, I am
here to get an education.Even before
I began applyingfor colleges, I was
warned to find the balance between
work andplay. I never thought that
wouldbe an issue with me.
Until I actually started going to
college, that is. Now that I'm here,
I have to make decisions every day
on what to do and what not to do,
what I should do and what can wait,
all while things like football games,
parties, and other social activities
are ongoing.
To be honest, I'm still struggling
to find thatbalance. I have had many
late nights that didn't have to happen, but were just a by-product of
my laziness. I hope to stop all that
pretty soon,before I get stuck in too
many bad habits.
I'mhappyto announce thatmost
of these problems and fears I had
have been solved(except the whole
credit card thing. I'm still scared
to even try to use it). I even figured
out how to work the washer and
dryer with some Neanderthal-style
tactics.

I feel like I've done a pretty good
job of adjusting to the "college lifestyle," even though I still havemuch
to learn. One thingI doknow though
is that I love this place, and I hope
that the next four years are as exciting as this first month.
Zach Thompson is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at thompsoz@bcheights.com
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Discussions of faith still relevant

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Signs of BC's identity as a Jesuit university can be found across campus.

Faith from Bl
"I think that Boston College's
particular identity - as a Jesuit,
Catholic university - has fostered
a distinctivelocalculturethatencourages students and faculty to
ask certain types ofquestions, to
take on certain responsibilities in
the community, and to think seriously about the tensions between
faith andreason. At times, I wish
we thought a bit more seriously
about such tensions andthe ways
in which some members of our
community have come to feel
distanced from the university's
mission," Quigley said.
The certain responsibilities
taken on by students that Quigley
refers to speak to BC's emphasis
on socialjustice. Service organizations like AppalachiaVolunteers,
which boasts over 650 members
and 4Boston, are sponsored by
Campus Ministry.
"I think a lot of Jesuit ideals
are out there not just because
they are idealsbutbecause they're
madereal. The Jesuitsmakefaith
real; it's not just something you

read about in a book," said Jeremy Marks, a council member on
4Boston andA&S '09.
Marksalso addressedanother
topic in the debate regarding
religion and secularity: how faith
is defined.One's faith and how it
is characterized can be a highly
personalthing for many people,
making it difficult to make general statements about how often
students practice it.
"I would define faith as kind
oflike a highercalling,something
that is beyond ourselves," Marks
said. Marks, who was raised in a
Christian environment, said that
whilehe practices faith, he could
not specify a denomination.
"I think my faith comes out
more in daily life and relationships," Markscontinued. "Ithink
religious rituals can be a positive
point but Ithink thecentral point
is how it plays out in vocation,
relationships, and social justice.
Religious practices and doctrine
can be positivebut they can also
be a negative thing if they become
the onlything."
For Ibrahim Dayib, A&S '09,

faith is not solely an individual
thing. "Ithink practicing religion
on your own is not really [practicing] the way it is meant to be. I
think it is something that is very
communal."
Dayib, who serves on the council for the Muslim Student Association, described how faith
can foster a sense of community:
"Right now it is Ramadan and a
group of us meet together every
night after sundown to break fast
together. It's a very communal
feeling."
Dayib also explained his reasons for choosing to continue to
practice his faith. "I think it was
part of my spiritual development
that came early on. And Ithink it
has to do with Islam, you know,
you have to pray five times a day
andno one canreally enforce that.
There's only so much yourparents
can do. They can tellyou to pray
butif you don'thavethe initiative
to do that on your own it's not
going to happen; it's something
that'sbetweenyou andGod.
"It was very much something
that I chose for myselfafter having a thorough understanding of
the principles of Islam," Dayib
said.
But college can pose its own
set of challenges for students
wishing to continue practicing
their religion. BC recently faced
criticism for scheduling First
YearAcademicConvocation during Rosh Hashanah. "All of us
need to do a better job of creating and sustaining a welcoming
community here at BC, whether
that entails the dates on which
we schedule major events or the
ways in which we act on theJesuit
tradition of cosmopolitanism,"
Quigley said.
Some faiths are also not as
prominent on campus as others. "When I came to BC I was
shocked to find that there was
no Muslim student association.
A group of freshmen and sophomores got together and started

Features: Like news,
except not boring.

organizing things. We needed
to get going right away," Dayib

said, explaining that he and his
fellow Muslim students needed
to be able to perform Jumu'ah, a
congregationalprayer performed
on Fridays.
"I would say as a whole,BC has
been very accepting and helpful,
especially Campus Ministry,"
Dayib said. There is currently no
Muslim chaplain at BC but Campus Ministry has made sure that
the Muslim Student Association
is not left completelyon its own.
"The Campus Ministry has
chaperoned us, they've helped
us with booking space, booking rooms, and getting funds,"
through theOffice oftheDeanfor
Student Development, he said.
Exposure to otherreligions can
not only raise one's understanding of other cultures and faiths,
it can also help students find a
common ground. "I think the
Jesuitidealsare very translatable.
The idea of educating a person
through a spiritual foundation is
veryimportant to theJesuits and
also very important to an Islamic
upbringing,"Dayib said.
There are times, however,
when one's personal beliefs clash
with religious doctrine. Marks
discussed this conflict when he
described his involvement in
the GLBTQ Leadership Council
(GLC). "That [being a memberof
GLC] has to do with my respect
and appreciation for all humans
no matter how they were made,
and that is one case where religious doctrine and the calling I
see through my faith butt heads,"
Marks said.
Despite an increasingly secular society and the challenges of
everydaylife, to say that students
lose their religion on campus
wouldbe a hastygeneralization.
Dayib spoke to this when he
said, "I've seen a lot of people
fall out offaith, but I've also seen
a considerable number of people
fall into faith here." \u25a0
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Halo fans share their experiences
Halo from Bl

BC network was pretty awesome
for that."
games are not cool, and they
Upstairs, Mike Heywood, A&S
will probably never be cool, but '09, (known in Haloland as "Bigthe excitement around Halo and Mike") Conor McNellis, A&S '09
the extensive playing time by (known in Halo land as Stellar),
everyone from defensive linemen and a third student who wished
to math majors prove that video to be known only by his avatar,
games are approaching a level of
"CRD," sat around a television
acceptance among the general playinga multiplayermode. They
were reticent, hesitant to speak
population.
Especially in social use. One about a video game for public
night last week, Zach Piccioli, record, although McNellis was
A&S '09, and Vinny Dyßeyes,
quick to proclaim that he was
CSOM '09, demonstratedthe "the best Halo player at Boston
game's impressivepower byplayCollege." Eventuallythey started
ing the campaign mode together talking about the game's changes
on theirbehemoth 66-inch high
and improvements, showing off
definition TV.
its power. They had gotten their
Instead of playing the game copy through a friend the night
alone, curtains drawn and lights it came out.
"My friend bought it for me
off, the two playedthrough in tandem, a steady
and brought it
stream ofchat"It's easy to talk to people. over at 1 a.m.,"
ter between
Heywood said.
Everyone's played it a
them. The two
thousand times, so you can "We played
hadbought the
until about 3
common ground"
gamelastMona.m. We tried
dayat midnight -Edison Baquero, CSOM '09 to make a big
at the nearby
thing out of it
Arsenal Mall, waiting in a long and order food, but it didn't
line, though not one of the chawork."
otic, Soviet bread-line waits that
Because oftests and work, the
were reported. Dyßeyes guessed four have yet to indulge in any
they hadwaited a half an hour.
binge slayer, but theyhave played
The two have played it quite a fair amount. Whenaskedabout
a bit, enough to be impressedby
their Halo playing history, an inthe improvedgraphics and new teresting history slowly emerged.
"We played a lot in the dorms
weapons, but have yet to truly
reach the meat ofthe game. They on the networks," said Heywood,
estimatedthey were about a fifth who claimed that when other
of the way into it.
kids saw him enter a game they
"There's a lotofcontent in the wouldquit.
"Last year we took a break.
campaign mode," Piccioli said.
"So we'vebeen exploringthat."
We played GuitarHero and Super
"I heard some kid beat it alSmash Brother a lot. But Halo is
ready, but that's just ridiculous," still my favorite."
"Didn'twe meetplayingHalo?"
Dyßeyes said.
Neither of them have played Heywood said to CRD.
muchofthe newgame'scelebrated
"Kind of," CRD said. "It famultiplayer mode, though in the cilitatedit."
"AfterI'dcrush him I'd go over
past they haveplayed theirshare.
When workand other obligations to his room and makefun of him
began to subside, they said, they for a while," Heywood said. "I
would start to play more.
didn't even know him that well
"Some guys from sophomore when I started doingit."
Piccioli and Dyßeyes continyear we used to play with got it
too, so we'll probably link with ued playing downstairs, and they
them online," Piccioli said. "The too talkedabout the social uses

find

of Halo, reminiscing about epic
networkedbattles past.
"That's how I started playing
Halo," Dyßeyes said. "Guys on
my floor played, and I got into it.
I bought an XBox for that."
Piccioli agreed. "It's a group
thing," he said.
Later, Edison Baquero, CSOM
'09, another Halo fan, spoke
over the phone about his early
impressions of the new game.
In the background, there was an
impressive din ("As we speakI'm
in the fight," he said.)
Baquero has been impressed
by what he has seen of the game,
not only the improved graphics but the thought put into the
design. "Every room looked the
same for hours in Halo 2, but
the art direction's a lot better
in this."
Baquero has yet to get as far
as he wouldlike in the game, both
because ofother obligations and
because he plans to play through
the game with a partner.
"I've been waiting to do the
co-op with my friend," Baquero
said. "We've been busy doing
schoolwork, so we'regoing to start
doing it this weekend."
Baquero had not planned to
play through it with a friend,
but the friend had brought the
idea up and Baquero had eagerly
agreed. For Baquero,like so many
others, Halo is notjust a game to
play by himselfin his down time.
Players who love Halo can give it
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away, too.

"It's a simple game where you
and you
don't have to be concentrating
really hard," Baquero said. "It's
easy to talk to people. Everyone's
played it a thousand times, so
you can find common ground,"
he said.
Perhaps, in these hectic, upside-down, mixed-uptimes, Halo
can help us find common ground
as our lingua franca.
"On the floors freshman year,
we'd all play together," Baquero
said. "People didn't know each
other, but everyoneknew Halo."m

For more information, please contact

can hold a conversation

Linda Horisk
Director of Admissions
and Financial Aid
(212) 636-6401

New York

Fordham

is My Campus
is My School

Fordham University

?

horisk@fordham.edu
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The next step in
your career search
Shawna Gallagher Vega
What is consulting, anyway?
It's a common question in career
services offices - and among college seniors in general.Firms like Deloitte and
Accenturerecruit heavily at the nation's
best colleges and universities; in fact,
they're among the largest employers of
recent graduates. You probablyknow
some consultants yourselves. But what
do they do once they're hired?
The image of the high-salaried
consultantwith a nebulous jobdescription is a prevalent one, but don'tbe
fooled - these people work long hours,
endure stressful work conditions, and
oftenlive out oftheir suitcases. Many
firms have two-year training programs
in which newly mintedconsultants are

given a lot of responsibilityquickly,
allowing them to sharpen theirbusiness acumen by advising companies on
how to better run theirbusinesses (this
includes everythingfrom maximizing
profits to spending human capital more
efficiently).
Ifyou enjoy solving challenging
problems and adapting to constantly
changing environments, consulting is a
career to consider.
Ifyou don'thave any business
courseworkunder your belt, don't fret;
consulting is a popularpostgraduation path for students from all majors.
Those educated in the Carroll School of
Managementregularly secure consulting positions, of course, but so do history and biochemistry majors, among
others.
To wow a firm's recruiter, you don't
have to have a background in finance,
but you do have to displaya winning
personality andkeen problem-solving skills. You also need to show hiring
committees how well you perform under

- a talent you'll need to get
through a grueling interview process.
After arun-of-the-mill behavioral
interview, consulting job candidates
oftenface what's called a case interview. A business dilemmawill be posed,
and it's your job to solve it. This type
of interview is used to measure your
analytical and communication skills as
well as your comfort withambiguity.
Companies want to knowhow well you
stress

think on your feet, so talkingout loud is
advisable.The interviewer, after all, is
trying to evaluateyour thought process
as you attempt to "crack" the case.
If you do decide to apply for a consulting position, rememberthat there
are many firms to choose from. Different companies specialize in management consulting, strategy consulting,
energy consulting, health care consulting, humanresources consulting - and

the list goes on.
Students from an array of academicbackgrounds can find a satisfying
postgraduate job (with great benefits
to boot) in the consulting world - if
they're willing to give two years of their
lives to work before play.
Shawna Gallagher Vega is a contributing
columnistfor The Heights. She welcomes
comments atfeatures@bcheights.com.
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BC alum brings clean water to Nicaragua through organization
By Pat Irish

Heights Editor

Robert Frost once wrote that in life
take the road less traveled.
Unfortunately, many places, specifically rural villages in the North Atlantic
Autonomous Region in Nicaragua, lack
roads and thus lack an effective way to
obtain vital, life-sustaining resources
such as clean water. Luckily, people like
Bill McQueeney, BC '57, takeFrost's advice to a new level.
In March 2002, McQueeney founded
Rural Water Ventures and, in a sense,
paved his own road and found a way to
reach these deprived, neglected areas
with much needed help, providing them
with a source ofclean water.
McQueeney attendedBoston College
when tuition stood proudly at $500 a
semester. Though enrolled in the Lynch
School of Education, he ended up majoring in physics and therefore never
pursued acareer in teaching.
After graduation, Westinghouse
Electric Corp., a company very prominent in providing nuclear reactors for
submarines, hired McQueeney. Then,
one must

around 1960, he made the switch from
Westinghouse to Sprague Electric Corp,
a manufacturerofelectrical components
in North Adams, Mass. He workedwith
Spraque for 14 years in marketing and
sales until securing himself a position in
generalmanagement. But then, McQueeney had a realization.
"I felt that there must be more to the
world than electronic components," he
said.
In 1974, McQueeney became the GM
of business for Raymond International
which did the restoration and rehabilitation for urban drinking water systems
worldwide.
"I came to realize thatin the developing world, urban drinking water issues
were being addressed, but not rural,"
McQueeneysaid. He then made a mental
note that he mightsomeday contribute to
improving this situation.
McQueeney married his wife, Jane,
BC '64, in 1992 at Trinity Chapel on
Newton Campus. In true BC fashion,
the couple hosted its reception at the
Alumni House.
In March 2002, two years after retiring, McQueeney founded Rural Water

Ventures as a tax exempt, nonprofit.
Rural Water Ventures strives to provide
rural villages in Nicaraguawith a source
of safe drinking water.
The organization does thisby funding
well-planned projects such as building
wells or creating a gravity flow piping
system. Five years and 11 successfully
completed projects later (with the 12th
half way completed in Jardin del Eden),
Rural Water Ventures is still running
strong.

Rural Water Ventures raises funds for
each project, viewing its contributors
as investors. Whatever they invest, 100
percent goes to that project.
Then, for each project, the villagers must sign off on pledging a certain
number of hours to help with the work,
typically 50-100 days ofhard labor, explicitly done by the villagersthemselves.
This is a huge commitment, and many
wonderwhether or not they will be able
to provide for theirfamilies whilehelping
the village.
"When they choose to sign off and
proceed, it is because hope triumphs over
fear," McQueeney said enthusiastically.
"Theyfind a way. Their courage in choos-

PHOTO COURTESYOF BILL MCQUEENEY

Villagersenjoy it when McQueeny drinks the water, viewing it as proof that it's safe.
ing hope is a stirring thing to see."

McQueeneyremembersCastilloNorte
in 2006. The village'sEvangelicalpastor
helpedapproximatelyeightmen organize
a 30-minute skit, depicting the events
from the Book of Jonah. Everyone proceededto sign off on the project.
McQueeney currently serves as the
corporation's CEO, as well as chief cook
and bottle-washer.

Rural Water Ventures is a shining
examplethat when lookingfor a solution
to a devastatingproblem, one cannot be
limited to merely option a or option b.
Sometimeshe or she must create option
c. With Rural Water Ventures and his
yearlytrips to theNorthAtlanticAutonomous Region, McQueeney continues to
take theroad less traveled.And that has
madeall the difference. \u25a0

The new medium for change
callsherself a "staunch advocate"of online activism, listing the network's many
about identity as it is about action," Cho practicalbenefits.
said in an e-mail. "Online activism can
The Amnesty Internationalgrouphas
serve to bridge communities together,
an active message board, a list ofrelevant
links, and a detailedlist of instructions
andmany peopleinevitablyengage themselves in discussions."
about getting involved. The organization
Christian Cho,LGSOE '09, has turned also uses theCauses application;thus far,
his Facebook profile into a multilayered 78,870 membershavebeen"recruited" to
platform for his political convictions. the cause, and $4,443 in donations has
He is a member of groups as diverse as been collected.
"Campaign to End the Death Penalty,"
"There are members worldwide who
"Make Trade Fair," and "Students for sign petitions, promote actions, and
Justicein Palestine," among 52 others. He educatethemselves - all strictly online,"
alsoposts a link to his "anti-racist"video she said in an e-mail."It's amore practiblog, found on YouTube(http://www.you- cal and easilyaccessible utility for people
who can only afford to devote a limited
tube.com/profile?user=angryantiracist).
Even if groups have many inactive amount of their time to activism."
members, he emphasizedthe overriding
WhileYusuf uses her Facebook profile
benefits of having the networkavailable: to promote a range ofcauses, JoshDarr,
"It can be empowering and uplifting to A&S '09, seems to have a single-issue
profile: He's in 11 Barack Obama-related
see that I'm not alone."
WhenFacebook introduced"applicagroups. Darr, theMassachusetts student
tions"to the site in May, online politicos director of Students for Barack Obama,
and activists found a more directway to regularly posts links to articles related
to the campaign and notes to remind
spur the community to action. "Causes
on Facebook"was createdby ScanParker
studentsof upcoming events. He citedthe
and JoeGreen of Project Agape, a small group"1,000,000 Strong forBarack" as a
company devoted to online activism.
sign ofObama's powerful appeal among
(Parker is also one of theco-founders of college students. The group falls short of
Facebook.) The application,whichboasts its mark (the current membership totals
214,496 daily active users, partners with 365,082), but it was the fastest-growing
nonprofits to spread awareness for spegroup in the history of Facebook and
cific causes, but it also allows users to gained national media attention as a
raise and donate money directly to the result.
"So muchof politics is simply getting
organizations through the site.
Malak Yusuf, a member of Amnesty in touch with people and getting your
International on campus and A&S '09, candidate'smessage out there, andsocial

Facebook from Bl

networkingsites like Facebookmakethat
much easier," Darr said in an e-mail.
Thoughnot alloftheFacebookmembers
attend his organization'sevents, he sees
it as a useful tool."Online activism, when
used correctly, can be a great way to
identify new supporters and turn passive
support into action," he said.
Yusuf also stands by the good intentions ofonline activists, calling Causes on
Facebook "worthwhile in the sense that
they do draw attention, raise awareness
and may cause for even that one apathetic
individual to click on the provided link
for further information." She also noted
the success of the "Save Darfur" Cause,
whichhas garnered533,747 membersand
$39,518 worth of donations.
Cho, however, is measured in his
praise of Facebook activism - for him,
merelyspreading awareness onlineis not
enough. "The danger is that too many
people can't connect their values with
how they live," he said. "If expression
throughdigitalmediais enoughfor them,
I can't say that that's wrong. I like to see
individuals - they're often far and few
between - who see networking sites as
just another toolfor their activism and
not as the sole method for becoming
politicallyactive."
If activists can bring the Facebook
community to debate divisive issues,
donate money to charity, or follow the
campaign trail, then the site - once a
mere tool for "poking" and "friending"
- may become the sticky social network
platform that could. \u25a0
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| STUDENT

COMMUNITY
NEWTON AFTER-SCHOOL CARE
for 14-year-oldboy (whose big sister
just left for college). Approximately
10-15 hours/week, from 3:30-5:30
p.m. on Monday, 2:30-6:30 p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday, 2:30-5:30
p.m. Wednesday, with occasional
Fridays. Would like BC student for
school pick up, some homework
help, and drive to activities. Flexibility to accommodate classes. Car
needed, willing to help subsidize BC
parking. Attractive salary $15+/hour
depending on experience. Please
call 617-969-4317.
2 FUN & COOL GIRLS, 13 & 9,
NEED SITTER. Mondays 2:45-6:15.
Tuesdays 2:00-6:15. Need car. Near
BC Law School. 617-620-1685 or
kenbresler@verizon.net. Sports a

plus.

OFFwww.Greenlineßealty.net
CAMPUS SEPT. 2008 LISTINGS:
Greenline Realty 617-731-5434.
Haven't found your housing for next
year? We have the best off-campus
exclusive listings still available for
SEPT. 2008!! Gerald, Lake, Algonquin, Manet, Foster, Radnor. Easy
walks to T or campus. We will pick
you up and drop you off at campus
for showings. Call today to see NEW
LISTINGS for all groups, large or
small. Greenline Realty: 617-731-5434. www.Greenlineßealty.net

HUGE CASH!! Find yourself and
your friends the best housing near
BC and get PAID FOR IT!! An
agent at Greenline Realty has the
best knowledge and training available. Work from Campus! Contact

Matt.Greenline@Gmail.com
617.731.5434

Off-Campus Housing! Call 781-956-5886 for the very best in offcampus housing. We are BC juniors
looking to help get you the best possible place for your yearoff campus.
We have access to every house and
apartment available. Call now!

Interested in business, politics,
science, or technology?

or

Instructors needed to present
FUN science activities for kids at
schools & parties. Need car & experience w/ kids. Training provided.
PIT. $25/1 hr. program. Apply online:
www.madscience.org/greaterboston or 781-899-6006.

#7 Spring Break Web site! Four- &
seven-night trips. Low prices guaranteed. Group discounts for 8+
Book 20 people, get three free trips!
Campus reps needed.
www.StudentCitv.comor 800-293-1445.

MOTOR HOME RENTALS STILL
AVAILABLE FOR NOTRE DAME!
Completely self-contained; can hold

Selling/missing something? Need

Have you heard about Halftime?
Sign up for this FREE, year-round,
three-day retreat to explore where
you've been, where you are, and
where you are going. Log onto www.
bc.edu/halftime to register!

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? E-mai
classifieds@bcheights.com to place
a FREE student classified!
Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job opportunics.

Found: iPod. Call 760-518-5282

with name and description.

up to 16 passengers and sleep up
to 10. You can drive yourself or
be chauffeured in a motor home
or a "million-dollar tour bus" which
sleeps 9 & seats 30. Call for quotes
508-869-2905; open 7 days a week.
Fuller Motor Home Rentals: check
out our web site at:
www. usamotorhomerentals. com

SUBSCRIBE
TO OUR?1
EMAIL EDITION

Then write for.
Marketplace! \r
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Eats flies. Dates a pig.

Hollywood star.

E-mail obriennf@bc.edu
if interested
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Quito, cuador
E
ByKerry Moynihan
Heights Staff

It's unbelievablehow quicklyI have madea lifefor myselfhere in Ecuador. I have aplace to live and afamily to come home
to. I have my university, to which I quickly grew accustomed. I have made greatfriends within my small group from Boston
College and as the dayspass, lam slowly adding to my list ofEcuadorian companions. When I look around, people and places
are starting tofeelfamiliar and real, instead of like snapshotsfrom a vacation.
My rawest and most rewarding experienceshere have occured within my service component. Twice a weekfor four hours
each day, I volunteerat La Macarena. (I know, it's going to be in your headall day, but trust me, this place has absolutely
no connection to the song that shares its name.) It is a daycarefor children up to age 5 and a homefor kids whose mothers
are incarcerated. Selling drugs is a popular way ofmaking money here, andfor desperateand poor mothers, sometimes there
are no other options. Drug trafficking, however, is not at all toleratedand getting caught guaranteesyears in jail. As you can
imagine, thatleaves plenty ofchildren without mothers, money, or homes.
La Macarena is in an area of Quito called Montesserin, and I take another 25-cent bus to get there.It's a modest building with a smallporch and a backyardfull of donated toys and a small jungle gym. It runs more like a nursery school than a
daycare, with all the children split up into five small classes by age with one teacher.
The teachers and workersat the center (all of which happento be women) are called "tia,"which means aunt. They are truly
unbelievablewomen with an impressive and unspokenpower over all the children. They also show the children more affection
than many will probably ever see in their lives. They are simple and kind, but strong: thekind of women who make you feel
relieved that there are still good people roaming the earth, andfightingfor the right causes.
I havebeen assigned to work with TiaTeresa who runs the classroomfor 3- to 4-year-olds.Iquickly discoveredthat the3-to4 age range is adorablejor all of humankind,

and I immediatelyfell in love with my new
miniaturefriends. Tia Teresa is a silly and
warm woman, probablyin her40s. She likes
to gasp and tell the children how wonderful
and cute they are, always with a smile on
herface. Herclassroom is a little messy, but
it works, and is decorated eclecticallywith
children'sprojects andfoam cut-outs.
When I arrive at noon, the kids are
napping and are usually woken up at 1:30
p.m. In the meantime, I gigglequietlywith
Teresa (so as to not wake the tinybreathing
bodiesthat are sleeping on thefloor) or help
her withprojects. This week, Iwas in charge
of designing, decorating, and copying this
year's Christmas cards. (I asked if it was a
little early for Christmas and she seemed
surprised at my question. Theyprepare well
in advance here.)
Once the little ones are woken up, and
have rubbed all the sleep out of their eyes,
Teresa sprays some water in their hairand
brushes it carefully and makes them wash
theirfaces. It's usually around this time
that they notice I am there, and I am bombarded by hugs, kisses, and cries of "Tia,
Tial"Most are too young to understandthe
concept of different languages, and they get
so confused whenIask themto repeat something or tell them that I don't understand.
This isprobably theplace where my Spanish
will improve the most.

Moynihan spends much of her time in Ecuador working with children at La
Macarena, a daycare and home for children with incarcerated mothers. "I
know that these beautiful, tiny, brown-eyed Ecuadorians will leave a lasting
impression on my heart," Moynihan said.

When everyone is clean, all the classes meet in the main room to eat. Juice is passed around in metal
cups, sometimes with fruit salad or a cookie. I sit among them, encouraging them tofinish all theirfood,
usuallywith at least two of them sitting in my lap. There are about 30 students at La Macarena, around
10 of which sleep there every night. The others are children who live in the neighborhoodor whoseparents
neededa less expensive nursery school option.
After thefood comes myfavorite part of the day:free play. Ipretty much just run around the backyard
and thekids follow me, or we all sit and play a game. Two girls, Alison and Estefania, are usually holding
my hands as we go from the play house to the swing set to the slide. Estefania likes to take blades of grass
andpretend to brush my hair, whileAlison cooksfor me in her "kitchen."Irun in and out of the soccer game
thatthe 5-year-oldboys organized, or head over to the swing set when thekids yell "Tia, empujame!("Push
me!")I caused quite a scene when Ibrought my camera to take these pictures. Everyonewanted a photo and
they wouldall swarm around me after it was taken to see the result, giggling and smiling about sillyfaces
and teasing each otherfor looking a certain way.
Soon the childrenstart to leave, one by one. Parents pick up theirlittleones intermittently, until allwho
are left are the ones who will sleep there. I haven't yet figured out thepattern of who stays and who doesn't.
Sometimesthereare newfaces at the center when I come, and I wonderwhat happened thatweek thatmade
themhave to come there. There are afew girls who stay sometimes, but other times go to theirreal homes.
The irregularity of their livesis sad, making me wantto help them substantially. They tell us that the best
thing we can do is play with them, hug them a lot, and help them to lead as normal of a life as possible. I
lookforward to getting to know everyone at La Macarena better, and Iknow that these beautiful, tiny, brown-eyed Ecuadorians will leave a lasting impression on my heart.

PHOTOS COURTESYOF KERRY MOYNIHAN
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The Bay State's Best

Numbers to Know

1954

Eagles grind out
victory over UMass

Year that the football team last
opened up the season with five

By Dan Cagen

consecutive wins.

Heights Staff

7

With thechasefor an ACC championship and a BCS bowlin their eyes,Boston
College doesn't care about close calls or
sloppyplay. Alltheycare about is getting
wins, which is exactly whattheEagles did
on Saturday, defeatingin-state rival Massachusetts, 24-14, at Alumni Stadium.
"It wasn't pretty, but it was awin. And
I'm excitedabout that, and where we're
at right now as a football team," said BC
coach JeffJagodzinski,thefirstBC coach
to win his first five games at the Heights
since Joe McKenney in 1928.
"It's another win," said BC quarterback Matt Ryan, who went 24-of-42
for 204 yards and a touchdown. "At this
point, you're into the season, you just got
to keep grinding away and knocking off
wins. Ultimately, that's allthat matters.
There's nothing else that matters except
for winning."
BC, rankedNo. 12in the nation coming
into the game, is now 5-0, the first time
the Eagles havebeenundefeatedthis late
in the season since 1954, whenBC shared
FenwayPark with theRed Sox. Saturday

Shutouts this season for BC
women's soccer goalkeeper
Sarah Buonomo, who collected
her seventh on Sunday.

5
Points for forward Bob Dirks in
field hockey's 5-0 victory over
Maine.

4
Goals for BC junior Alejandro
Bedoya this season. Bedoya
tallied the game-winning goal
on Sunday.

Talk of the Heights
"I don't think the
rankings really

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

MEN'S SOCCER

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

UNC breaks BC's confidence

mean much...

You're
either the hunted
or the hunter. When

Jessica Isner
Assoc. Sports Editor

By

you start winning

Confidence in any sport is a crucial
aspect ofthe game. A lack of confidence,
therefore, is a cause for concern for any

games, you're
wearing a bullseye."

coach.
Followinga 3-0 loss to North Carolina,
headcoachof the BostonCollegewomen's
volleyball team, Andrea Leonard, found
herselfquestioning whetherher team has
the confidenceit will take to continue its
quest for an ACC title.
"We were undefeated at home [before the loss], and I was hoping [the
team] would embrace that confidence,"

-Jeff Jagodzinski
head coach, football, on
being ranked in the Top
10 this week.
CHRIS MAROSHEGYI/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

Shawn Chin notched a goalmidway through the first half in BC's 2-1 win over NC State.

ACC

Eagles win wild one

Standings

Bedoya's solid header
beats Wolfpack in

Football

fantastic finish

Maryland
NC State

ACC
3-0
2-1
1-1
0-1
0-1
0-2

Coastal Division
Virginia
Miami
Virginia Tech
Georgia Tech
Duke
North Carolina

ACC
3-0
1-0
1-0
1-2
0-2
0-2

record of3-0.
Junior Alejandro Bedoya beautifully headedhome the game-winner off

Atlantic Division
Boston College
Clemson
Wake Forest
Florida State

By Ryan Kiracofe
For the Heights

The Boston College men's

soccer

team, ranked No. 6, survived a fastpaced, physical thriller against NC State
on Sunday, emerging with a 2-1 victory.
With the win, the Eagles remain atop the
ACC standings, with a perfect conference

In my first column for this newspaper as a freshman, I swore offrooting
for the Mets after the horrible year that
was 2004.

ii

-

..

The Eagles rebounded with a nice win
on Sunday over Maine,butwill be tested
again whenProvidencecomes to town on
Wednesdaynight.
Wed. at 7 pm.

See Men's soccer, C5

it. Maybe.
1:18 p.m.: And Miguel Cabrera just
made it 1-0 Marlins, but things only get
Jeffrey Weinstein

That season the Mets finished dead
last, and traded away theirbest pitching prospect in decades, Scott Kazmir,
for Victor Zambranoand Bartolome
Fortunato.
I hadunofficially joined Red Sox
Nation.
I've just walked into The Heights
office to start a running diary of the
Mets-Marlins game.
The Mets, as many of you probably
know, stopped another historictailspin
in 2007 on Saturday,and are involved
in one of the most exciting final days of

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

See Volleyball, C5

BC TROUNCES MAINE

of a strong cross from GregO'Neil in the
game's 88th minute.
The first 20 minutes ofSunday's game
lacked any real flow or momentum for
either side, with the vast majority ofplay
occurring around midfield. In the 27th
minute, BC head coach Ed Kelly challenged freshman winger Shawn Chin to
make something happen.
"I told him to go ahead and take on
the defender,"Kelly said after the game.
"Shawn's a very good dribbler, and hehad
been passing andpassing all through the
half. Iknow he's a small guy and he was
up against a big guy, but Shawn had the
skills to take him on."

a baseball season in recent memory.
Ipurchased MLB TV just to witness
the Mets put the dagger in the hearts of
their fans this September.
But for this one game, it'llbe worth

Field Hockey

/>

LAN THOMAS/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

BC was swept by UNC at The Power Gym.

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The field hockey team beat Maine 5-0 yesterday, butfell 3-2 to Duke on Friday. See C6.

How 'bout those Mets? Memoirs

W
tGoame atch

_
Boston
vs Providence
College

See Football, C4

BC quarterback Matt Ryan felt the pressurefrom the UMass defense all afternoon, but the Eagles were able to come away with the win.

worse when

...

1:21 p.m.: With two men on, Cody
Ross hits anexcuse-me double to left
field, catcher Ramon Castro bobbles a
throwhome from the outfield, then Tom
Glavinefinishes off the playby throwing
the ball into left field, allowingRoss to
score. Its now 4-0 Marlins. Now this is
Mets baseball!
1:27 p.m.: Tom Glavine, in what may
be his last game in a Mets uniform, has
loadedthe bases again. There's still
only one out in the inning, and DontrelleWillis is up. Great.
1:28 p.m.: The wheelshave officially
fallen off. Glavine hits Willis in the left
forearm. It's 5-0 Marlins. Glavine exits
Shea to a chorus ofboos. This is bothering. I know this is the biggest game of
the season, and Glavine, inexcusably,

Herzlich making a difference

Mark Herzlich is becoming an impact player on
defense, and he's only a sophomore. C3

of a painful ending

has picked this time to make the worst
start ofhis career, but still, he deserves
better. I hopeBobby Cox didn't have
anything to do with this.
1:31 p.m.: It's Jorge Sosa time! This
means it'll eitherbe 9-0 shortly, with
Hanley Ramirez up, or
1:33 p.m.: Sosa strikes out Ramirez!
Shea comes alive!
1:36 p.m.: Hope is lost when Dan
Uggla rips a two-run double to left
field, making it 7-0, Marlins. Jeremy
Hermedia is now the 12th man to bat
in this inning. This is truly stunning.
Either this will be the most memorable
comeback in baseball history, or the
perfect coup dc grace.
1:39 p.m.: Hermediapulls the ball
down to first base andthe inning is

...

finally over.
Heading back to print a sports section. Will check back if there's any sign

of hope.
1:53 p.m.: The Mets have put arun
on the board, and Carlos Delgado was
just hit in the forearm by Willis to load
the bases. Theboom mic picks up
Delgado's painful scream, but amaz-

Buonomo savors every shutout

BC goalkeeper Sarah Buonomo has now recorded six
consecutive shutouts, and it may not stop there. C7

ingly, he stays in the game. Ramon
Castro is up.
1:54 p.m.: Castro nails a pitch high
and deep to left field Castro raises

...

...

his right arm the crowd thinks it's
gone, but it falls just short into Ross'
glove on the warning track. It's 7-1,
Marlins. What a first inning. Willis does
look shaky, so maybe there is hope.
And this is when I go Sopranos on
you and end the column.What happened over the next eight innings was
not baseball, but a wake for a team
dying in front of my eyes. Check the box
score in the Globe if you want to see how
the rest ofthis sad story played out.
Andwhile it's the sign of a badfan
to abandon your team before the game
is over, consider this: Even venerable Mets announcer Gary Cohen has
strayed from the game momentarily to
catch a peek at the Jets game.
So what was worse, 2004 or 2007?
How 'bout themRed Sox!
Jeffrey Weinstein is the sports editor

of The Heights. He can be reached at
sports@bcheights.com

Column
Men's Ice Hockey.
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NOTABLE QUOTABLE

Short

"I told them all week they're going to win
the game, not because I'm 'The Swami.' I've
done this for 25 years and you just know."

in

Coloradohead coach Dan Hawkins, after
his Buffaloes upset No. 3 Oklahoma 27-24 on
a last-secondfield goal.
?

Sports
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People

BCEaglesFans: Tough luck Mets fans, now
Sox fan.

you knowhow it feels to be a Red

BCEaglesFans: A win is a win. Ask Florida,
Colorado, West Virginia, Texas, or Rutgers if
they care about stylepoints right now
BCEaglesFans: Fans should enjoy this now.
No. 7 in country? That's unreal.

BCEaglesFans:Let the countdown to
hockey seasonbegin.
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GAME OF THE WEEK
College Football No. 9 Florida at No. 1 LSU
Where: Tiger Stadium, Baton Rouge, La.
When: Saturday, 8 p.m.
TV: CBS
?

Auburn's late field goal stuns Florida
The Florida Gators' national-title winning defense took a
major hit Saturday night whenAuburn kicker Wes Byrum drilled
a 43-yardfield goal to handthe Gators,ranked No. 4, theirfirst
defeat. Auburn snapped Florida's 11-gamewinning streak and
handed Urban Meyer his first home loss at Florida. Auburn
built a 14-0 leadin the first half, scoring onKodi Burns' 6-yard
run and Ben Tate's 3-yard run. Auburn senior QB Brandon Cox

managed the offense well and avoided making any mistakes,
completing 17of26 passes for 227 yards and no interceptions.
The Tiger defense was able to slow down the high-powered
Gators offense and sophomorequarterbackTim Tebow.Tebow
led the Gators back in the second half, putting together two
fourth-quarter scoring drives. Just four seconds into thefourth
quarter, Tebow connected with Cornelius Ingram from 6 yards
out for the first Gator touchdown, cutting the score to 17-10.
TheGators tiedthe score at 17, when Tebow, wholed theGators
with 75 rushing yards, punched in the a 2-yard touchdownrun
to cap off an 89-yard drive. Percy Harvin made a terrific32-yard
catch along the sideline to help keep the drive alive and setup
the touchdown. It doesn'tget any easierfor the Gators, who will
face off with the top-rankedLSU Tigers next week.

Floridahas a talltask coming up on Saturday,but if
the Gatorscan completean upset of No. 1LSU, maybe
they can redeem themselves from a tough week five
loss to Auburn. Now in second place in the Eastern
Division of the SEC, the Gators risk slipping further
in thepolls ifthey can't prove themselves in this game.
Quarterback Tim Tebow must takethereins, and with
his 67.9 completionpercentage, he has the ability to
rally his teammates. Tebow has 11 touchdowns and
just two interceptions so far and also leads the team
in rushingwith 433 yards and eight touchdowns.He'll
needhis supporting castto be ready especially receivers Percy Harvin(455 yards) andCorneliusIngram
(250 yards) ifthe Gators hope to make a statement

AP PHOTO/CHRIS O'MEARA

NATION

?

?

on Saturday.

Sports Calendar
DAY

TIME

EVENT

FOOTBALL
Sat., Oct. 6

12 p.m.

Bowling Green

MEN'S SOCCER
Fri., Oct. 4

7 p.m.

@ Duke

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Duke
Wake Forest

1 p.m.

@ UNC

7 p.m.

@ Virginia

6 p.m.

@ Va.Tech

WOMEN'S SOCCER

BCSPORTS

Fri., Oct. 4
Sun., Oct. 6

Volleyball handles Wolfpack

FIELD HOCKEY
AP PHOTO/ENID NEWS & EAGLE, BILLY HEFTON

The Eagles raised their ACC record to 2-2 with a 3-1 defeat
of NC State on Thursday at Power Gymnasium. They got off
to a strong start with a win in the first game, thanks to a 19-10
rally ignitedby co-captainKelsey Johnson. The Wolfpack came
back to win game two, but it was a close 32-30 loss for Boston
College.The remaining two matchesfell in BC's favor by scores
of 30-24 and 30-21. Johnson, in her fifth double-doubleof the
season, had 18 kills and 10 digs.

Colorado shocks Sooners in Boulder

Boston College's cross country teams participatedin the
Notre Dame Invitational on Friday and had goodresults, with
the women earning fifth place out of 21 teams andthe men
finishing 17th out of23 teams.
Highlightsfor the women included the performance of
tri-captain MalloryChampa, who finished the 5K in 17:19 for
a 15th-placefinish. NicholeLister (17:31) finished 22nd, and
Brielle Chabot (17:33) finished 27th.
On the men's side, Patrick Melleafinished ninth in the
5-mile race at 24:10. Tim Ritchie earned a time of 25:12, and
James LaGreca finished in 25:49.

Women's soccer draws with Clemson
The Eagles and Tigers, bothranked nationally in the top 15,
played to a scoreless draw thanks to the solid play of the goalkeepers. Boston College keeper Sarah Buonomo recorded her
sixth consecutive shutout of the season, making six saves.
Buonomo has only allowedone goal in 795 minutes of play
this season.
For theEagles, GinaDiMartinoled theoffensive attackwith
two shots on goal.

ACC

Wake soccer continues to dominate

TBCRIVA

Sat., Oct. 6
VOLLEYBALL

It wasn't over untilthe final seconds tickedoffthe clock. When
Coloradokicker Kevin Eberhart nailed a 45-yardfield goal, it sent
the CUfaithful into a frenzy, giving Colorado its first win against a
top-five opponent since it beat Texas on December 1, 2001. Coloradoscored 17points in the fourth quarter to erase a 24-10 deficit.
The Oklahoma Sooners, rankedNo. 3, built a 24-7 lead.
But Colorado QB Cody Hawkins led the Buffs on four straight
scoring drives in the third andfourth quarter, including setting up
Eberhart's game-winning field goal.
Hawkins had a strong afternoon, going 22-for-36 for 219 yards
and two touchdowns.
In a critical play in the fourth quarter, Oklahoma'sReggie Smith
muffed a punt, dropping a fair catch, giving the Buffs theball back
at the Oklahoma 16-yard line. Coloradowasted no time cashing in
on the mistake, scoring four plays later on a 15-yard reception by
Dusty Sprague to tic the game.

Cross country goes to Notre Dame

I

Fri., Oct. 5
Sat., OCt. 6

CROSS COUNTRY
Sat., Oct. 6

MEN'S

TBA

@

Franklin Park

TENNIS

Fri., Oct. 5

TBA

@ Boston College

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Tue.-Sat, Oct. 2-6

TBA

@ Los Angeles,

CA

MEN'S GOLF
Mon.-Tue, Oct. 1-2

All day

@ Lemont,

IL

WOMEN'S GOLF
Mon., Oct 1

All day

@ state

College, PA
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The undefeatedDemon Deacon men's soccer team continued
its run and hung onto its top ranking in the country with a 2-0
victory over the MarylandTerrapins, rankedNo. 18 in the country. With the victory the Deacons ran theirrecord to 7-0-0.

Sophomore Zack Schilawksi put the Demon Deacons on
the board first, notching his first goal of the season in the 40th
minute.

Junior Evan Brown collected the rebound from Marcus
Tracy's shotfrom 10 yards, andthenfed Schilawskifor the goal.
CodyArnoux notchedhis fifth goal of the seasonto put the Deacs
up by two goals, drilling home a 30-yard shot with 37 seconds
left in regulation time.

c) Audrey &\M&<r

Wake Forest goalkeeperBrian Edwards collectedfour saves
in recording his fifth victory in net this season. Marylandgoalkeeper Thorne Holder made three save in net, and surrendered
two goals. Wake Forest faces off with in-state rival Elon on
Tuesday night and will look to capture its eighthvictory of the
campaign.
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ACC ROUNDUP
Terps pull off upset

Defense key for Hokies

Down 17-14 at halftime at No. 10
Rutgers, Maryland head coach Ralph
Friedgenchallengedhis players to stop
worrying about the 11-pointlead they
hadblown. The Terps responded in the
second half, outscoring their opponents
20-7 for an upset 34-24 victory in Piscataway, N.J.
Against the Scarlet Knights, Maryland ran the ball at will, outgaining
Rutgers on the ground with 239 yards
on the ground to Rutgers' 82.

Despite an off day from true freshman quarterbackTyrod Taylor, the
Hokies, due in part to their defense
and some solidrunning from Brandon
Ore, were able to pull away from North
Carolinafor a 17-10 victory.
Xavier Adibi's interception and
return to the Tar Heels 12-yard line
late in the third quarter set up an Ore
touchdownrun, putting Va. Tech ahead
with a commanding 17-3 lead.
For the Tar Heels, freshman quarterback J.T. Yates was 16-of-25 for 182
yards, but his one interception was

Tigers hurt by kicks

costly.
Taylor was mostly ineffectivefor the
Hokies, completing 10 of 19 passes for
just 66 yards.

GeorgiaTech capitalizedon four
Clemson missedfield goals, a blocked
punt, and a fumblerecovery on a kickoff return to edge the No. 13 Tigers 13-3
in Atlanta. The YellowJacketdefense
heldClemson's rushing attack to just
34 yards on the ground. On the other
hand, GeorgiaTech RB Tashard Choice
ran wild, gaining 145yards on 32 carries. Clemsonkicker Mark Bucholz, also
a memberofClemson's soccer team,
missedfrom 30, 47, 48, and 50 yards.

Lee nice at QB for FSU

UVA crushes Pitt
Virginia, thanks to the play of
quarterback Jameel Sewell, is quietly
playing itself onto the national scene.
Sewell's three touchdownpasses in the
first quarter against Pittsburgh helped
the Cavaliersbuild a 27-0 lead early on,
Virginia wouldgo on to win the game
44-14 to notch its fourth consecutive
win. UVA currently sits at 3-0 in ACC
play, atop the CoastalDivision stand-

AP PHOTO / MEL EVANS

Maryland linebacker Adrian Moten celebrates in the closing moments of the Terps' upset victory over No. 10 Rutgers.

Best of the best
Play of the Week

- De'Cody Fagg's run after catch

With Alabama trailing by only a touchdown in thefourth
quarter, Fagg turned a short slant into a 70-yard touchdown pass to seal a 21-14 victory for the Seminoles.

Player of the Week

-

Tashard Choice, RB, Georgia Tech

Even a sore hamstring could not stop Choice from giving
another defensefits. Clemson fell victim to Choice's big day,
as the back ran for 145 yards and a touchdown.

XavierLee came off the bench to replace Drew Weatherford at quarterback
for Florida State, and the Seminolesoffense tookoff in the second half against
No. 22 Alabama.
Lee, set to transfer after last season,
was convinced to come back to FSU,
and emerged to lead the Seminoles to
a 21-14 win over the Crimson Tide in
Jacksonville.
Lee hit De'Cody Faggwith a 7-yard
touchdownpass early in the third quarter to break a scoreless tic.
Eighteen seconds after JohnParker
Wilson cut FSU's lead to 14-7 with a
touchdownpass to DJ Hall, Lee and
Fagg connected again.
Fagg broke a short slant route for a
70-yard touchdown to ice the game.

ings.

O'Brien's woes continue
After an embarrassing defeatto
Syracuse in which its defense was
exposed,Louisville took out its anger
on NC State, forcing a season-high five
turnovers in the 29-10 win. The Cardinals has two interceptions and three
fumbles, the last ofwhich came midway
through the fourth quarter. Heisman
candidateBrian Brohm sealedthe game
thereafter with an 18-yardtouchdown

Standings
Atlantic Division
School
Boston College
Clemson
Wake Forest
Florida State
Maryland

NC State

Next Week

ACC
3-0

Overall

2-1

4-1

1-1
0-1
0-1
0-2

2-2
3-1
3-2

5-0

1-4

Coastal Division
School
ACC
Virginia
3-0
Miami
1-0
Virginia Tech
1-0
Georgia Tech
1-2
Duke
0-2
North Carolina
0-2

Overall
4-1
4-1

4-1
3-2
1-4
1-4

Bowling Green at Boston College, Sat, 12 p.m
Miami at North Carolina, Sat., 12 p.m
Georgia Tech at Maryland, Sat, 12 p.m
Wake Forest at Duke, Sat, 1 p.m
NC State at Florida State, Sat., 3:30 p.m
Virginia Tech at Clemson, Sat, 6 p.m
Virginia at Middle Tennessee State, Sat, 7 p.m

pass to George Stripling.

Miami survives Duke
With the BlueDevils bearing down
on them in their own house the Miami
Hurricanes answered with a latefourthquarter drive to put Duke away, 24-14.
Kyle Wright came back from injury to
hitKayne Farquharsonwith a 5-yard
touchdownpass with 2:15 remaining in
the game. Despite a solid game from
Duke quarterbackThaddeus Lewis,
Miami outgained Duke 430-302 in
yardage, and held the BlueDevils to
only 61 yards on the ground.

Herzlich

gains much
respect for work ethic
Sophomore linebacker provides leadership at young age
By Zach Wielgus
For The Heights

Ask even the casual Boston Collegefootballfan
what defensive player has consistently personified
toughness, work ethic, and leadership,and chances
are, Brian Toal's name will be mentionedimmediately.
A cornerstone of the team throughout the past
three years, Toal has played through pain, both as a
linebacker and a goal-linerunning back, unwilling
to succumb to injury.
Afterfierce persuasionfrom new headcoach Jeff
Jagodzinskiand the medical staff, Toal reluctantly
received surgery on his torn right labrum and took
a medicalred shirt this season.
Enter sophomore Mark Herzlich, winner of the
relentless battlefor Toal's open position at starting
outside linebacker.
Thatfamiliarnumber 16jersey that Superfans got

used to seeing rack up tackles as well as touchdowns was replaced by Herzlich, the man wearing
number 94.
Yetthe unfamiliarnumber is the only difference
coming from the weak side linebacker position.
Herzlich is doing a great job filling Toal's giant
shoes. Just don'ttell him that.
"Brian is a special kid, andhe is great when he's
healthy. But it wasn't really 'I'm takingBrian Toal's
position,'" Herzlich said. "I knew I had to do what
was best for me and for the team and get betterfor
both of them."
Few would argue that he has matched Toal statistically.
Currently, Herzlich is third on the team with 28
tackles and first in tacklesfor a loss with four, the
same amount Toal amassed in all oflast season.
Being capable of making that bigplay - or even
motivating his teammatesto do so - is exactlywhat
Herzlichtakes pride in. "Ithink I bring an intensity
so

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Mark Herzlich has softened the blow of losing Brian Toal with his solid play so far this season.
levelthatothers guys have, too, but I feel I can make defense alike.
that big hit or knock an offensive guardback. Even
"We've alwayshad faith in [Spaziani], evenwhen
though I'm onlya sophomore, I try to get guys riled he was head coach for the bowl game last year,"
up," Herzlich said.
Herzlich said. "The team really rallies around him
Herzlich has proven that he is capable ofblowand trusts in his philosophy."
ing up a running play in the backfield or using his
"Having him come back, as well as Coach Mc6-4 frame to snag an interception, as he did against Govern, has really provided a stable base for the
defense," he said.
Army.
But what has propelled BC's defense to 24th in
Despite being the youngest of the starting linethe nation in points allowed and fourth in rushing backers - and even of some of the players ofwhom
he is currently ahead - Herzlich acts like a seasoned
yards is playing assignment-sure football.
Naturally, the composed and modest Herzlich veteran, simply wanting to do his job, continue
credits histeammates and
earning the respect of his
teammates, and making the
the coaching staff for his
"I think I bring an intensity level most of the opportunity he
proficiency in that area.
"Jolonn [Dunbar] and
that others guys have, too, but has been given.
Given his current level
Tyrone [Pruitt] have
I
I can make that big hit or of play, fans are starting to
helped me immensely,"
Herzlich said. "Those two
knock an
guard back" recognize the once-foreign
know everything there is
number 94 jersey. Fans are
Herzlich said. "Even though I'm beginningto matchHerzlich's
to know about this defense. There are times in
only a sophomore, I try to get levelofintensity andrespond
to his enthusiasm.
practice where I'll need to
guys riled
make a check, and they'll
Thanks to Herzlich, fans
remind me before the play
at Alumni Stadium are getting evenmore excited.
because they know it themselves."
It is thatfaith in his fellow linebackers that has
"I'm not trying to go out there and be a superallowed him to comfortably make the sometimes star," Herzlich said. "I'mjust doing my assignments
and lettingthings flow from there."
-daunting jump from partial contributor as a freshman to full-time starter.
Be that as it may, Herzlich, with every big play,
is making people forget about the loss ofToal and
Also, having defensive coordinator Frank Spaziani and linebackers coach Bill McGovern return
is turning into a star on the defense.
for their 11th seasons doesn't hurt, either.
Andyou knowwhat is evenbetterthanHerzlich's
Spaziani and McGovern are the only two coaches impressive emergence?
that remain from former head coachTom O'Brien's
Tthe fact that he and Toal will be able to play
staffandtheir steadfastnessis undoubtedly a major together in 2008. \u25a0
reason for the success of Herzlich and the entire

feel

offensive

up.

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Herzlich and the linebacking corps had perhaps their best game so far this season against Georgia Tech.
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Callender answers call
with yards, tough play
The contest was described unilaterallyby BC
players as a very physical game, and no one was
aware of it more than Callender, who was in for the
With all the talk about quarterback Matt Ryan majority of the offensive snaps.
"They were a lot more physical thanwe expected
andBostonCollege's new, electrifying, aerial-based
offense, it's been easy to forget theEagles dorun the [them] to be," Callender said. "You know, much
credit to them, theywere a good defense."
ball once in a while.
In the second quarter, when the Eagles engiAgainst a UMass team that did not allow Ryan
neered a 13-play,96-yardtouchdowndrive to takea
any time to throw precise passes deep downfield,
BC's running game had to be a factor against the 17-0 lead, Callenderwas responsible for 29 of those
yards and three first downs, in addition to getting
Minutemen.
smacked around by UMass blitzers on Ryan's best
Callender,
Thanks to Andre
it certainly was.
drive ofthe day.
With 115yards on a career-high32 carries, Callender was the difference in a ball game that for a
"They were coming from everywhere,"said Ryan
of UMass' blitz packages.
while was hanging in the balance.
Late in thethird quarter, with thelead cut to 17"Andre has been doing a great job for us all
season," Ryan said. "Today he just kept running off -14, theEagles faced a crucialthird downandfive on
tackle getting the tough two or tough four, andthat the UMass 28-yard line.
Callenderwas thereto makethe bigplay,catching
chips away at the defense."
and holding onto Ryan's screen pass for an eightAs L.V. Whitworth was out due to injury, Callender doubledthe carries he usuallysplits with his yard gain.
He gainedanotherfirst downon a similarpattern
classmate.
He was askedto set the tone forBC on its opening to put the Eagles inside the 10-yardline.
drive, carrying theball on six consecutive plays.
Two plays later, Callendershed off tacklersfor a
Askedif it was the most active game ofhis career, tough4-yard touchdownrun up the middle.
The score put theEagles up 24-14, and stopped
Callender laughed.
"Yeah, it could have been," he said. "They just UMass' growing mojo.
Quietly, the seniorrunning back is offto thebest
toldme I had32 carries, and I definitelydidn't think
start
ofhis career.
many."
I hadthat
Callendernotched his second 100-yard game of
He was called upon as a receiver late in the
third quarter, when the Eagles needed a first down the season and has amassed475 yards thus far on
the season.
badly.
If he continues this pace, the Eagles will have
And most importantly, he was asked to be there
everytime UMass came afterRyan, which was quite their first 1,000-yardrusher since Derrick Knight
in 2003.
often.
But Callender goes about his business quietly,
Callender answered all of these challenges and
helpedthe Eagles grind out a 24-14 victory against using a lot of energy to fulfill the responsibilities
a very game UMass team.
of beingBC's main runner and key blocker, yet still
an easy smile to reporters after the game.
flashing
Ryan
difference,"
"It makes a world of
said
of
"I'm not going to complain about getting the
having Callender on offense, "To have him in the
backfield, to have him to give the ball to, is a nice ball so much," said a grinning Callender. "It was a
great game."
thing as a quarterback."
With Callenderplaying the way he has in thefirst
TheMinutemen kept Ryan out ofrhythm for most
of the first half, but Callender continued getting five games of the season, BC may have a whole lot
more to smile about in the future. \u25a0
toughyards andpicked up UMass blitzinglinebackers to allowRyan more time in thepocket.
By Jeffrey Weinstein
Sports Editor

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Rich Gunnell had the best day of all the Eagles' wide receivers, making six receptions for 97 yards against UMass.

Eagles win ugly over UMass
Football, from CI
also marked BC's 15th straight win at home, the
school's longest home winning streak since 1965.
"It's special [to be 5-o], but at this juncture in
the season it doesn't really mean much. All we've
doneis put ourselves in a position to succeed.We've
got seven regular-season games left and if we don't
do anything from here on out, those five wins mean
nothing," Jagodzinksisaid.
The Eagles tooka 17-0 leadinto halftime against
the Minutemen,but UMass came out strong to start
the second half. After a short punt by BC's Johnny
Ayers gave UMass the ball with great field position,
junior quarterbackLiam Coen neededjust one play
to put his team on theboard, tossing a 41-yard bomb
down the right sideline to senior receiver Rasheed
Rancher past the coverage ofBC's Taji Morris.
Afterboth teams stalled on their ensuing drives,
Coen completed a short pass to sophomore Jeremy
Home that turned into a 35-yard touchdownwhen
Morris misseda tackle at thelineofscrimmage. The
score turned what many thought wouldbe another
Parents' Weekend romp into a nail-biter at 17-14
with 5:55 remaining in the third.
"We got a shot. The momentum on our sideline
was pretty high," said Coen about his team cutting
the leaddown to three.
BC was able to respond, however, pushing a
touchdown across the board on a four-yard run by
Andre Callender, his secondof the game. This touchdownwouldnot have happened if UMass had stayed
onside four plays earlier, when Ryan was picked off

in the end zone by Rashaude Goodwin, the former
Eagle who transferredto UMass last month.
The interception was called off due to an offside
penaltyby UMass, one of 17 Minutemen violations
on the day. The penalties amounted to a totalof 114
yards, a tough number to win on theroad with.
Thanks to that offsides call, Callender was able
to add to his 115 yards on a career-high 32 carries.
Callender took the handoff from Ryan early and
often, running the ball on BC's first six plays from
scrimmage, setting the tone for a physical game.
"Theyjust toldme I had32 carries. I didn'tthink
I had that many," Callendersaid.
"They were a lot more physical than
we expected them to be," Callender said.
"Much credit to them; they were a good defense. We
just kept on pounding the ball. We were hoping the
big one wouldpop up, but it never did. We just got to
getback to the drawingboardfor tomorrowand start
workingon next week [against Bowling Green]."
UMass mounted one final charge in the fourth
quarter, putting together a 13-play, 60-yard drive,
but it resulted in nothing when Chris Koepplin
missed a 46-yardfield goal wide left.
BC dominated the first half behind a strong
defensive effort that allowed just 66 total yards
for the half. After Callenderbusted through with a
one-yard dive to open the scoring, the Eagles made
it 17-0with a 96-yard drive that ended with a Ryan
touchdownpass to 6-5 sophomore Justin Jarvis, the
firsttouchdownofhis career. Onthe drive,Ryan went
7-of-8 for 53 yards andthe touchdown,providingthe
cushion BC wouldneed to stay undefeated. \u25a0
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Andre Callender had 115 yards on 32 carries against UMass and is off to the best start of his career.
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The Eagles lost for the first time at home this season.
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Ryan Thompson and the Eagles are flying high after surging into the top 10 in both polls. This is first time since 1992 that the Eagles have made an appearance in the top ten.

Eagles surge into Top 10 in both polls
By

Jessica Isner

Assoc. Sports Editor

tion that they've gotten thusfar came from a Division
I-AA opponenton Saturday. There's no questionthis
team is special but it alsotends to functionbetter
when it's flying under theradar.
Is that why Jagodzinskiis downplayinghis team's
gaudy new ranking?
"I don't think the rankings really mean much,"
he said. "You're either the hunted or the hunter.
When you start winning games, you're wearing a
bullseye."
That bullseye could be especially big when the
Eagles sojourn to South Bend in two weeks to face
NotreDame, an extravaganzathat has people across
the state asking for Friday and Monday off from
work. The two long-time rivals haven't faced one
another since 2005, withBC taking each of thepast
four meetings. Notre Dame has yet to win a game
this season and, withBC playing spoilerto them
in thepast, the Irishwill certainlyembrace thatrole
come Oct. 13.
However,over thepast two weeks, theEagles have
shown a noticeable dropoff on defense, especially
against UMass.
The Minutemen played BC closer than any team
?

It's inevitable: Ever since Matt Ryan started
showing flashes ofFlutie-ness early in the season,
this team has been measuredup against the legendary 1984team. Now thatthe AP pollhasunveiled the
Eagles' No. 7ranking
the highest since that Cotton
?

Bowl season the comparisons are unavoidable.
However, the new ranking doesn'tfit all that well if
you ask head coach Jeff Jagodzinski.
"I wantto stay as anonymous aswe can," Jagodzinski told the media in a teleconference yesterday.
"I don't want to be on anybody'sradar."
It's a little too late for that: Now that national
outlets such as ESPN.com and Sports Illustrated
have caught on to quarterback Matt Ryan and
his band of Eagles, anonymity may be a little farfetched. Football fanatics and experts alike have
seen what Boston College has done to its past five
opponentsto stay unbeaten,andthose accomplishments certainlyshouldn'tbe unheralded.
The Eagles have embarrassedevery ACC team
they haveplayed this season, andthe most competi?

?

has thus far, boasting a lot of yardageon the ground
and in the air against a defensethat is normallyrocksolid. The defensefaced similar troubles in the first
halfagainst Army last weekend,prompting criticism
from the Eagles faithful.
Jags isn't quite ready to push the panic button
just yet, though.
"Do I have to make an apologyfor the way we're
winning?" he joked.
If all goes according to plan, BC will sustain this
streakuntil conferenceplay picks up again theweek
after Notre Dame, when the Eagles will play five
consecutive games against what are consideredthe
best teams in the ACC: Virginia Tech, Florida State,
Maryland, Clemson, and Miami.
But thatdoesn't concern Jagodzinski at least
not yet. Right now, hehas his team concentrating on
BowlingGreen. That'sbeenhis philosophyall season
long, and obviously, it's working.
"I've said this before: We've broken the season
downinto four quarters," he said. "We're only in the
second quarter now."
By the fourth, one hopes that those 1984 comparisons will still be floating around. \u25a0
?

With win,
team still
undefeated
in ACC
BC turning heads with fast
start in conference play
Men's soccer, from CI
Less than a minute after receiving Kelly's advice,
Chin, a Miami native,fired a beautiful strike into the
right upper 90, beating two would-bedefenders on
the way. "I looked goodbecause I had coincidentally
just told him [to be more aggressive]," Kelly said,
"butit was a fantastic shot."
After netting his second goal ofthe season, Chin
immediately ran to the sideline to give coach Kelly
a big hug, as if thankingKelly for the vote of confidence he had given a minute earlier.

BC maintained control through the remainder
of the first half, with the defense turning away the
Wolfpack's few challenges with ease. The NC State
defenders,however, appearedfatiguedanddiscouraged as BC dominatedpossession until halftime.
The secondhalf saw the action become increasinglyphysical.
NC State'sbest scoring opportunity in the first
75 minutes came when senior captain El Hadj Cisse
made a beautiful run down theleft wing, firing a shot
to BC goalkeeper Chris Brown's left.
Brown made an impressive save but couldn't
control the rebound, which rolled toward Wolfpack
forward Jorge Mora, whoran unimpededtowardthe
ball and goal.
Brownmade an impressive dive to cover theball,
but a nasty head-to-shincollision left both players
rolling on the pitch for several minutes. Brown and
Moya would both stay in the game.
The intensity rose considerably in the game's final
15 minutes, as NC State grew frustratedwith a lack
of shots and some chippy play by the Eagles.
Tensions boiled over in the 85th minute, as
Bedoya was given a yellow card for throwing NC
State's Ernesto DiLaudo to the ground after a
questionabletackle.
Wolfpack head coach George Tarantini had to
be restrained by his team as he charged towardthe
field, enraged thatBedoya had not been sent offfor
the ugly altercation.
With both coaches agitated and the crowd in-

Tar Heels
sweep BC for
first home
loss of year
Volleyball, from CI
she said. "Apparently, we were playing with a false
sense of confidence, so that's something we need
to work on."
Not to be forgotten, though,was the performance
of co-captainKelsey Johnson, who had 19 kills and
11 digs in the three-gamesweep. Inthe thirdset, she
had two consecutive kills to bring the Eagles within a
point ofthe TarHeels. "Kelsey came ready to play,"
Leonard said.
TaylorWilliams andBrittany Pierpontalso contributedsignificantlyto theEagles' effort: Pierpont
had33 assists and 16digs, andWilliamsput together
a .200 attacking percentage.
The scores of the three games were 30-21, 30-26, and 30-26, all in North Carolina's favor. With
the loss, the Eagles fell to 8-7 overall and 2-3 in
ACC play.
For the Tar Heels, Stephanie Jansma was the
star ofthe game with 33 assists and a .333 attacking
percentage. Christine Vaughen also had eight kills
and zero errors, and Brianna Eskola had a gamehigh 22 digs.
This is the first time BC has lost at Power Gym
this season. In their past four games the Eagles
went 1-3, but last Thursday's 3-1 win over NC State
was critical in helping thembounce back from two
consecutive sweeps at Wake Forest and Duke last
weekend.
Now, looking ahead to a tough weekend at Virginia and Virginia Tech, BC must find a way to start
stringing together some wins in conference play,
Leonard said, instead of succumbing to teams that
it should be beating.
"We could've competed [against UNC], and they
won the conferencelast year. We need to be ready to
takematches instead ofjust sitting back and waiting,
like we have been."
The Eaglesreturn home theweekendofOct. 12 to
take on ACC opponentsMiami(Friday)and Florida
State (Saturday). \u25a0
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Chris Brown had four saves, including a key save late in the second half to help BC win its third straight ACC game.
creasingly frustrated, NC State finally struck pay
dirt. A beautifulpassing sequence from Hugh Cronin
and Jorge Moraleft a wide-openCisse to drive a shot
by a diving Chris Brown, tying the game at one with
just 4:30 remaining.
Just two minutes later, BC's O'Neil sent a hard,
purposeful cross from the right side, which met the
head of Bedoya for his fourth goal of the season.
After scoring, Bedoya sprinted towardthe loud
home crowd, and was mobbedby his teammates.
"We had kind of lost our way a bit, and Gregor
[Greg O'Neil] made an unbelievablecross. We'lltake

it," Kelly said.
Gooddefensive play from Paul Gerstenbergerand
Stephen Hepburn sealed the deal, giving the Eagles
a hard-earned 2-1 victory.
The win moves the Eagles to 5-1-1 overall, and
3-0 in the ACC. Next up for BC: a road trip to No.
7 Duke on Friday.
"Duke is a real hard place to play," Kelly said.
"They're loaded, a big time team. We'll have our
hands full. Last year we should have won, but lost
1-0.This time, hopefully, we'lltake care of it." \u25a0
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Mike Brennan (left) and Pat Gannon (right) are among the upperclassmen preparing the men's ice hockey team for its season opener. The team will openthe season in less than two weeks, against Michigan on October 12.

Brennan,

teammates preparing for opener

By Nick Tarnoff
Asst. Sports Editor

The Boston College men's hockey team has seen
of its best players depart, including senior
Brain Boyle and junior goaltenderCory Schneider,
yet the Eagles seem to be ready for whatever test is
throwntheir way.
They may be ready for their third consecutive
shot at a national title.
Coach Jerry York's squad has been skating and
lifting diligentlysince thatfateful Saturday in April
when the chips fell in favor ofMichigan State in the
nationalchampionship game,andhas been preparing for another titlebid in the season thatkicks off
in two weeks.
"We've been having morning lifts three days a
week, and really been ready to get it going. [We
have] a lot offun during the weekwithpractice and
some

captains practice, and lifting, but we're all pretty
focused on the upcoming season," said senior captain Mike Brennan.
"We have a lotofreturnees andthe team is close,
the freshmen have meshedwell with everybody and
we're reallyexcited."
The team has already garnered the respect of
Hockey East coaches, who last week voted them
and the University ofNew Hampshire as preseason
leaguechampions.
Despite these accolades, Brennan feels thatthis
team stillhas a lot to prove on the ice.
"It is flattering to be picked number one, but
we try not to look at the polls, especially after last
season," Brennan said.
"The fact that it's just a number and we have to
go out there and prove to each other that we are
deserving of a number-one ranking. It's just a number right now for us, but we're definitely excitedfor

the upcoming season and the guys we have in that
lockerroom."
It willbe a tough transition in goal, butBrennan
feels thatcoach York has brought in the best possible
options, andthatthethree goaltendersin contention
have all proved their skill during the preseason.
"Theybrought in three goalies, all new goalies,"
Brennan said.
"JohnnyMuse came in, helooks greatin practice.
All three of them do, Andy Margolin and [Alex]
Kremer all look good. They're all competing like
everyone else on the team, so it'll be interesting
to see how everythingpans out with the team and
we're just excited to have three new goaliesback in
the net."
The new goalie and the entire squad will need
to be ready for opening night against the Michigan
Wolverines.
BC will travel to Minnesotafor a four-team Ice

Breaker Tournament.
Minnesota and RPI will face off in the other
game, with the winner meeting the following night,
Oct. 13.
BC will open its season on the Conte Forum ice
on Oct. 19,hosting theNorth Dakota Fighting Sioux,
afamiliarrival from the NCAA tournament.
"I don't think it's tough, but it's something that
we're going to jump right into right off the bat. We
have Michigan right offthe bat, it's a hockey powerhouse, it's always beenknown for thatand we like
the challenge,"Brennan said about the challenging
games to start the season.
"We want to play those big games and it's a good
test as to where our team is right now andwhere we
can progress. Ithink we'reallreally excited to head
outto Minnesotabecause it's a bighockey town. It's
going to be fun for us and we'reexcited to get this
thinggoing," he said. \u25a0
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Bob Dirks notched two goals against Duke, but it wasn't enough. The Blue Devils won 3-2, on Friday.

Duke prevails in ACC test
By

Charles

Mangiardi

For the Heights
The Duke field hockey team came in to Friday
night's ACC showdown looking to avenge last
season's overtime loss to Boston College, and the
Blue Devils got exactly what they were looking for,
topping a somewhat sloppy BC team 3-2.
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said, "but I think after that we picked it up. I think
it was just bad luck."
CoachAinsleeLamb saidafterwardthat the momentum shifts were,"the sign of two good programs

competing."
"There's really no excuse for allowing that early
goal,except that Duke was just better in those early
minutes," Lamb said.
Dickinsonscored her second goal for Duke fever
Playing before 480 people on Newton Campus,
Duke came out of the gates with a sense of urgency, than 10 minutes into the second halfoff a free hit to
starting the game with possession and immediately make the score 3-1, but the Eagles refused to quit.
taking advantageof it. After a flurry of early shots, After Dirks converted onapenalty strokewith 12:03
duringwhichBC was unable to clear theball despite left in the second half, the home team dominated
several chances, Duke's Susan Ferger convertedfor the end of the game but were not able to make up
for early errors.
the game's first goal, just 2:18 into the contest.
Dirks showed throughout the game what a poThe No. 15 Blue Devils, controlled the game in
its early stages, as BC did not even attempt a shot tent threatshe is to opposing teams, often drawing
double teams from the Duke defense.
in the first 11 and a half minutes.
"Dirks is definitely a dangerousplayer. We had to
Duke's aggressive defense, coupled with BC's
make sure we knew where she was at all times, and
errant passes, gave an advantageto the visitors in
thefirst half, allowingDuke to extend its lead to 2-0 it was something we talkedaboutbefore the game,"
when Marian Dickinson scored with 11:57 showing Dickinson said after the game.
The Eagles hadtheir last realchance to score off
on the clock.
The No. 10 Eagles refused to back down after a corner hit with just underfour minutes remaining,
but were unable to convert after some rough play
falling into an early hole.
The Duke defense continued to play aggressively within the shooting circle.
Lamb angrilyprotested for a penalty stroke, but
after their second goal, and Bob Dirks made them
the officials stood by their no-calls, to the great
pay.
The reigning ACC offensive player of the year displeasureof many fans.
The loss droppedBC to fifth place in the ACC, at
scored on a fast break,faking out Duke goalieCait1-2,
a
assist
with no home games remaining in leagueplay.
receiving
lin Williams after
beautiful
from
Fifth-year senior co-captain Brenna Leahy was
freshman Janna Actil.
"We don't practice that so much," Dirks said not discouraged.
"The key thingis that we didn'tgive up the whole
afterward, "but it'sdefinitely one of my favorite ways
game," Leahy said, "We know we're gonna see this
to score. It was a great pass across from Janna, and
team again in the postseason, and next time we're
she gave me a one-on-onewith the goalie."
Once on the scoreboard, the Eagles dominated gonna be ready. They played a faster pace than us
today, and we kind ofgot stuck in theirplay instead
therest of the game, ledby Dirks and junior co-captain Julia Berkowitz, who made several outstanding of playingour own poised hockey. The loss is really
saves in goal.
frustrating, but Ithink we're gonna see them again
"I thinkthey dominatedthe first part," Berkowitz andthe outcome is gonna be different." \u25a0
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relishes putting up zeros for soccer team

David Raymond

Heights Staff

It's human nature to dwell on the things that we
let slip through out fingers; a friend whom we have
lost contact with, a job opportunity that we have
passed up, a blunderthat we can never recant.
The nature of sport is filled with those things: a
dropped interception, a missedfree throw, a hanging curveball. In soccer, thatthing is the goal, and it
can be hard for goalkeepersto forget the ones they
let slip by. Each goal is a bad memory waiting to be
forgotten. But that is not for everybody.
Boston College juniorgoalkeeper SarahBuonomo
has hadlittle to dwell upon this year as thescoreless
minutes continue to add up.
That is because Buonomo has only allowed one
goalin net this season in 695 minutes of playfor the
Eagles, leading them to a 7-0-1 record and a goals
against average of0.13 through Saturday.
The competition has spent over 11 and a half
hours trying to get the ball by her and has succeeded once.
Not bad for someone who never thought she

wouldfeel the lush grassesofNewtonbelowher feet
in a real collegiate game.
"I came to BC because Ireally liked Coach [Alison] Kulik and thought she had a great program,
but I never even thought I was going to play," said
Buonomo, candidabout her success on the field for
the Eagles.
Last season, Buonomo was not predicted to
have much of an impact being second on the depth
chart to senior Arianna Criscione. That all changed
midseasonwhenCriscionewent downwith an injury
and Buonomo was thrust into the starting role. She
earned her first career shutout against Holy Cross.
She would end up with seven shutouts in 14 starts in
the 2006 campaign. She also led BC to its first ACC
win, again in shutout fashion, in their inaugural game
against Clemson. She would never forget that game,
but was also humbled by the same Tigers squad in
the ACC tournament last season.
"I remember shutting them out," Buonomo said,
"but I alsorememberthe two goalsI gave up to them
in the loss in the ACC tourney."
It's the balancebetween dwellingon the goals and
lossesand capturing the spirit ofthe wins that keeps

Buonomo striving for clean sheet after clean sheet.
Thosecleansheets havebeen numerous this season. She enteredSunday's contest with Clemson with
a streak as impressiveas any stat she has had during
her time upon the Heights: 505 minutes without a
goal. That's over four and a half games. To put in it
perspective,Robert Cheruiyot could run theBoston
Marathonfour times in the time she has gone without
a goal. Frankly, she is treating goals like Notre Dame
footballis treating wins right now: They just aren't
expected to happen that often.
Her play in net this year is a testament not only
to her abilities, but also to those aroundher; a good
goalie needs a good defense and team to limit the
shots on goal.
While continuity is usually a building block for
a solid defensive core, it has not been afforded to
the Eagles this year. The squad has used a plethora
of lineups in front ofBuonomo due to the injuries
ofher teammates; something that she says has kept
her on point. "I get a little nervous every time we
switch it up, but it keeps me on my game andmakes
me focus," she said.
Despite playing with numerous lineups, she has

been able to stop 19 of the 20 shots she has faced
this year, and when she is not praising her excelled
defense, she is giving props to the coaching staff,
especially assistantcoach Chris Hamblin, for helping her as a player.
"Chris is a great assistant coach, being a goalie
himselfhe really knows where you are coming from,
which is nice," Buonomo said.
With seven shutouts a year ago and six already
this season, Buonomo has quickly risen the all-time
ranks at BC. She now stands alone in fourth, one
behind her predecessor Criscione, and is chasing
Courtney Schaeffer, BC '01, who has 37.5. But for
Buonomo, that is hardly worthy of any thought.
Right now, the attention is on the ACC and the
team's goals for this season.
"I think we have a shot at ACC championship,and
that wouldbe nice, but our goals for this year are to
improve as a team, and just really take the season
one game at a time," Buonomo said.
"I don't like to look forward to anything," she
said, like her next goal against.
Because who knows when, or if, that will ever
happen. \u25a0

Intramurals an arenafor old
high school stars to shine
By Daniel Popko

ERIK HILL/ANCHORAGE DAILY NEWS/MCT

High school football players, like these pictured above, can get a second shot at glory through college intramurals.

All former athletes have a burning desire to
relive their glory days.
Middle-agedmen go to fantasy camps to say
they played against their childhoodidols. Senior citizens insult the teenagers umpiring their
grandchildren's Little League games.
And this desire is not limited to people who
find themselvespast their prime: Look at Julio
Franco or Vinny Testeverde, who somehowstill
find themselves on a professionalrosters. How else
does one explain the competitiveness of intramural sports on collegecampuses?
When you hear the term "intramurals," you
probablythink of your dad heading out to the
local rec center in a dangerouslysmall pair of gym
shorts, decade-oldtank top, and a sweatband that
may have been taken straight from Hendrixat
Woodstock.
Yet, a pastime that often signifies a midlife crisis or abreak in the nine-to-five has been instilled
in the culture of universities across the country.
Replacing the beer-belliedmiddle manager on
the court or the field is theformer all-leaguehigh
school star who just couldn't cut it as a Division I
athlete.
When casual fans of the sport are replaced by
trained athletes, competition is bound to reach
new heights.
This competition brings new elements to recreational games. When was the last time you went
down to the park and ran the Princeton offense or
a flex cut? Does your family have more blitz packages in its ThanksgivingDay playbook than Gregg

Williams does?
I sincerely doubt it. As the levelofathleticism
increases, so too does the level ofintricacy and
competitive spirit.

-

Some of the best athletes on campus no longer able to dominateas they had for years before
are suiting up for "The Annexationof Puerto

-

Rico" or "Crunk" instead ofthe Eagles.
For every few average Joes on the team, there's
a former All-Everything athletewho chose to
pursue academics at Boston College instead of
athletics at a less-prestigious institution.
There is nothingwrong with reliving your glory
days, but can you really be sure your glory days are
through when you're only 18? In half ofthe major
sports leagues in the United States, you might not
evenbe allowed to play yet. Take Houston Texan
Amobi Okoye, who went to college at the age of 16
and is still a 280-pound defensive tackle. Hisbest
days aren'tbehind him.
So although the state titles are things ofthe
past, and all the cheerleadershanging on your
everyword may not be in your future, you can still
await the prime ofyour physical condition.
Where else could you put these skills to use
than in theintramural arenas?
Soon, the high school glorywill become a
distant memory, andthe closest you'll get to the
field is a scalped ticket at the 50-yard line or the
Fantasy Football stat tracker.
Is the hypercompetitive nature ofintramural
sports aproblem? Maybe to some people, but if
you can handle it, you'llonly enhance the feeling
of nirvana that makes everyonelove playing sports
in thefirst place. Now, ifyou'll excuse me - I need
to go teach my roommates theWest Coast Offense.

Despite being
outgained,

Washington
had chance to
beat No. 1 USC
By Bob

Condotta

The Seattle Times

SEATTLE
Many around college footballfigured it inconceivable that the Washington Huskies
couldknock offthe top-ranked team in the country
Saturday.
And an inconceivable game it was.
Howelse to describea game in whichthe Trojans
outgainedUW 460-190, held theHuskies to just 90
yards passing, the lowest total in almost three years,
and yet were still hanging on for dearlife in the final
seconds of a 27-24 victory?
"Today seemedlike it was almost a setback," said
USC left tackle Sam Baker. "But we won. You're not
going to win everygame 100-0."
And despite being dominated statistically,
there the Huskies were in the fourth quarter with
chance after chance to pull off a stunner, their last
breath finally being snuffed out when USC's Terrell
Thomas recovered an onside kick with 33 seconds
?

remaining.

The Huskies stayed in the game with gritty play
on their side and sloppy play on the part of USC
as the Trojans suffered three turnovers, had a punt
blocked, misseda field goal and committed16penalties for 161yards.
Washington scored on drives of 14, 22, and 9
yards as well as returning an interception for a
touchdown.
"I am extremelyproud of our football team," said
UW coach Tyrone Willingham. "But in saying that,
I don't take any solace in coming close."
Neither did any UW players, realizing they had
lost to USC in thefinal seconds for the second consecutive year the Trojans won in Los Angeleslast
season, 26-20.
"It's tough to lose a game like this," said UW
defensive tackle JordanReffett. "They made some
mistakesand we didn't capitalize the waywe wanted
to. We've got to learn how to win these games."
The game came on a day when the school honored the 1960 Huskies, who went 10-1 andbeat No.
1-ranked Minnesota in the Rose Bowl, as national
champions with 38 members of that squad in at?

AP PHOTO / ELAINE THOMPSON

Washington's Byron Davenport upends Southern California's Desmond Reed after a pass reception in the second half of USC's 27-24 win over the Huskies.
tendance.
The Huskies led only once at 7-0 early in the
second quarter when Jake Locker scored on a 10-yard run following a USC fumble that gave UW the
ball at the 14.
USC responded with two long touchdowndrives
to take a 14-7 lead and seemed ready to take command when it had the ball near midfieldlate in the
second quarter. But UW's MesphinForrester intercepted a tipped pass andreturned it 54 yards for a
touchdown to tic the game at 14.
USC responded to take a 17-14 lead at halftime
and then used another long drive to take a 24-14
lead latein the thirdquarter.
But abizarre 10-play,22-yard drive thatincluded
two USC pass interference penalties resulted in a
Ryan Perkins field goal that cut the gap to 24-17

with 12:44 left.
"I've never seen a team work so hard and want
to win so bad," said USC center Matt Spanos of the
Huskies. "They never quit. You have to respect a
team like that."
The UW defense then rose to the occasion with
Daniel Te'o-Nesheim getting a sack of JohnDavid
Booty on USC's first play to force a three-and-out.
UW got the ball back at its own 36 with 11:01left.
But the Huskies couldn't move, with a pass to
LouisRankin on third-and-fournettingjust 3 yards,
and UW decided to punt.
UW again held USC, thanks in part to two more
Trojans' false-starts, and Husky Stadiumwas rocking as it hasn't in years.
But the Huskies thencommittedone mistake too
many when Anthony Russo fumbled a punt giving

USC the ball at the Husky 43-yard line.
TheHuskies appearedto haveUSC stoppedwhen
Byron Davenport looked to have an interception in
the end zone. But after it was initiallyruled in UW's
favor, a replay showed clearly he had dropped the
ball. USC got a 33-yardfieldgoal on the nextplayby
David Buehler to take a 27-17 lead with 3:01 left.
Still, the Huskies kept fighting. Ahigh snap gave
Roy Lewis time to break through and block a punt
and return it to the 9, and UW scored on a Locker
1-yardrun with 34 seconds left.
But Thomas recovered the onsidekick to clinch
it for USC.
"It'stough to know you were goodenoughto play
with them but you couldn't pull it out in the end,"
saidLocker. \u25a0
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Countdown to Notre Dame: The Best of the Holy War
Nov. 2, 2002

Eagles end Notre
Dame's perfect
season
By Jeffrey

Weintein

Sports Editor

It was a gamebetweentwo teams
going in opposite directions. The
Eagles were 4-3, winless in the Big
East and coming off a devastating
overtime loss to Pittsburgh.
The Fighting Irish were undefeated, 7-0, and South Bend was
in the midst of a football revival
under first-year head coach Tyrone

Willingham.
It was Nov. 2,2002, andunranked
Boston Collegewas the decided underdog at No. 6Notre Dame, a team
seemingly destinedfor greatness.
Fans of the Blue and Gold had
taken to the slogan "Return to
Glory," and Notre Dame Stadium
became a sea of green on game days
thanks to T-shirts adorned with the
motto.

Against BC, the Irish football
team decided to wear green as well,
arare event for a school with such a

storied tradition.
But the Eagles refused to be

an-

other chapter in theNotreDame storybook, andthe BC players used the
green jerseys as extra motivation.
"It felt like they didn't respect
us at all," defensive end Mathias
Kiwanuka told reporters.
"Theythought they could come
out anddo anything;they didn'thave
to prepare the way they did other
games," he said.
Arecordcrowd of 80,395 watched
the home team fall apart, undone by
five turnovers and a great effort by
the BC defense.
The Eagles took the lead with
2:39 left in the first quarter, after
Irish tailbackRyan Grant fumbled,
allowing BC linebacker Josh Ott to
regain possession for theEagles.
Derrick Knight, who ran for 129
yards, finished off a 62-yard drive
with a touchdownrun.
A missedextra point made it 6-0
Eagles.
TheIrish offense, ranked 109 out
of 117 teams in Division I-A, struggledto move the ball, and were dealt
a blow when QB Carlyle Holiday was
temporarilyknocked out of the game
in the second quarter.
With 4:03 left in the first half,
Ott struck again for the Eagles, intercepting a shovelpass from backup
QB Pat Dillingham, and returning it
71 yards for a BC touchdown.
BC quarterbackBrian St. Pierre

completed the two-point conversion
to tight end Scan Ryan to make it

14-0BC.
Despite Holiday's return in the
second half, the Irish fumbled the
ball away twice more in the third
quarter, and could not crack the
scoreboard until late in the fourth
quarter.

Holiday's 20-yard touchdown
pass to Maurice Stovallwith 2:25 left
cut the BC leadto 14-7, andtheIrish

got the ballback with 12 seconds left

24-yard line.
But Holiday's last pass was batted down by the secondary, and the
Eagles stormedthefield to celebrate
their monumental victory.
They tore up chunks of grass as
reminders ofthe daythey spoiledthe
season of their vauntedrival.
More importantly though, the
on their own

win was a turning point in a season

that had been mediocre, as the Eagles won four of their last five games
to finish the season 9-4.
For Willingham, the loss was
the end of a long honeymoon, and
the first in a series of disappointing
defeats duringhis three-year tenure
at Notre Dame.
The Fighting Irish were blown
out in their annual game against
USC and then again by NC State in
the Gator Bowl, finishing the season
10-3.\u25a0
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Music legend owns memorable evening

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

John Williams, the man responsiblefor the music in over 100films in the last 40years, and probably every Steven Spielberg and George Lucas movie ever made, brought himself to our level on Friday night with the Boston Pops.
By

Leon Ratz

For the Heights

From platform nine and three-quarters to a
galaxy far, far away,virtuoso conductor and Oscarwinning composer John Williams and the Boston
Pops Esplanade Orchestra captured the hearts and
imaginations of a sell-out 8,500 crowd at Conte
Forum at last Friday's Night's 15th Annual Pops on
the Heights Scholarship Gala. This year's concert
also featured stellar performances by Broadway
star Maureen McGovern, opera baritone Robert

Honeysucker, and Boston College's very own University Chorale.
Prior to the opening of the show, the excitement
among students, parents, and alumni at Conte Fo-

palpable. When asked how she felt about
John Williams conducting the Pops this year, seventh-time Pops on the Heights concert-goerKari
O'Neil, A&S '11replied, "It'sunbelievable.His music
is so good. I just love him."
The first half of Friday evening's two-and-halfhour program commenced with classic film scores
such as the moving overtures to Gone with the Wind

rum was

and CitizenKane, as wellas the solemn "Hymn to the
Fallen"from Steven Spielberg'sSaving Private Ryan,
beautifully accompaniedby BC's University Chorale.
Afterwards, internationally-renownopera baritone
Honeysucker accompaniedby the Pops Orchestra
and the University Chorale performed a tribute to
Americawith Alanand MarilynBergman's patriotic
melody"America, the Dream Goes On."
In a surprise appearance during intermission,
Meet the Press anchor Tim Russert came on stage
and rallied Conte's audience over BC's Saturday
footballmatch against UMass, whileJohn Williams

conducted the epic original

the NBC news

to BC andfor his incrediblecontributions to music
and cinema. "Thank you Johnfor all thatyou have
done to lift thehuman spirit throughout the genera-

tions," he said.
The second half opened with a brilliant
performance by McGovern featuring memorable hits from Hammerstein's and Berlin's

See Boston Pops, D2

kilcoctapaAelfyhmuesl ear

Artist/activist
merges reggae
and poetry
By

score to

program. Russert alsothanked Williamsfor coming

Marina Lopes

For the Heights
Few artists havebeen as influential in
both music and politics as Linton Kwesi
Johnson, and yet, unless you are over 40
or a sociology major, you've probably
never heard his name. When more than
a 100 curiousstudents gathered to watch
him recite his poetry this Wednesday,
they were not quite sure what to expect.
Both a poet and musician, Johnson
is credited with the foundation of dub
poetry - a fusion of reggae music with
spoken poetry. The result of this quasisong is a powerful combinationin which
the assertive sounds ofJamaicanEnglish
perfectly accent the structured beat of
the poems.
Johnson is also known as a social
activist in the continuous fight against
injustice and oppressionin England. His
most celebratedpoems, such as "5 nights
of bleedings" and "Inglan Is a Bitch" account for the outrageousracism Johnson
encountered from the police when he
moved from Jamaica to England during
the 19705. Throughout the '70s he used
his art to enact socialchange, creating a
poetry workshop within the Black Panthers and working for The Creation for
Liberation.
It was during his time with the Black
Panthers that Johnson developed his
poetry into whatit is today. When writing
he tries to maintain the music which is
organic to language itself. "We recognize

/ I think That She Knows" were the group's
strongest. Both incorporated extremely powerful beat-boxing, and the popular nature ofeach
The night air in Devlin Hall was filled with song engaged the crowd and had them laughing
and cheering for most of the remainder of the
song on Thursday night. The lights were lowbut
spirits ran high as Boston College's six a cappella Bostonians' performance.
Four songs later, BC's only all-female a capgroupsgathered into Devlin's lecture hall to perform some oftheirbest songs at ACappellaFest, pella group, the Sharps, graced the stage. The
ladies openedwith Bonnie Tyler's "TotalEclipse
hosted by the Acoustics.
of the Heart." A mix of song and choreography
Even when the lights dimmedat 7 p.m., commotion still rumbled as BC's eager fans hurried kept the crowd engaged as the Sharps began
to find seats - someeven endedup on the floor or
their performance. The women of the Sharps
leaning against the entrance.For the entire show, ended with one of their strongest songs, "Hide
it was rare that the door ever closed on the fans.
and Seek." The song requires no solo, so each of
The first group to perform was the Bostonians, the girls equally shined as the intense message
one of BC's male and female groups. It opened of their song choice vibrated through Devlin's
with Rob Thomas's "This is How a HeartBreaks." lecture hall.
BC's male and female Christian a cappella
It was a good song choice anddefinitely engaged
the crowd. Their final two songs, Cascada's
See Singing Fest, D2
"Miracle" and Justin Timberlake's "Lovestoned
By

Samantha Clifford

For the Heights

See Poetic Beats, D2
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A 'Blonde'

'Star Wars' composer returns to BC

affair

Boston Pops, From Dl
Broadway songbook fused with McGovern's own jazzy, soulful style. Nothing
shortofphenomenal,McGovern'sperfor-

mance was perhaps one of the pinnacles
of Friday night's gala and left the crowd
singing along to familiar tunes from The
Sound of Music andAnnie Get Your Gun.
Yet, Williams certainly left the best
for last. From the opening celesta solo
in "Hedwig's Theme" from the Harry
Potter film series to the grand finale of
the score from Steven Spielberg's E.T.
The Extra Terrestrial, Williams kept the
crowdriveted with his world-renownfilm
tracks that haveenrichedcinemaclassics
over thelast 30 years. Abovethe stage, as
the Pops performed the music, a screen
showcased clips from the featured films,
therebydemonstratingWilliams' mastery
for composing scores that enhance the
overall cinema experience.
Afterperformingexcerpts from Harry
Potter, Williams conducted a medley to
film directors George Lucas and Steven
Spielberg with the chilling,pulsing score
from Jawsand the majestic themesfrom
Stars Wars, Raiders of the Lost Ark, and
E.T, whilethe audience conducted along
with miniature "lightsabers" in a sea of
redand yellowilluminatingConteForum.
Closing the night, the Pops performed
BC's fight song "For Boston" and classic Sousa medley "Stars and Stripes
Forever" to thundering applause and a
standing ovation.
After the performance, BC parent
Mary Maher said, "It was spectacular!
It was just unbelievableto see him in real
life. He is just so talented,not to mention
so handsome." Lindsey Hennawi, A&S
'11, followed up with "Is he single?"
The concert organizers said that the
evening was a phenomenal success. In
a record-breaking year, the University

raised $2 million for need-basedscholarships for BC students, thereby making

Joseph Neese

MTV is knownfor its unique programming concepts, but it has never
made a move this big. On Oct. 13, the
music network will broadcastLegally
Blonde - The Musical in its entirety.
This move is unparalleled. Yes, many
plays have been taped for television or
video, the large majority ofwhich as
part ofPBS's Live from Lincoln Center
series. So theidea of Broadway on
television is nothing new. But no play
in the history of televisionhas been
broadcastedfrom start to finish while
still in the theater.
In a statement released to media,
producer Hal Luftig said, "MTV's
endorsementof a show on this level
is unprecedented and will benefit
the industry as a whole as Broadway
continues to expandits audience. This
is a great match and we could not be
happier."

LAN THOMAS/ HEIGHTS EDITOR AND EMMA RACIOPPO / HEIGHTS STAFF

The University Chorale joinedJohn Williams and the Boston Pops for an epic night of music.
Pops on the Heights the largest fundraiser
for the University. Concert organizer Renee Leßlanc said, "No other school can
say that they have thePops or the Boston
Symphony Orchestra come to campus
and put on this kind of performance."
She also added "None of this wouldbe
possible without the leadership of Pops

on the Heights chairmanandBC trustees
associate James F. Cleary. He's just one

of akind."
This year's Pops on the Heights definitelyhit the high note andhopefully BC
will continue to provide enriching opportunities like this one to the Heights
communityfor years to come. \u25a0

Fest greeted enthusiastically
Singing Fest, From Dl

COURTESY OF BLUEFLOWERARTS.COM

The poet himself, Linton Kwesi Johnson.

Dub-poet
Poetic Beats, From Dl
reality and define our humanity throughlanguage,"Johnsonsaidabout the importance of developing his writing.
in fact, it was his aggressive sound

that engaged thestudents on Wednesday,
most of whom were excited to see such a
unique speaker come to Boston College.
"I came because I was interested in
poetry but I'm surprised I had never

heard of him before," said Carly dc
Fllippo,A&S '09. "He was so innovative
in that he found a natural rhythm rather
than a pre-conceived one."
"I loved the way his words were like
music, it spoke to me. He was so intriguing and used his voice to make a difference," said MeganPerez, A&S '09.
"The fact is thatthehistoricalexperience of theblack Jamaicanis an experience of the most acute human suffering,
desolation,and despair in the cruel world
that is the colonialworld." Johnson said
about the hardships he encountered
in England. "We were treated as sons
of slaves, and although we have made
some improvement, we have a long way
to go." \u25a0

group took the floor next. Against the
Current was only able to perform one
song, but the unique aura that it brought
was a refreshing mix towardthemiddleof
the show. Its soloist had a soft andmellow voice that radiated the beauty and
tranquility of the song.
Following ATC was another co-ed
group, the Dynamics. The men and
women performed four songs, which all
were strong choices. They began with
Lauryn Hill's "Killing Me Softly," which
proved to be an appropriate segue from
the previous song. The group closedwith
the second JustinTimberlake song of the
evening, "Cry Me a River." The Dynamics weaved stomping and clapping into
theirrendition, a technique that actively
engaged the audience andenhanced the
mood of the night.
The second to last act of the night
was performed by BC's only all-male a
cappella group, the Heightsmen. The
boys of the Heightsman sang together
very well, incorporating the brotherly
love on which they pride themselves on.
They openedwith two Sugar Ray songs,
"Every Morning" and "Fly." These once
extremelypopular hits were a nice break
compared to some of the trendier songs
thatthe other groups hadpreviouslyperformed. After these two songs, the boys
transitionedfrom the faster melodiesof
Sugar Ray, to the slowerbeat of "In the
Still of the Night."
Last to perform was the host of this
year's A Cappella Fest, The Acoustics.
The Acoustics also have both male and
female members. Although the crowd
shifted numbers after each group had
finished performing, it was nice to see
that most of Devlin Hall was still full

expansive.

When we think of the fashion
capitals of theworld we think of Paris,
Milan, London, and now, Chestnut Hill,
Mass.? Fall fashion trends are about to
hit hard at Boston College:bold colors,
hourglass figures, menswear, shades of
grey, metallics, animal prints, and jackets of all styles, fabrics and colors.
This season we are starting to see
great color combinationsofearth
tones highlighted by bright colors as
well as vivid hues standing alone. Navy

blueAdoletandblack, black, white and
red, and fuchsia andpurple in particular are especially popular. These shades
are making their way into thick-heeled
platform pumps, ankle boots, doubleand triple-strapped mary-janes, patent
leatherhobo bags, trench coats, textured tights, andpencil skirts. Emilio
Pucci-inspired graphic geometric patterns ofneutrals andbrilliant shades
are also very chic for tops and dresses.
Shapelier figures are en vogue now,
too. For a while now belted dresses and
tunics have been popular, but now the

belts have gone ultra-wide.Extreme
belts with double or triplebuckles are
especiallyflattering. These cinched
waists give the effect of a voluptuous
bust line and a bootyliciousposterior.
Anempire-waistedjumper or a belted
tunic over a turtleneck or a high-waisted pencil skirt with a crisp tuxedo shirt
can also create this same illusion.
Designers are borrowing masculineinspired pieces and giving them an elegant, feminine twist. High-risetrousers
and trouser-cut denimare key pieces
this fall. Fit and wide-leg trousers are
a must-have, especially tweededwith
cuffs. Trousers paired with arounded
or portrait collar on a cropped sweater
jacket alongwith a girly bowedblouse
and thick high-heeled,peep-toe, oxford
lace-up booties make thisboyish outfit
distinctly feminine. Now, thanks to this
boyish trend, you can beat your guy
friends at their own game.
Shades of gray, metallics, and
animal prints are finding their way into
every aspect offashion: shoes,bags,
accessories, bottoms, tops, and outerwear. Gray is, hands down, the color to
rock this fall, whether in suede pewter

So how can BC apply thesefads on
campus?Extend the life of your miniskirts by wearing themwithbright red,
yellow, pink, or purple opaque textured
tights with one of yourpairs of Uggs.
Instead of wearing a drab, square pants
suit to a job interview, wear apencil
skirt with a matching blazer, completed
with a beltand give yourself a fabulous
hourglass figure. Next time you head
out to Ana Tua Nua's or MaryAnn's,
throwon a pair of trouser jeans with
a flirty sequined top or with a pair of
snakeskin stiletto heels. Instead of
rushing to class, in yourboring North
Face fleece make a statement in a
cropped swing jacket, tweedtrench
coat, or bright colored parka. Get noticed on campus and out on the town in
all offall's flirty fashions.
ElisabethInchalik is a senior in the College
of Arts %3 Sciences. She can be reached at

Joseph Neese is the Asst. Arts d) Review
Editor of The Heights. He welcomescom-

DAVID GIULER/ HEIGHTS STAFF

The Acoustics, Bostonians, Dynamics, Heightsmen,Sharps, and Against the Current sing.
at the finale of A Cappella Fest. While

staccato lyrics.

many ofthe preceding groups sang more
popular songs, the Acoustics mixed it
up with something a little different.

Based on the enthusiasmofthe crowd,
the smiles on each of the performers'
faces, andthe impressive turnout, at the
endofthe nightACappellaFest couldbe
called nothing but a success. \u25a0

The group opened with Robin Thicke's
"When I Get You Alone." The group's
singer did a superb job with the short

Lose the North Face; bring
Elisabeth Inchalik

Blonde is alsodescribedby MTV as
"weekendevent." Moreover,the show
isn't even getting a primetime slot. Of
all times, it will debut on a Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m. ET. Most ofAmerica
will probably stillbe asleep at this time.
MTV seems to be saying that Broadway
is a dying part of our culture.
But, why Blonde? Yes, it fits the
interests of its largely youthful and
female audience. This sets a bad
precedent, however.Theater is becoming increasingly commercial due to
fiscal restraints. Thus, less original and
classical pieces are beingproduced on
the Great White Way. Producers are
turning to adaptations ofpopular movies for material. They havebuilt-in fan
bases, and thus they are almost guaranteed to succeed for at least some time.
How else could an adaptationof Dr.
Seuss' How theGrinch Stole Christmas
sell the majority of its seats playing the
mammoth 1,813-seatHilton Theater 12
times a week?
Money is what now drives theater
because it is so costly. The return is
what matters, not the art. There are
more deserving shows than Blonde that
could be broadcast to the network's
same audience such as Avenue Q or
Spring Awakening, but they are unknown, so what reason is therefor their
viewers to watch them? If more original
theaterisn't being supported now, will
it still be supported in the future as it
once was?
I watchedBlonde this weekend
because my friend wanted to see it so
desperately. Such material generally
doesn't interest me over more serious
fare. But I was pleasantly surprised: It
is a very well-craftedshow and it gives
insight into deeper issues beneath all of
the lip gloss that's put onto it.
But it's like going to a restaurant
and only having dessert. It leaves you
wondering what happened to the main
course. It ends with Elle graduating
Harvard Law, but this event is overshadowedby her proposal to Emmett.
Being valedictorianis null-and-voidby
the fact that Elle finally finds love. And,
this is the message thatMTV will be
sending to young girls everywhere - a
boy is the key to all of their happiness.
Whatever the case, I urge you to
watch. It's rare in our current culture to
get such a treat on television. MTV is
the perfectexampleof the lowestform
of televisionwith its plethora oflowqualityreality programming. What the
network is doing is generating interest
in theater, and movie-musical adaptations aside, that's arare thing these
days.
Above all, I can only hope that the
show's young starlet, Laura Bell Bundy,
whosebeautiful voice nails the role of
Elle, can take her career to the next
level.
a

FALL FASHION

By

Will this move become a trend?
While it is a lucrative motion for the
show's producers, many are wondering
what effect the show's broadcast will
have on its longevity at the theaters.
MTV isn't onlybroadcasting it once;
it's airing it multiple times. MTV tends
to air programs so many times that it
runs them into the ground. In contrast,
the VMAs were reformatted to a onenight-only concept to attractviewers
back to the decliningshow. Seeing
theaterlive is an experience unparalleled to seeing it on tape. It loses its
flair on tape. But, with ticket prices
now exceeding$100, why go out to see
Blonde when you can Tivo it and watch
it over and over again?
Also, MTV seems to be dumming
things down. The networkhas even
gone as far as to produce a preshow
completewith the pink carpet with
hosts ofits hit reality show The Hills,
althoughit is doubtful that Lauren
Conrad's knowledge oftheater is very

on the animal skin

pumps or a wool turtleneck sweater-

dress. Glitzy metallics, rhinestones,
sequins, and jet beading are a great embellishment to glam up a pair of skinny
jeans, a tank, or a dress to turn heads
at your favoritebar or club. Animal
skin and print (zebra, giraffe, leopard,
snake, crocodile, and feathers) can be
found on shoes, bags and clutches, and
funky tops. Also, animalfur is a fashionable trimming on trench or hooded
coats, though this fad is probablynot so
popular with PETA.
Outerwear withbuilt-in style are
the signature pieces this season. Slim,
cropped sweater jackets,trench coats,
andparkas are thekinds of coverings
to buy this fall. A three-quarter sleeve
button up swing jacket withrounded
collar and puffed sleeves looks especiallystylish layeredover a long-sleeve
satin blouse. Fancy fashion-forward
trench coats are a must-have - tweed,
houndstooth, vivid colors, wool, satin,
dramatic sleeves, A-line skirts, andfinished with a high-waistedbelt. Trenches, too, have followed the overallfashion trend of a shapelier, more womanly
feel. Wild colored parkas and bubble

vests with tic belts or fur-lined hoods
are a good basic to have as a transition
piece from fall to winter, especially in
Boston where we know from experience
howbrutal the winters can be.

review@bcheights.com

ments at neese@bc.edu.
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For a realistic action rush, 'The Kingdom' comes
By Ryan O'Mallev
For the Heights

want to tag along.
This movie will take the audience
places that most motion pictures fear to
tread, as it explores the unspoken acts
ofwar such as torture, child combatants,
and even more heinous atrocities. It explores the very nature ofthe human soul
while simultaneouslystudying the major
and minor cultural boundaries of the
MiddleEast and the West. At times you
feel the same resentment that the agents
feel; then, justa few scenes later, thereis a
sympatheticconnection to be madewith

The trailer says that the last 30 minutes of this movie will blow you away,
but it's within the first 30 minutes that
your outlook on terrorism and war will

change forever.
What Saving
Private Ryan does
Dir. by Peter Berg to create the sense
Universal Studios ofrealismin World
War II is exactly
what The Kingdom doesfor the emotion,
reality, and brutality of international
terrorist attacks in theMiddleEast. The
action and emotion of this film capture
the same harrowing nature of storming
the beachhead ofNormandy.
Academy Award winner Jamie Foxx
takes charge as FBIspecialAgentRonald
Fleury in this harrowing action drama.
Four FBI agents, playedby Jennifer Garner (Alias, Daredevil), Chris Cooper ( The
Bourne Identity, American Beauty), and
Jason Bateman (Arrested Development),
are sent into SaudiArabia to hunt down
a major player in the country's deadly
terrorist network, which is suspected
of bombing a recent government target.
After a crippling attackwithin the kingdom'sborders, these special agents must

THE KINGDOM

COURTESY OF ALLMOVILPHOTO.COM

Notonly does Jamie Foxx look downright cool with a big gun in his hands, but he supports a strong cast in this relevant international
fly into hostile grounds where they are
quickly made to feel less than welcome.
From there, the audience will be in
awe of these groundbreaking action
sequences and the sharp wit of these
unique characters. For those who think

this is your standard JamieFoxx action
movie - has high expectationsbut barely
rises to the occasion - in this film Foxx
establishes himself as a higher echelon
actor in one of the most gritty movies
since Black Hawk Down.

Infact, in this fully loadedcinematic
experience, one will experience a fastpaced, all-natural adrenaline rush as
director Peter Berg will have you thinking that your very own life is on the line.
Those with a heart condition may not

the Saudis andtheir culture.
At the end of this film, there is the
immediateimpression for thepossibility
ofOscar accoladesincluding best picture
and director, and why not? Scorsese and
DiCaprio have yet to release their 75th
collaborative work, and if they don't
make one soon, they will not make the
Oscar cut for 2007.
The cast is solid, the action is topnotch, and the twists of this story will
never allow you to know what will come
next. If you are tired of mistiming your
snipes and melee strikes in Halo 3, this
is the perfect movie in which to reenter
society.

Itwill leave no audience disappointed
and it lives up to all the hype. A

Themes too scattered in 'Valley of
By Chase Kinser
For the Heights

to finding thekillers.
While all this investigating occurs,
Deerfieldreceives pieces ofhis son'scell-

Oscar-winning writer-directorPaul
Haggis (Crash) directs another socialmessage movie. This time, Haggis bases
his film on a true story as commentary on
the war in
Iraq.
IN THE VALLEY OF ELAH
Tom Dir. by Paul Haggis
Warner Bros.
my Lee
Jones
brilliantly plays retired military policeman, Hank Deerfield, who is investigating his son's disappearancefollowing
the boy's return from fighting in Iraq.
Deerfieldtravels to the baseand becomes
skeptical of the entire event.
Deerfieldthen goes to the localpolice
and confronts detective Emily Sanders,
playedby Charlize Theron. She refuses
to cooperate with him because she says
that the missing solider is the Army's
concern. Soon after, the police find the
missing soldier'smutilatedbody outside
the base. Detective Sanders decides to
take this case out of pity for Deerfield,
whom she had ignored earlier.
Haggis nicely directs this unfolding
murder mystery. Deerfield works as a
vigilante and does his own investigating; he takes his son's phone and pays
someone to unscramble the mediafiles.
He alsotravels with detectiveSanders to
topless bars, fast-food restaurants, and
the crime scene, attemptingto inchcloser

phone videos that were recorded when
he was in Iraq, telling a deranged story
aboutthe son's life abroad.The meanings
behind thesevideosbear no significance
untilthe end, when Haggis finally ties all
the elementstogether.
Yet, when Haggis tries to put it all
together, the pieces don't seem to fit.
The title of the film refers to the biblical battle between David and Goliath.
The film interprets the story as a young
boy who conquers his fear to take down
a giant. Deerfield claims David won the
battle by luring his fear close enough so
he could take it down.
This metaphor doesn't apply to anyone in the movie, though. Who is facing
theirfears and who is the enemy? These
questions are never answered.
Haggis places anti-war themes that
come fromnowhere in a plot that has very
littleto do with the Iraq War itselfand is
more based on a murder mystery.
Haggis loves to write films about
political events without mentioning the
politics behind the event. His movies
revolve around the people who become
affected by these events.
This time, he makes too big of a
stretch by applying Iraq to his murder
mystery. Nevertheless, he still makes a
pretty interesting and thought-provoking film. B

Elah'
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Tommy Lee Jonesis back on the big screen as a father searching for the story behind the murder of his son, a soldier in the Iraq war.

'Wild': an untamed triumph
Stuart Pike
Arts & Review Editor

By

There are moments in Scan Perm'sInto
the Wild that could inspire eventhe most
urban of urbanites to venture into the
great American unknown. Whether the
rough streets
of Los AngeINTO THE WILD
les, the lonely
Dir. by Scan Perm
highways of the
Paramount Vantage desert, or
the
great Alaskan
wilderness, every stageis set to maximize
the untamed American grandeur. And
while the film's story may be simple, its
inspiring results are anything but.
Emile Hirsch discards his formerly
boyish imposition for the confused and
frustratedrole oftrue-to-life Christopher
McCandless: an intelligent,literaryyoung
man who, after graduatingwith honors
from Emory University, ditches his savings, possessions, and social standing in
favor of hitchhiking his way towards, in
his words, "a great Alaskan adventure."
A troubled middle-classed childhood and quarrelsome parents helped
fuel young Christopher's yearning for
Thoreau, Tolstoy, andthe open road. He
cuts his plastic, burns his Washingtons,
and loses the car, taking only what he
can carrywhen he gives his HarvardLaw
funds to charity. While privileged and
talented, Christopher held himself to a
high moraland societalstandardthat, as
his younger sister explains in persistent
voice-over narrative, made for a lonely
existence. Now, while lonely, he at last
finds freedom.
Those words speak true for not only
Christopher, butfor thefilmitself. Mildly
eccentric but altogether fashioned with
discerning,lithe hands, Into the Wildfeels
as irresponsibly invigorating as the young
man whorefashions himself as Alexander
Supertramp. Overlongand uneven in its
meandering, many will be turned off by
its lackofstructure. But it is clearly made
with freedomin mind, and it is the flaws
that win the movie favor. Imperfections
makethepeople Christopher bonds with

stand up and

STANDOUT
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Emile Hirsch leads an impeccable cast against a vibrant, classically American landscape.
on the road special and tangible, andthe
same applies to the film.
The imperfectionsChristopher comes
upon include notable performances by
Vince Vaughn, CatherineKeener, Kristen
Stewart, andHal Holbrook. Holbrook in
particular lends his iconic, saggy face
and gentle eyes well to Hirsch's vibrant,
driven demeanor. As a man who lost his
wife and son decades earlier, Holbrook's
Ron Franz provides a last refuge to Christopher in the California desert, before
the traveler loses touch with what he is
leavingbehind.
Based on Jon Krakauer's non-fiction
book of the same name, Scan Perm has
penned and directed an experience of
vision and vigor. Everything about the
film is passionate and angry, as if ready
to come undone, contained only by the
barestofthreads. Perhaps it is no wonder
thatPerm chosethismaterialfor his opus,
and indeed he has made no qualms of
his personal attachment to the project.

Hirsch dropped somewhere near 30
pounds for the role, and the filmmakers
visited every site the real Christopher
McCandless did before 1992, when his
body was found in the Alaskan wilderness. The dedication to the material is
apparent, and Perm succeeds in conveying love for Christopher's story.
Any appreciation for Into the Wild
must also makemention ofEddieVedder's
purposeful and unequaledsoundtrack.As
quietly furious and free-willed as Christopher himself, the film's wholly breathtaking visuals are matched only by the
stirring music that accompanies them.
In all, thefilm is an achievementthat
will certainly outlast criticism of Perm
himself, whose outspoken politics may
lead many to pre-judge the beauty that he
has crafted. One should view the film on
the merits ofthe art, not the artist.
And by any standard, Into the Wild
is art.A

Write for Arts and Review!
Meetingsare Monday's at 5:30 p.m. in the
Eagle's Nest. Send your questions, comments,
and ideas to review@bcheights.com
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1 Jab deliverer
5 Atlantic and
Pacific
11 Rockies zone
14 Golden Rule
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warning
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13 Basic belief
19 Disclose
21 Goblet part
25 Homeric epic
26 Mirror
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30 Applaud
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37 Hind part
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40 Unbelievable
bargain
41 Pre-Euro
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42 Elder or alder
43 Evening repast
45 Genteel affair
46 Must-haves
48 Billing sharer
50 Part of TGIF
53 Memorial
marker
54 Highway
divisions
55 School grp.
57 Body trunk
60 Component
63 R.I.P. notice
64 Sense of self
65 Pinpoint
66 Pueblo dwellers
67 Match unit
68 Deckhand
69 Breakfast choice
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Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row there are 9 slots,
some ofwhich are empty and needto befilled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9. You must
follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
? Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
? The number should appear onlyonce on row, column or area.
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that YOU need help.
Answers to the
crossword on
page D5.
A

49 Forty winks
50 Takes to the air
51 Mountains
subdivision
52 Fort Knox bar
53 Stocking stuffer
55 Type size

on a
side
58 Be a stool
pigeon
59 Elevator man
61 John or Jane?
62 Sawbuck
56 Players
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"Before giving, I
always look for the
Humane Seal"
The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guarantees that a health charity funds
vital patient services or life-saving medical
research, but never animal experiments.
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Because helping people
doesn't have to mean
harming animals. yJJSJJ^

Council on Humane Giving
Washington, D.C.

www.HumaneSeal.org
202-686-2210, ext. 335
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Just tell your teammates you missed the race because you were getting stoned. They'll understand.
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JUMP FOR WHAT'S HIP W

Girls receive our exclusive 3.1 Phillip Lim tote and designer swag
with a $450 purchase in Women's Contemporary Sportswear or Galleria
Collections. Guys get a pair of Diesel jeans with a $450 purchase in
Men's Contemporary Sportswear. Only during The Hip Event.
One per customer, while supplies last; gift with online purchases may vary.

COPLEY PLACE 617.536.3660 NATICK COLLECTION 508.620.5700 NEIMANMARCUS.COM

